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Preface 
Bl'glllnillg with Volume XX, the 1)('('p Spi.C(· :\dwork Progrpss Heport changed 
from titt, 'I\·cilnieallkport :3:2- Sl'ril'S to til(' Progrl'ss lil'port 42.- Sl'l'il'S. The volume 
Illllllhl'l' contillu('s til(' Sl'qU(-,IW{' of til(' pn·(·(·dillg isSlIt'S. TiIus. Progrpss lkport 
·1:2.:~() is til{' tWl'ntieth \'olulll{, of til(' Decp Space :\pt\\'ork snit's, and is an 1Illintpl'· 
rupt('d follow-oil to Tel'hllical Heport ;1:2-152.6. Yoiul1w XIX, 
This n'port presents DS:\' progress in flight project support, tracking and data 
acquisition erDA) J'('s('arch and t{'clinoiogy. Ild\\'ol'k l'ngim'('ring, hardware and 
software illlp\PIlH'lltatiol1, and operations. Each issu<' pI'('sents illateriai in SOI1H', 
h11t not alL of tIl<' folIo\\'in!l, catt'.gol'ics ill tlit, 01'<1('1' inc1ieated. 
i)l'scriptioll of till' DS~ 
\lis~·;jol1 Support 
()Il~oillg Planetary/ I Iltl'rplanetar~' Fl:g:llt Projects 
Ac1I'ancl'c1 Flight l'rojl'l'ts 
Badio SCit'HCl' 
Sp('cial Projects 
Supporting Hcscarch and Technology 
Tracking and Grouucl-Basecl ~a\'igation 
COIllII1Unications-Spacecraft/Ground 
Station COllt1'01 ,lIld 0lwrations T<:chnology 
~'et\\'ol'k Control nnd Data Processing 
.\"ct\\'ork and Facility Engillet'ring and Implemcntation 
~et\\'ork 
~l'twork Opt'rations Control Center 
Ground Communications 
D('('1' Spacl' St:i.tions 
Operatiolls 
:\ etwork Oi)('ratinl1s 
:\'d\\'ork 0pt'ratioll!" Control Cl'nter 
Ground Communications 
Decp Spac(' Stations 
Program Plannillg 
TDA Planning 
()uality Assuranc:l' 
III each isstl{" til(' part I.'ntitled "Description of tiIl' DSX" dl'sCl'iUt's th(' functions 
and facilitil's 0:' thl' DS0.' and may report the current configuration of one of thl' 
(h"l' DS:\ systl'lllS (Traekillt!;. T('I(,I11('ll')" COlllmand, ~Ionitol' & Control, and T('st 
& Tmining). 
The work d('~crib('d in this ]'('POlt series is ('itlit'T pf:'rformcc1 or managed by til(' 
Trncking and Data Acquisition organi7ation of JPL for NASA, 
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Network Functions and Facilities 
N. A. Rer,etti 
Office of Tracking and Data Acquisition 
The ohiectil1es, functions, (Jnd organization of the Deep Space Network are 
sumHwri:;eci,. dcl'p space station, ground commll1lif'ation. (Inti network 
operations c'onlrol capabilities are described. 
The Deep Space Network (DSN). e,talliished by the 
National Aeronautics and Space Admiuistration (NASA) 
Office of Tracking and Data Aequisition under the system 
management and technical direction of the Jet Propulsion 
Laboratory (JPL), is designed for two~way commullil'al.ions 
with unmanned spacecraft traveling approximately t6,OOO 
kill (10.()()() miles) from Earth to the farthe,t planets of our 
solar system. It has provided tracking and data acquisition 
support for the following NASA deep space exploration 
projects: Ranger, Surveyor, Mariner Venus 1962. Mariner 
M,,,, 1964, Mariner Venus 1967. Mariner Mars I 96fJ. 
Mariner Mars 1971. and Mariner Venus Mercury 1973, for 
which JPL has been responsihle for the project manage-
ment. the development of the spacecraft, and the conduct 
of mission operations; Lunar Orbiter, for which the 
Langley Hesearch Center carried 0ut the project manage-
ment, spacecraft development. and conduct of mission 
operations; Pioneer, for which Ames Pesearch Center 
L'arried out the project management. spacecraft develop-
ment, and conduct of mission operations; and Apollo, for 
which the Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center was the 
project center and the Deep Space Network supple-
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mented the Manned Space F,light Network (MSFN), 
which was managed by the Goddard Space Flight Center 
(GSFC). It is providing tracking and data acquisition 
support for Helio,. a joint U.S.lWest German project; and 
Viking. for which Langley Hesearch Center provides the 
project management, the Lander spacecraft, and conducts 
mission operations, and for which JPL also provides the 
Orhiter spacecrall. 
Tbe Deep Splice Network is one of two NASA 
networks. The other, the Spaceflight Tracking ami Data 
Network, is under the system manageIflcnt and technical 
direction of the Goddard Space Flight Center. Its function 
is to support manned and unmanned Earth-orbiting 
satellites. The Deep Space Network supports lunar, 
planetary, and interplanetary flight projects. 
From its inception. NASA has had the objective of 
conducting scientific invp.'\ligations throughout the solar 
system. It was recognized that in order to meet this 
objective, signifieant supporting research and advanced 
technology development must be conducted in order to 
1 
I 
provide deep spat't' tt:lcl.:ollllllllmcations for sciell('e data 
return ill a cost effecti\'e nUlIlller. Therefore. the Network 
is cOlltinually cvolvC'd to keep pace with the state of the 
art of tciceOllllllllllicatiolis and data handling. It was also 
cccognized carly thai dose coordinatioJl would be needed 
between the requirements of the fli,l!;ht projects for data 
return and the capabilities needed in the Network. This 
dose collaboration was effected by the appointment of a 
Tracking: and Data S),stCJIlS Manager as part of the flight 
projc('t team from the initiation of the proj('ct to the end 
of the mission. By this process. reqtlirement~. were 
identified early enough to provide funding alill implemen-
tatioll ill time for lise by the Hight project in its flight 
phase. 
As of July 1972, NASA undcrtook a changc in thc 
interface between the Network and the Right projc('ts. 
Prior to that time. since I January 1964. ill 'lddition to 
consisting of the Deep Spal'c Stations and the Ground 
Communications Facility. the Network had also included 
the mission control and computing facilities and proVided 
the equipment ill the mission support areas for the ('onduet of mission operations, The lallcr facilities were 
housed in a building at JPL known as thc Spacc Flight 
Operations Facility (SFOF). The intcrfacc change was to 
accommodate a hardware interface between the support 
of the network operations control functions and those of 
the mission control and computing functiolls. This resulted 
in the Hight projects assuming the cognizance of the larp,c 
gerJeral-purposc digital computers which were lIsed for 
hoth network pro<:cssing and mission data pro<:essing, 
They also assumed cogniz:UJcc of all of the equipment in 
the Hight operat.ions facility for display and communica-
tions necessary for the conduct of mission operations, The 
Network then undertook thc development of hardware 
and computer software necessary to do its network 
operations control and monitor functions in separate 
computers. This activity has been known as the Network 
Control System Implementation Project. A characteristic 
of the new interface is that the Network provjdes direct 
data flow to and from the stations; namely, metric data, 
science and engineering telemetry, and such nctwork 
monitor data as arc useful to the fljght project. This is 
done via appropriate ground communication equipment 
to mission operations centers, wherever they Illay he, 
The principal deliverables to the users of the Nctwork 
arc carried out by data system cOnfi,L,Turations as follows: 
2 
• The DSN Tracking System generates radio metric 
data; i.e,. angles, one- and two-way doppler and 
range, and transmits raw data to Mission Control. 
• The DSN Telemetry Systcm rceeives, decodes, 
reeorels. and retransmits cngineering aJl(i sClentifk 
data generated in the spaeecraft to Mission Control. 
• The DSN COJllIlland System accepts coded signals 
from Mission Control via the Ground Communica-
tions Fadlity and traf,Jsmits them to the spacecraft in 
order to initiate spacecraft functions in flighr. 
The data system configurations supporting testing, 
trainillg. and network operations ('outrol functions are as 
folluws: 
• The DSN Mouitor and Control System instntmcnts. 
transmits, records, and displays those parameters of 
the D5_1 necessary to verify eonfiguratioll and 
validate the Network, It provides operational 
direction and confl~uration control of the Network, 
and provide<.; primary interface with flight project 
MissioJI Control persollnel, 
• The DSN Te.st and Training System generates and 
controls simulared data to support development. 
test, training and fault isolation within the DSN, It 
participates :.: mission simulation with flight pro-jects, 
The capabilities needed to (.'arry alit the above functiolls 
have evolved in three tcehnical areas: 
(I) The Deep Space Stations. which are distrihuted 
around Earth amI whkh, prior to 1964, formed part 
of the Deep Space Instrumentation Facility. The 
technology involved in equipping these stations is 
strongly related to the state of the art of telecommu-
nications and flight-ground design considerations. 
<llld is almost completely multirnission in character. 
(2) The Ground Communications Facility provides Ill(' 
capability required for the transmission. reception. 
and monitoring of Earth-based, point-to-point l'OIll-
municatioJls hetween the stations and the Nf'twork 
Operati'Jns Control Center at JPL, Pasadena, and to 
the mis! 1011 operations centers, wherever they may 
he, F01lr communications disciplines arc providf'd: 
tdetype, voice. high-speed. and widehand, The 
Ground COIllIlllJnications Facility uses the (.'apahili-
ties provided hy common carriers throughout Ihe 
world, engineered iuto an integmtcd system hy 
Goddard Spacc Flight Center, and controlled from 
the communications Center located ill th(> Spacf' 
Flight Opcratiolls Facility (Building 2:J0I at JI'L. 
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(:)1 The Nl'twork Opt'ration .. Control Cl'lltt'r i" thl' 
functional t'litity for {'l'lItralil.l'd opt'ratiowd ('olltrol 
of til(' Network alld illlt'rfm·p\i with tht' u\t'rs, It h,ls 
two "l'partlhll' fllllctiollail·ielll(,lll.o.; lIaIllPl.", ~t'twork 
Opt·ratinm Control ,HId Nt·twork Datil Prol'l' ... sing, 
Tht-' functioll" of tht' Nt'twork 0pl'ratiom COilirol 
• Control and coordinatiou of Network 'illpport to 
lIleL'l {'Olllinitlllt'nts 10 Nptwork mt'rs. 
• trtilil.ation of tht, Nptwork data pro(.'e'ising 
l'OIllPlllillg capallility 10 gPlll'ratl' ilil .. Iandard'i 
and limit" reqllirl'd lor Nt'lwork operation-.. 
• t1tilil.atioll of Nplwork dala prot'l''i .. ing ('Oll1pllt-
illg capability to <lllalyzt' and valida\(' tlJ(> 
Jlt·rfornl<lIll·(' of all N{'twork 'iystPIII'i. 
Th(~ persollilei who (.'any 0111 the ahove functiolls arl' 
lo('ated in the Spacp Flight Operations Facilit~" 
where mission operations fllnctions an' carried Ollt 
hy ('ertain Hight project .... Network per"ol1l1('1 are 
dirl't'lcd hy an 0pC'fations COlltrol Chief. 
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TIll' flllll'tiOIl" of lllt, Network Data Pro{'t· .... ill~ art': 
• Prm'('ssing of data IIsed h) Nt'twork 0pl'ntioIiS 
Control for ('ontrol <tlld ililillv'iis of tlil' Nptwork. 
• Di .. play ill Ill(' Nl'I\'';(lrk Opt'ratiolls Control ,\n'a 
01 data prt)(·(,,,.,,(·d ill tilt' Nt'lwork Data Prm·p .... 
illg ,\1'(',1. 
• 11I\('rfill'(' with l'Olllllll1llieatiofl" l'irl'llib for illplll 
to alld output frolll tilt' Npl\\'ork Data PrOl't' ...... illg 
:\rpa. 
• Datil \ol.!,.I!;illl.!; alld productioll of tht' illt('f11It,diillc 
data (,(·(·ordo,. 
Tlw )1('rsollll(,\ who earr)' Ollt thesp fUII('tiom arc 
l(watpd appJ'()xilllatel~.' 200 lII('t('fS frolll till' Spm·(· 
FligLt Operations Facility. 'I'll(' t'quiplllt'llt ('ollsi.'lh 
of IIlIl~i('OIllPllh'I''' for r('al·tillll' data syst<'111 monitor-
ilig. two XDS Sigma ,=) .... , displ.ly, maglleti{' tapt' 
r(,l'ordl'rs, and appropriate illt{'rfal'(' {'(pliplllt'lit with 
the gr01l1ld data l'Ollllllllnieations. 
3 
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DSN Ground Communications Facility 
M. s. menn 
TDA Englnl..!cnng 
'/'Ill' C;rowld C(Hll1Il!IlIit'(IUmIS Fadlity lUIS /)('('" [il'sigtll'f/ to pronrlc rf'iiah/(' 
j~[Jrth"'J(l.\'('(I. pOilli-to-poilli 1'0;('(' fUHI data ('()UWIIUli('(:t;OllS as I'flrl of llil' J)~.\' 
Tr(l('killf!, awl J)atal\('(lllisilioti S!I.\'ll'III, 
I. Introduction 
'I'll(' Grollnd COIllIIHIllil'atiolis Fal'ilitv (CCF') is olle of 
diP thr('(' fllllt'liollal ('Iements of the DCl'P Space' Network 
and provides the eapability required for the transmission, 
reception. alld monitoring of voice and data <'OJl1l1lllllk'a-
t:OIlS hetween the variolls IDeations of the DSN. The eel-' 
lise!'. C:OlllnWIl ('"rricf eirl'uits ('llgincer(>(l hy the NASA 
Commtlni<:aliolt'i (N ASCUM) Divisioll of the (;oddal d 
Space Flight Ccnt('r, illt<'>H'Ollllc<'icd to specialized 
.'iwitehing. l('rmina}' ami monitor equipment, integrated 
IIIto 11 world-wide system, and operated ill support of 
spact' flight missions. The GCF h (:ornposed of five 
suhsystem>: Teletype. Voice. lIigh-Specd. Wideb"nd. and 
Monitor. The Office of Trat'king and Data t\cqui.sitioll of 
tht' Jet Propulsion I.ahoratory provides the technical 
direction and systelll'i management of the CCF and ads as 
the representative of f<I:ASCOM for communicatiolls 
.... witching fUllt'lions on the west COB.'it. 
II. GCF-NASCOM Interrelationships 
Tlw intC'rldatj')lIships at the prol!;r:llIllllatic I('vel 
hetween the Jet PropulsioJl Lahoratory-devclop{'d Grollnd 
4 
COlllllllllli<'atiolls Fadlily ami tilt, Coddard Spat't' Flight 
(:('ntt'I' NASCOM arc ('itaradt'ril.pd a." follow .. : 
ill NASCOM 
(et) Provides ground l'Ollllllllllkalioll." 01 all opt'ril 
tiullal data for all NASA lIIis!.ioll'" illl'ill<iilJL!, tho.,(, 
sllppnrted hy til<" DSN. 
(h) A<'<'epls and .""pport... t'OlHlIlIlIIi{'atioll .... I't'qllin'· 
ments estahlished by the DSN. 
I.e) Establishes hask dmractcrhti('s of NASA o}lt'ra-
tiona I ground ('OllllllllnkatiOlI .... 'illh'iy.'iI('III ......... lll·h 
as teletype linc ratt.'. hi~h-spl't.'d hlock ... i/.P, and 
widehand ein'lIit ('apahility. 
(21 eCF 
(a) Provides grollnd COlllllltlllit'ation!. lor all DSN 
missions usin~ til(' sprvic(' ... of l\'ASCOM. 
(hl Estaillishes additional ('hariu'lprislieo; of all (;CF 
suhsystems, slleh .IS hlock llIultiplexing and ('!"m!" 
('orreelioll. 
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III. Objectives and Goals 
The eel" d('si~n is ha.'il'd 011 ~tandardil('d (,ol1lllluni('a~ 
tion tl'l'hlllqllt.'!'i to provide !IIor(' l'ffiPiPIiI transmissioll of 
I1M'r data and 'iimplt' tls("'r ,HId NASCOM int('rfal'cs, 'l'h('sP 
ohjectl\,l's art' lIlt't hy: 
( I) Providing lI1l'ssa~(' "iwitl'lJing and routing. 
(2) TrallSlllittillg data whkh are esscl,tially transpan'llt. 
Le,. IIs('r data art' ,u'<.'epted and ddivl'rcd in 
f'~tab' ... hed formats and without additional errors. 
(:1) Minimizing projed~depelldent equipment within tht· 
ecl'. 
(4) Providing centralized data rJ~<:ords, 
The continuing goals of the CCF are 10 pro\' ide highly 
reliahle Hlld ('ost-effective data trawmlissioll while main-
taining it (·apahility halam'c hetween the DSN ilnd users, 
and ineillde: 
(I) E<luiplllcnt and rolltillg redundancy to minimize 
single-poillt-of-failllre impact. 
(2) Error pf.'rformanee which docs not degrade data 
h<'yolld 1\1"-1 ink error pcrformancc. 
(.11 Design coordinated with NASCOM Development 
Program. 
IV. Configuration and Functional Subsystems 
The (,lIrrcnt Gel" configuration, induding the rclated 
NASCOM functions, is shown in Fig. l. This confi!-,'1lratioll 
is functionally organized into High·Speed Data. Wideband 
Data. Yoke, Teletype, and Monitor Slibsystems. 
A. rllgh·Speed Data Subsystem 
The High.Speed Data (lISD) SlIhsystem consists 0' 
assemhlles that switch, transmit, rcceive, record, process. 
distribute, tc~t, and monitor digital data and is lIsed for the 
transmission of: 
(I) All digital data of the DSN command, tracking, and 
monitor and control systems. 
(2) All low- or medilllll-rate data of the I)SN telemetry 
systelll and lhe DSN test and training system. 
(3) All Gel' monitor and ('ontrol data. 
The High-Specd Data SlIhSYStCIII provides a capability 
for transmitting and recciving serial hit stream formattcd 
oat a ovcr four-wire circuits having a 3.0-kl Iz handwidth. 
This serial hit stream is impressed on ("omnlunieatioll 
<:in'uits at a continllous lille hit ratc divided into message 
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"of')!;JlH'llt ... rdc'Trt'd to a!'t higIHipt'('d hlo(·k .... Th(-' two kl'Y 
f.'haraf.'tt·rlsties arc: 
(I) Data hlof.·ks (,'fHltaining WiPr till ta hih to 11(' 
lnmslllittcd, 
(21 Filler bIOl·k, containin" fill,-r bil> provl<l,'d II)' eel' 
c<{lIlpnlt'n! whcli tlie user data hit rail' h, illsuHleif.'lIt 
to maintll:1I the fixed lin(' hit rate f('Cjllirt·d hy dp.,ign 
sl)(-'f.·jfi(·atl(Hl. .... 
E.a{'h hlock is dividcd into thrce parts. hcadC'r, text. and 
ending. Formats for the data hloeks and fillt'f hlocks arf.' 
illustrated in Tables I and 2. 
The ('urrent plans arc to provide tilC fUllctional 
('apai>ilitics ilIustratt.~d in Fig. 2 and to standardize at a 
1200-l>it IIIcssagt~ segment and a line hit rate of 720() hh:. 
Other plalilled (.'hallgcs include ('ollversioll fl~m it 33-hit to 
II 22-hit error polynollli II and increasing the numher of 
hits reservcd ill the data hlock ending frolll .10 to ,10 hit.'i to 
provide error t'orrcf.'lion, hy re-transmission, for short 
outages or errors in Gel" data transmission. Th(' purpose 
of the!'o'c (·hangc.Ii i."i to significantly redu(,'c tbe error for 
nomeal-time replay of data. Fih~JrC 3 illllstrate, IISI) 
Subsystem "onfih~lration which is planned for the CY 1977 
and CY 1078 tilll(, period. The two confip;urations aT(' 
required to provide (,OlltilillClis project support dmillA the 
pcriod of ('ollversioll frolll the cxisting Cround Data 
System to the new one for support of the Marilll-'r 
Jupiter-Saturn amI Pione(-,r Venus Projects. 
B. Wideband Data Subsystem 
The \Vidcl,a.nd Data SIII,system ('onsists of assellll,lie,", 
that switch. tlansmit, receive, proccss, distribute, test, and 
monitor data requiring the lISC of handwidths gr{-'ater than 
those provided hy standard high-speed ('hannels. Tht' 
\Videhand Data Suhsystem illustrated ill Fig. ,I indudf.'s 
standard widchand circuits as well as intersitc-mierowavf.' 
capahilities. The Widcbanu Suhsystem is used for: 
(I) Telemetry data. 
(2) Simulation data. 
(3) Test and training data. 
(4) OatH intcrchange within the DSN illt'luding opf.'ra-
tional ('ontrol. 
(.5) Intrasitc ('ommunications ilnd tillling signals. 
The wideband data circuits to the deep space stations 
contain serial hit streams impres'icd on (,OllltnUnil'atioll 
l'ircuits at a continuolls line hit rate typically 27,(j, 2R.5, 
50, 168, or 230.4 kilobits per second divided into 24(X)- or 
4800-hit message segments. Similar to ill(-' high-sp{'{~d dala, 
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til(' lIll'ssage segments or data hlocks ('ontain user hits to 
he transmitted and filler hits provided by the GCF 
equipment when the lIser data hit rate is insufficient to 
maintain the fix('d line hit rate required by design 
spP('lfkations. The data blocks are also divided into three 
parts: ; I(:'ad , text, and {,tHlin,e" as illustrated in Tahlcs 3 and 
4. 
c. Voice Subsystem 
The Voiet' Suh'lstclll ('ollsists of assemblies that switch, 
transmit, re('eive, distribute, test. and monitor transmis-
sions originally generated in vocal form and includcs 
eapabilities between thc facilities of the Deep Space 
Nctwork and to thc Mission Control Centers. The 
funetional eapahilitics and key ch<lracteristics include: 
(I) Standard voice-d,\ta grade eirt'uits for a.ll traffic. 
(2) Confcreneing capability on one intereontinental 
circuit during nOllnitical periods for all deep space 
stations supporting a single project; individual 
circllits for c.l{'h DSS during critical periods. 
reSOllr('CS permitting. 
(:3) User-controlled intercom switching, 
(4) Circuits IIsed for high-speed data transmission 
(backup) if required. 
(5) Voke traffic recording in the central communica-
tions terminal upon request. 
D. Teletype Subsystem 
This subsystem consists of assemblies that switch, 
tnn smit, receive, dbtrihutc, test. and monitor digital 
signals originally gencrated in Baudot format at a teletype 
('ITY) rate of ]()() word, per minute. The operational use 
of teletype continues to be de-emphac;ized and is used 
primarily for emergency, hackLiJ opemtional tran~missions 
and administrative communications. Services and 1.;:ey 
characteristics include: 
(II Uandling Air Force Eastern Test Range (AFETR)-
generated predicts for DSN initial acquisiton. 
(2) Transmitting non-operational messages between the 
JPL Message Center and olher locations. 
(3) Usc of standard NASCOM format and the NASCOM 
communications processor for message switching. 
E. Monitor and Control Subsystem 
The Monitor and Control Subsystem consists of 
assemblies that gather, calculate, record, display, and 
report the operational configurations, status, and perform-
ance of the GeF subsystems. A central monitor processor 
has been designed to receive inputs from other Gel'" 
subsystems a'i nc('cssary to permit internal assessment of 
performance. problem detection. isolation. and correction. 
V. Typical Configuration 
Thc Viking Project represented one of the mO'it 
extensive users of the GCF because of the two orbiting 
and two lander spaeecraft and extended critical phases of 
the mission. The project requirements were largely met 
with standard eCF circuit confi,6Jllfation as was the 
intended goal. Illustrated in Fig. 5 is the GCF conA!,,'ura-
tion used during the primary mission phase follOWing 
touchdown, 
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Subdivision 
Header 
Text 
Ending 
Totals 
Subdivision 
Header 
Text 
Ending 
Totals 
Table 1. High-speed data bloeflComposltlOn 
22·blt Error polynomial SS-blt Error polynomial 
Word Bits Word 
1 thru 7 (16 bits each) 112 1 thru 7 (16 bits each) 
8 8 8 
8 (Bit 9) thru 73 (Bit 8) 1040 8 (Bit 9) thru 73 (Bit 12) 
73 (Bit 9) thru 75 (Bit 16) 40 73 (Bit 13)thru 75 (Bit 16) 
75 1200 75 
Table 2. High-speed flUer block composition 
22·bit Erro.l"'lynomial 33·bit Error polynomial 
Word Bits Word 
1 thru 3 (16 bits each) 48 1 thru 3 (16 bits each) 
4 (Bit 1) thru 73 (Bit~) 1112 4 (Bit 1) Ihm 73 (Bit 12) 
73 (Bit 9) thru 75 (Bit 16) 40 73 (Bit 13) thru 75 (Bit 16) 
75 1200 75 
Table 3. Wldebond data block composition 
Subdivision Word Bits 
Header 1 thru 7 (16 bits each) 112 
8 8 
Text 8 (Bit 9) thru 298 (Bit 12) 4644 
Ending 298 (Bit 13) thru 300 (Bit 16) 36 
Totals 300 4800 
Table 4. Widebond flU.r black composition 
Subdivision Word Bits 
Header 1 thru 3 (16 bits each) 48 
Tl'x! 4 (Bit 1) thru 298 (Bit IS) 4716 
Ending 298 (Bit 13) thru 300 (Bit 16) 36 
Totals SOD 4800 
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112 
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Viking Mission Support 
D. W. Johnston and T. Howe 
DSN Network Operations Section 
This report cacers tlie most significant Viking Mission events supported hy the 
[)SN during Augw,t and September 1976. Intermediate Data production and DSS 
support (Jrc also summarized for this period. Viking DSN Discrepancy Report 
activity Jor the period January 1975 through September 1976 is "Iso included. 
I. Introduction 
The previous report in this series described the final 
preparation and testing prior to the Mars orbit insertion of 
Viking 1, the Mars orbit insertion, separation and landing 
of Viking Lander I (VL-I). and concluded with the Viking 
2 approach maneuver on 27 July 1976. This report 
continues from that point and describes the sequence of 
events pertaining to the imcrtion through landing of 
Viking 2. 
II. DSN Mission Operations Activities 
A. Viking Operations Activities 
Table I lists the significant Viking 1 and Viking 2 
activities supported by the DSN during this reporting 
period. 
The DSN supported a total of 18 significant events 
during this two-month period. On August I. Viking 
Orbiter I (VO-I) was already in orbit. with Viking Lander 
1. on the surface of Mars sending data daily via dired and 
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relay links. Viking 2 was approaching Mars, 7 days away 
from Mars orhit insertion (MOl). 
B. DSS Support 
Table 2 lists the tracking hours. per station, of the 
Viking spacecraft and the number of commands trallsmit-
ted from each station during this reporting period. 
C. Intermediate Data Record Status 
During this reporting period the DSN data record 
capability provided the Viking Project Data Support 
Group with 394 original telemetry Intermediate Data 
Records (IDR). of which 378 lOR, were delivered within 
the 24-hour after~loss-of-signal requirement. The average 
data throughput for this reporting period was 99.99 
percent of the available data. 
Table 3 is a breakdown of lOR production per DSS. 
D. Viking Discrepancy Reports 
A summary of Viking Discrepancy Heports (DH) 
covering the period from 1 January 1975 to 26 September 
1976 is shown in Table 4. 
13 
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III. DSN Special Activity Support 
A. Dual Orbiter Tracking 
The tracking of both Vikin[: Orbiters by a single 64-m 
DSS began on August 6. Both Orbiters had been within 
the beamwidth of 64-m antennas f~r ,he three days prior 
to Mars orbit insertion of Orbiter 2, however the Viking 
Project chose the option of pointing the antenna at a 
single spacecraft in order to maximize data return. DSN 
predicts had shown that 011 August 3, a signal loss of 24 dB 
would result on one spacecraft while the antenna was 
pointed directly at the other. This loss would be reduced 
tv Just 4 dB for both spacecraft by midpoint tracking. True 
midpoint tracking was accomplished by using the (right 
ascension/declinution) planetary mode of antenna drive in 
which hour angl.' (HA) and declination (dec) position 
coordinates are computed by inputting HA and dec for 
the three days beginning with the day of track. Offsets 
were then used to obtain midpoint tracking. 
B. Viking 2 Mars Orbit Insertion 
The Viking 2 MOl was successfully .upported on 
August 7 by Madrid DSS 63 with DSS 62 as backup. The 
same series of events associated with MOl of Viking 1 
were repeated for Viking 2. The spacecraft science 
subcarrier was turned off, then the spacecraft was rolled, 
the low-gain antenna selected, the spacecraft yawed, and 
then rolled again so that the high-gain antenna pOinted at 
Earth. The high-gain antenna was then selected and the 
high-rate subcarrier turned on and modulated by 2 kbls 
data. A loss of uplink and downlink lock occurred during 
the yaw turn. 
A DSS exciter ramp was started a one-way light time 
prior to the predicted uplink loss of lock. A short 
in~'urance sweep wa'i then executed to agree with the time 
at which the spacecraft was commanded back to the high-
gain antenna. This tuning assured a two-way lock for MOl 
burn. 
The MOl burn lasted approximately 39 minutes, 35 
seconds, and resulted in an orbit of 27.4 hours, just 0.2 
hour greater than the desired orbit. The periapsis altitude 
of 1519 kilometers was acheved and exceeded the desired 
altitude by only 19 kilometers. 
Following the motor burn, the reverse order of roll, 
low-gain antenna, yaw, roll, and high-gain antenna took 
place. and an exciter ramp was accomplished to reacquire 
the uplink. 
C. Mars Orbit Trim Number 1 (VO·2) 
On August 9, Mars orbit trim number 1 (MOT-I) was 
successfully performed during the Gold.tone DSS 14 view 
14 
\ 
period. This trim refined the Orbiter 2 orbit and resulted 
in an orbit of 27.3 hours duration. The motor burn la, ted 7 
second,. The bum was accomplished without the benefit 
of a roll, yaw, or roll turn by using the Sun-line reference 
technique. That is, the burn wa, timed for the point in the 
orbit in which the attitude of the Orbiter was corrected 
without a maneuver. This method preserved the allitude 
control gas supply. Although telemetry later indicated that 
the high-gain antenna had moved 0.4 degrees during the 
motor burn, due to backlash, '10 changes were observed in 
the "s" or "X" band downlinks. 
D. Mars Orbit Trim Number 2 (VO·2) 
On August 14, Australia DSS 43 supported MOT-2 for 
Viking Orbiter 2. DSS 63 prOVided badmp support for the 
motor burn. This trim maneuver was to refine the orbit of 
Orbiter 2 with a motor burn of 3 seconds. No changes in 
link quantities were observed during this Sun-line 
maneuver. These first two maneuvers provided a new 
concept in site certification. Instead of synchroniZing the 
spacecraft's periapsis with a precise point on the phmet, 
the spacecraft was left out of sync so that its periapsis 
walked around the planet at 40-deg steps per day. This 
permitted a good examination of the 40- and 5O-deg north 
latitude hand and all proposed landing sites. 
E. Mars Orbit Trim Number 3 (\ D·2) 
MOT -3 for Orbiter 2 took place during the DSS 14 pass 
on August 25, with motor burn at 17:06:45 GMT, lasting 
for 72 seconds. This wa.<.; a zero-turn maneuver, and the 
telecommunications link remained in the high-rate mode, (2 kbls and 8-113 b/s) during the maneuver. The only 
observed change during the burn w,.; a decrease of about 
0.25 dB on X-band, which would correspond to a 0.25·deg 
change in the high-gain antenna pointing angle. This 
maneuver stopped Viking 2's westward walk, changed the 
spacecraft's speed by 155 kmlh (96 mil h) and initiated a 
drift in the easterly directiop toward precise coordinates 
for the landing site. 
F. Mars Orbit Trim Number 4 (VO-2) 
The resynchronization of Orbiter 2 over the Utopia 
landing site occurred on August 27 during the DSS 14 
pass. MOT -4 again used the Sun-line maneuver procpdll'p 
and no changes in the downlink were observed. 
G. Viking Lander 2 Presnparation Checkout, Descent, 
and Landing 
Network sup pori ot activities associated with the 
landing of Viking Lander 2 began on September 2 with 
DSS 43 supporting the separation minus 39-hour com-
mand update. This command load prepared the mated 
lander for the preseparation checkout. This command load 
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was supported using configuratio., code 15. Au.tralia DSS 
44 provided backup command support for DSS 43. 
Approximately nine houls later, preseparatiOJI checkout 
began. Spain DSS 63 supported this checkout. A special 
confil,'llr:ttion was designed for the DSS 63 pass. In as 
much a.1i n Lander 1 direct link was to occur during the 
first part of DSS 63's view period, two configurutions were 
required. The first configuration Was the standard three-
spacecraft configuration for OrbiterlLanderlOrbiter, 
Code 30, Following the Lander direct link, a configuration 
was needed that would a'5llfe the receipt of the Lander 2 
checkout data at JPL. Figure I shows the confi!,'llfation 
used for the second half of the DSS 63 pass. This 
confi!,J'uration provided three processing channels for 
Lander checkout science data. Two of these data streams 
were output via the wideband data line while the third 
was output on the high·s~eed data line, providing dual 
transmission paths. In parallel with the Lander 2 checkout 
data, Orbiter 1 was outputting 4 kbls science data. Since 
no data channel was a vailahle at DSS 63 to process these 
data, they were recorded on analog tape for postpass 
playback if required. During the checkout, the relay 
subsystems were turned on and performed normally. The 
10-watt UHF tfl'nsmitter output power measured 1O.7~ 
watts, which Wa, 0.44 dB above the data base value of 
9.68 watts. 
The Lander 2 checkout proceeded normally during the 
DSS 63 pass. DSS 62 provided an uplink for Viking 
Orbiter 2. 
Spain DSS 63 supported the separation minus 9.5- and 
3.5-hour command updates and the separation "GO" 
command during their pass on the following day, 
September 3. Configuration code 24 was used to support 
this command activity. This configuration code provided 
two high-rate science data streams with channel 2 of 
telemetry and command processor alpha outputting data 
to the high-speed data line while channel 3 of the 
Telemetry and Command Processor Assembly (TCP) beta 
output data for wideband data line transmission. This same 
configuration code had been used for support of presepa-
ration checkout of Lauder I. 
The purpose of the "GO" command was explained in 
the previous article of this series. 
All commands scheduled during the DSS 63 view period 
were successfully transmitted. 
Spain DSS 62 provided backup command support for 
DSS 63. 
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Goldstone DSS 14 was prime for separation, descent, 
and landing support. DSS I '. acted as the backup 
command station for DSS 14. 
Since all of the descent data were to be at 4000 hIs, 
confi!,'llfation code 15 was specified. Both telemetry and 
command processor strings were initialized for Orbiter 2, 
providing dual processing channels with their outputs 
multiplexed onto one wideband data line. 
Separation occurred at 19:39:59 GMT Earth received 
time on September 3. The landing sequence had been 
perfect up to this point; however, at 19:46:27 GMT, the 
X-band receiver showed a drop in received Signal level 
and then went out of lock at 19:47:02 GMT. At the same 
th.1e ~he S-band receivers were showing decreases in 
received AGC. These receivers all dropped lock at 
19:47:52 GMT. Goldst~ne DSS 14 responded to the 
situation and regllinej S-b.:mJ lock within 2 minutes at a 
received signal levd of -169 dBm. Since this Signal lev~1 
was consistent wi'.h the low-gain antenna with the high-
rate subcarrier on it was assumed that the Signal was not 
coming from a mi.,pointed high-gain antenna. At 20:08:34 
GMT, approximately 19 minutes after the downlink 
reacqUisition, cClmmands were sent to assure the space-
craft was on the! low-gain antenna, and to select the cruise 
mode at 8-1/3 b/s. A ronnd trip light time later (41 
minutes) telemetry lock was established and indicated that 
a switchover of the attitude control system had occurred 
and that the spacecraft had rolled off of Vega reference by 
some unknown amount. Engineering data also indicated 
that the descending Lander-to-Orbiter real-time relay link 
was working and that the Lander "ppeared to be in good 
health. This mode of operation W.IS to continue through 
touchdown (22:58:20 GMT) on September 3 and until 
approXimately 07:00:00 GMT the follOWing day. 
When it was determined the spacecraft had rolled off 
the Vega reference, a command designated "fly back and 
sweep" was sent. This command would cause the 
spacecraft to reacquire Vega jf the star was within 5 
degrees of the star tracker. Vega was not acqUired, 
indicating a roll of more than 5 degrees. Shortly afterward, 
commands were sent to roll the spacecraft 360 degrees to 
obtain a roll attitude reading. The Can opus loss contin-
gency plan identified in the previous article of this series 
was used to determine the spacecraft orientation in roll 
axis based on the pOint at whieh the X-band Signal level 
reached a peak. Australia DSS 43 supported this effort and 
obtained a rapid X-band lock, making the star mapping 
possible. A peak was observed of -149.06 dBm proving 
two things: one, that the high-gain antenna was still 
working, and two, that the spacecrah had rolled about 22 
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degrees off Vega. TI'," Orbiter was then rolled to Vega, 
the high-gain antenna selected. the high-rate subcarrier 
turned on, and the playback of the Hrst two Lander 
pictures initiated. The pictures were received without 
further problems. 
The second received picture, which was a 310-degree 
panoramic survey, showed a blemish on the Lander's high-
g.lin X ·band antenna that could have been caused during 
landing. Since the antenna dish is a very thin honeyc..'omb 
design. it was vulnerable to damage while in tbe stowed 
position during landing if I.l substantial shock was 
experienced. 
H. First Lander 2 Direct Link 
The Hrst Lander 2 direct S-band link occurred on 
September 5 with DSS 43 supporting. Confi6>'Uration code 
61 was used by DSS 43 for this pass and was to be used for 
the Hrst 20 Lander 2 direct links. As identiHed in the 
previous article of this series, Code 61 provides 2 
processing channels for Orbiter data and 4 processing' 
ch,ltlnels for Lander direct link data. 
During the DSS 4.3 precalibralions it was determined 
tbat channel 3 of TCP beta was inoperative. This channel 
was al)signed to process Lander 250-b/s backup (lata and 
output via the wide band data line. A decision was made to 
use channel 2 of the DSS 42 TCP string for this 250 bl s 
backup data stream. The Viking conHguration permits 
receiver number 2 located at DSS 43 to interface with 
Subcarrier Demodulator Assemblies 7 and 8 at DSS 42. 
Two hours prior to the scheduled Lanoer acquisition, a 
problem developed with a Helios spacecraft. Australia 
DSS 42 was assigned to track Helios with the 250-bl s 
b:wkulJ stream being given up. Lander acquisition 
occllrred at 03:30:00 GMT with a sic;nal level of -151.5 
dBm, very close to the predicted level. An examination of 
the telemetry data indicated that the uplink sweep had 
acquired both Lander transponders and that the uplink 
signal levels f-:)r low- and high-gain antennas were nominal. 
Since all data slreams appeared to be nominal, an 
assumption was made that the damage to the high-gain 
antenna revealed by the second lander picture was either 
not severe enough to degrade the communication 
performance or that the assumption of damage was 
incorrect. Because the antenna dish faces upward while 
stowed, it was possible that some surface material could 
have been thrown up onto the dish during landing and that 
the apparent damage was really a discoloration caused by 
Martian dirt. This last theory seems to be the most 
popular. Since the high-gain antenna surface would never 
agdin he in a position in which it could be seen by the 
Lander eameras, a closer examination was not possible. 
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I. Mar~ Orbit Trim Number 7 ('. j I) 
MOT-7 took place on September II. This trim 
manellver wa.< supported by DSS 14. It broke the orbital 
synchronization of Orbiter I .nd caused it to be a walk 
around the planet. Lander 1 began a reduced-mission 
phase with cont inuing biological experiments, weather 
reporting, and picture acqUIsitions, but with both real-
time and recorded data being transmitted via the Lander 
to Earth by direct link only. Viking Orbiter I begain its 
walk at 12:24,34 on 11 September follOWing an engine 
burn that lasted 16 seconds. The resulting orbit moved the 
spacecraft approximately 40 degrees east each day. The 
orbit was to carry VO-I completely around the planet in 9 
days contipuing the walk to nearly half-way around the 
planet again until it reached a plane that would pass over 
the VL-2 location. The maneuver was successfully 
completed using the standard roll, yaw, roll, and burn 
sequence. 
J. Mars Orbit Trim Number 8 (VO-I) 
This trim took place on September 20 and was 
supported successfully by DSS 14. The burn occurred at 
22:36:19 GMT Earth received time. It waS a sunline 
maneuver with no changes observed in the .:lowillink Signal 
levels. This burn accomplished a Hne adjustment to orbital 
statistics in preparation for the synchronization burn to 
occur on September 24. 
K. Mars Orbit Trim Number 9 (VO·I) 
MOT-9 synchroniz"d VO-I over VL·2 to permit VO-l 
to become the relay station for LandPC ? data. The 
maneuver was completed using the Sun-Iu,,;:: technique. 
One anomaly occurred during this maneuver. Upon 
SWitching to the low-gain antenna the downlink was 
observed to be ahout 1.5 dB low, with the uplink being at 
least 6 dB lower than predicted. Spain DSS 61 had not 
turned off range modulation at the required time and the 
observed degradation was the result of this modulation on 
the uplink. The trim was supported by DSS 63 and DSS 14 
during an overlapping view period. 
l. Pre-MOT·5 Test Burn Maneuver (VO-2) 
This trim was aecomplished for the primary purpose of 
testing VO-2's motors prior to MOT-5 to make absolutely 
sure everything wa.< operational prior to MOT-5. The test 
trim was supported by DSS 43. Near the beginning of 
their pass, a hydraulic pump failure occurred preventing 
movement of the DSS 43 antenna. Goldstone's DSSs 12 
and 14 passes were extended as long as possible, and, in 
addition, eommancls were sent to switch the spacecraft to 
emise engineering only mode in the event DSS 43 could 
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not make repairs in time for the maneuver and DSS 44 
would be required to track the downlink. Australia DSS 43 
managed to recover prior to the main maneuver; however, 
the cruise mode of telemetry was maintained. 
M. Mars Orbit Trim Number 5 (YO·2) 
MOT·5's purpose Was to modify VO·2's orbit plane so 
that it could begin observations of the Martian north polar 
cap. This maneuver differed from the standard in that a 
command must be transmitted and received at the 
spacecraft before the motor burn would take place. 'nle 
spacecraft was first rolled, yawed, and rolled on the low-
gain antenna. and then the high-gain antenna was selected. 
A measurement of the X-band received si6mal level was 
made. A measurement below the predicted level would 
have indicated that the spacecraft high-gain antenna was 
not properly aligned and that the burn should not be 
attempted. The spacecraft had been previously program-
med to recover from the maneuver automatically should a 
"GO" command not be received. The X-band down/de 
was found to be within tolerance and the "GO" command 
was transmitted. Figure 2 shows the time line a'isociated 
with MOT-5. The top line indicates the ground time for 
DSS initiated events. The middle line shows the events 
whcn they arrive at the spacecraft or events that originate 
at the spacecraft. The lower line shows events occurring a 
round-trip light time after l.l ground originated event or a 
one-way light time after a spacecraft event. 
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MOT-5 was performed flawlessly. The motor burn 
lasted 5 minutes and produced a velocity change of 343 
m/s. It changed the orbit inclination from 55.3 degrees to 
75 degrees. The walk will change 30 degrees per day with 
a planned resynchronization over VL-2 to take place after 
16 revolutions on October 18. VO-l will then be released 
to start a second walk during solar conjunction. It will 
resync over VL-l sometime in mid-November. 
IV. Conclusion 
With two spacecraft in orbit and two spacecraft landed, 
all retul'lling extremely large amounts of data daily, the 
Viking Mission would have to be considered one of the 
most successful on record. It is also gratifying to note that 
during this exceptionally high activity period. with the 
DSN being utilized to near 100 percent capability 
continuously, the loss of data due to network hardware 
failures has been insignificant. This has been made 
possible. to a large degree, by utilizing 64-meter DSS 
"failure mode" configuratious that wer( lesigned: q 
optimize the data processing capabilities at a station in 
the event of a sillgle-poiIlI failure in any telemetry stream. 
These configurations were described in detail in previous 
articles in this series. Another factor that contributed to 
the excellent network performance was the use of the DSS 
Computer Assisted Countdown, which will be described in 
the next report. 
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Table 1. Viking Operations Activities 
Date Spacecraft Activity Table 2. Station support for Viking 
1. Aug. 3 Viking t Sh~tion keeping trim maneuver Commands 
2. Aug. 6 Vikings 1&2 First simultaneous trAcking of 2 DSS Tracks"' Hours tracked transmitter! 
VOs hy one DSS 
.' ,. Aug. i Vikin$!:2 ~IOI August 
4. Aug. 9 Viking 2 MOT-l 1I 30 229:35 2 
5. Aug. 14 Viking 2 MOT-2 12 6 42:55 0 
6. Au~. 2,5 Viki~g2 ~IOT·3 14 69 494:34 2248 
7. Aug. 27 Viking 2 MOT-4 42 27 242:53 1440 
8. Sept. .2 Viking 2 Preseparation checlcout 43 69 571:21 :)094 
9. Sept. 3 Viking 2 Separation, descent & touchdown 44 7 56:55 0 
10. Sept. ·1 Viking .2 First direct link 61 31 305:24 3511 
11. Sept. II Viking 1 MOT-7 62 9 83:45 4.1R 
12. Sept. 18 Viking 1 First solar occultation 63 62 541 :52 2318 
1:3. Sf!Pt. an Viking 1 MOT-8 Total (monthly) .110 2569: 14 1:3,0.:;1 
14. Sel't. 24 Viking 1 MOT-9 September 
15. S('pt.25 , Viking 1 Lunar occultation 
Viking 1 Ground Communications 
II 29 216: 14 1430 
16. Sept. 2R 
Facility 7,2 kb/s high-speed data 12 6 45:24 6 
line test I~ 72 486:59 120.5 
17. Sept. 2H Viking 2 Pre-MOT 5 test burn maneuver ·12 34 flO4:02 1532 
18. Sept. 30 Viking 2 MOT·5 ·\:3 69 584:59 2685 
14 II 91:29 4 
HI 29 269:36 102R 
(;2 7 98:29 332 
68 81 5:36: 10 1495 
Tablel. lOR production Total (monthly) 338 2633:22 9717 
Total Delivered Delivered Report total 648 5202:36 22,768 
DSS original in 24 hours late 
nThe number of tracks includ,. the number of passes, each of 
14 127 126 1 which includes one, two, or three spacecraft simultaneously. 
48 128 122 6 
63 189 130 9 
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Table 4. Viking Discrepancy Report summary. 1 January 1975-26 September 1976 
GrOllud :\etwnrk N,'·work 
Deep Space Sta~ion Dt,t,p Communi- Data Op"ratitlil'> 
Space Tot.11 ~ 
cation Proct'ssing COllirol 
14 42 43 44 61 62 6;J 71 ~dwnrk Facility Art'a \rt'a 
188 45 118 22 Ti 2.5 141 16 7 ;J4 I;J;J ~2 940 79.11 
21 H 10 2 4 18 10 9 7(; 30 2tH 17.2 
;3 () 1 (I 0 0 14 5 'J :")-1 2." 
212 53 129 23 :3H ;11.- 159 18 ;J] ·18 210 HI;:) 1177 
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Fig. 2. VO·2 MOT-5 (plane change) summary 
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Pioneer Venus 1978 Mission Support 
R. B. Miller 
TDA Mission Support 
The Tracking and Data Acquisition portion 0/ the Ground Data System, which 
will support the Differential Long Baseline Inter/emmetry Wind Measurement 
Experiment, is described. 
I. Introduction 
The Pioneer Venus Multiprobe Mission includes a 
Differential Long Baseline Interferometry (DLBI) Exyleri-
ment, which will attempt to measure the wind velocities 
in the atmosphere of Venus as four probes descend 
through the atmosphere. The fundamentals of the 
experiment are described in Ref. L The experiment will 
be using interferometry techniques to measure the 
components of the wind velocity perpendicular to the 
line-of-sight (Earth-spacecraft direction), and established 
doppler techniques to measure the velocity components 
along the line-of-sight. Each pair of stations which 
comprise the interferometer resolve only one component 
of the velocity. In order to resolve both components of the 
wind velocity perpendicular to the line-of-sight and to 
provide some measu(e of redundancy. four stations will be 
eq"lpped to support this experiment. The 64-meter DSN 
stations located at Goldstone. California, and Canberra, 
Australia, will be utilized, along with the 9-meter Space 
Flight Tracking and Data Network (STDN) stations 
located at Guam and Santiago, Chile. 
The end product al each tracking station is a wideband-
width digital recordin)l covering the entire bandwidth of 
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interest, which includes five spacecraft signals. Plans to 
summer 1976 had assumed that the deliverable to the 
experimenter, located at the Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology (MIT), would be the actual wide band 
recordings produced at these tracking stations. This plan 
involved the Project procuring for the experimenter 
recorders capable of playing back these wide band 
recordings, and required that the experimenter implement 
and operate a system to convert the wideband recordings 
into a useable computer-compatible form. Estimates by 
MIT of the resources required to implement and operate 
this conversion process turned out to be a very significant 
portion of the total processing costs at MIT for the 
experiment. This problem, coupled with a similar 
expensive processing cost for the initial bandwidth 
reduction of the Pioneer Venus Orbiter occultation radio 
science data, led the DSN to form a special team in May 
1976 to see what the DSN might be capable of doing to 
help solve both of these problems for the Project. This 
activity culminated in a functional design and estimated 
resources required. which were approved by both the 
Project and the Office of Tracking and Data Acquisition in 
June 1976. The result will be a new occultation subsystem 
to be implemented in the 64-meter subnet (which will be 
described in a subsequent Pioneer Venus Progress Report 
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article). and the agreement of the DSN to provide (with 
Project financial assistance) equipment in Compatibility 
Test Area 21 (CTA 21) at JPL. Pasadena, necessary for 
reducing the bandwidth of the wideband digital recordings 
to produce standard computer-compatible recordings 
which will be the deliverable to the experimenter. 
The total Ground Data System to support the DLBl 
Wind Measurement Experiment, therefore, now com-
prises four tracking stations located around the Pacific 
Basin in Australia, Guam, Chile, and California, a tape 
~onversion facility located at JPL. Pasadena, and. finally. 
the actual science data processing to be performed at the 
Massachmett< Institute of Technology. The remainder of 
this article will describe the TDA-provided portions of 
this system: the tracking station configurations and the 
tape conversion facility at CTA 21. 
II. Tracking Station DLBI Configuration 
The key requirements for the tracking stations i.o 
support the DLBI experiment are described ii1 Ref. 1. The 
details of the requirements had been (.'onveyed in written 
material to the DSN through the Hight project. In 
November 1975. a meeting was held at JPL with the 
experimenters and representatives of DSN Engineering 
and STDN Engineering for the purpose of clarifying the 
requirements face-la-face with the experimenters: After 
this meeting. the DSN then proceedeo to produce a first 
cut at a functional design for the DSN stations. This 
functional design at a block diagram level was presented 
to the experimenter in mid-April 1976 in a teleconference. 
This teleconference and other informal exchanges be-
tween DSN Engineering and the experimen ter then 
resulted in a final design for the DSN configuration which 
was formally reviewed and accepted by the experimenter 
on 22 June 1976 in a meeting at JPL. The resulting DSN 
design is shown at a functional level in the top part of Fig. 
1. (A more detailed description of the receiver and 
calibrator design will be provided in a subsequent Progress 
Report article.) A key decision which was made in the 
design process was that the requirements for the DLBI 
experiment were sufficiently stringent and unique to 
warrant the DLBI requirement being met by a separate 
receiver dedicated to the experiment. The original 
concept had involved one of the open-loop receivers 
which will be provided for precarrier detection telemetry 
recovery including a second port 2 MHz wide to support 
the DLBI experiment. The final design involves a separate 
DLB1 receiver which brings the total complement of 
open-loop receivers at Goldstone (DSS 14) and Australia 
(DSS 43) up to five per station for the Multiprobe entry. 
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The configuration involves a calibration tone generator 
which produces two tones. onc above and onc below the 
five spacecraft signals. The DSN configuration includes a 
switching capability to insert the calibration tones either 
before or after the low-noise amplifier. The tones will be 
inserted before the low-noise amplifier for testing 
purposes and for pre-pass c.'heckout, but will have to be 
inserted after the low-noise amplifier to avoid possible 
interference with the recovery of the telemetry data from 
the probes during the actual entry event. The tones are 
also fed to a monitoring system which will strip the tones 
off the output of the receiver and compare them against 
the tones direet from the~~t')ne generator. 
One of the most difficult parts of the actual receiver is 
the final mixer which must be flat from essentially de to 
l.8 MHz and have the images down at least 10 dB at the 
l.8-MHz point. In order to meet the stringent relative 
phase stability requirements of the experiment, certain 
critical modules will be contained in tempcl'aturc-
stabiliZing ovens. In addition, the cables carrying the tones 
from the control rOom up to the antenna will be actively 
stabiiized as well as the cable carrying the referent'e 
frequency into the first mixer of the receiver. Redundant 
widebandwidth digital recorders will be provided at each 
station. For this experiment, the recorders will be 
operated at a 12-megabit per second rate operating at 76 
em (30 inches) per second. 
It has been planned from the beginning that the STDN 
design would be derived by STDN Engineering based on 
whatever was the finalized design. for the DSN stations. 
With the finalization of the DSN design on 22 June, 
STDN Engineering proceeded with the detailed design for 
the STDN stations, which culminated in a formal review 
of the STDN design on 16 September at Goddard whereitl 
the experimenter did concur in the STDN design. 
Notice in Fig. I that the functional design of the STDN 
stations is esse~tially identical to the DSN except that it is 
not required to have the calibration tones switchuble 
between the input and output of the low-noise amplifier, 
since there will be no telemetry recovery from the STDN 
stations. STDN Engineering was able to take advantage of 
the functional commonality and produce a detailed design. 
which involves use of many common modules with the 
DSN configuration. The calibration tone generator will be 
a common design using common modules as well as the 
critical last mixer mentioned above. The plan is to have 
the DSN procure, with Goddard funding. the common 
modules for the STDN stations. The STDN recpiver 
involves using the first local oscillator (first mixer) in the 
standard STDN operational receiver. the mllitiple-
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frequency receiver. The analog-to-digital converter and 
recorder will be loaned to the STDN by the DSN as 
originally planned. The DSN is responsible for providing 
the necessary interface electronics to hook the recording 
subsystem up to the STDN Frequency and Timing 
Subsystem and power equipment. The interface of the 
STDN receiver to the recorder was to be a Goddard 
responsihility. but this engineering interface problem has 
been eliminated by STDN use of the same final mixer as 
in the DSN configuration. 
III. Station Performance Validation 
There will be several means of validating the proper 
performance of elements of the station confi6'llration for 
testing purpo5es and for pre-pass checkout as well as 
during the aetual ·~ycnt. The calibration tone monitor. 
comparing the tones 0.' they go up to the input or output 
of the low-noise amplifier against the tones coming out of 
the rear-end of the receiver. will enable detection of 
several possible problems in the receiver chain. The 
recorders themselves are 18-track and have three indicator 
lights per track which are capable of detecting cata-
strophic failures in a particular track as well as the 
capability to do a bit error computation on a single track 
at a lime. The micro controller on the recorder will be 
able to switch the bit error computation every 15 seconds 
from one track to another. This monitoring is possible on 
only one recorder at a time; however. the monitoring can 
be switched between the recorders without affecting the 
recording process during the period of interest. 
For a total end-to-end system check at the DSN 
stations, it is planned at the current time to provide a 
spectrum analyzer type of device to operate on a full 
read-after-write output from the recorder in real-time. 
This will enable the detection of all signals of interest, or 
at least a single signal of interest, to show that the total 
end-to-end system is configured properly and that actual 
data arc going to the recunler. The possibility of 
employing a similar process at the STD'i stations has 
been discussed, and it appears feasible to provide a 
commercially available spectmrn analyzer capable of 
detecting the bus signal using a digital-to-analog eonverter 
after the full read-aCter-write on the recorder. The 
advantage of this kind of approach for the STDN stations 
is that it would also be assuring that the station was 
actually on point. This is known auton:a"",lly at the 64-
meter stations because of the capabilit)- .. ,: detecting the 
telemetry in real-time. Other al":..-;rnatives are being 
discussed for the STDN statim", such a.' the feasibility of 
tracking the Orbiter spacecraft !Ising a regular closed-loop 
receiver just for the purpose of validating that the station 
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is indeed on point. These monitor alternatives are still 
being evaluated by the STDN. 
IV. The OlBI Tape Conversion Facility 
The bottom part of Fig. 1 portrays the functional 
elements in the tape conversion facility to be provided at 
the Compatibility Test Area (CTA 21) at JPL, Pasadena. 
The process involves recovering one spacecraft signal at a 
time from the widebaud recording by digitally mixing an 
estimate of that particular spacecraft signal with the 
output of the wideband tape recording and then digitally 
filtering the product so that the output is of sufficiently 
narrow bandwidth to be accommodated on a standard 
9-track computer-compatible tape recording. The digital 
bandwidth reduction mixer and filter is envisioned to be a 
piece of special-purpose hardware (involving firmware), 
while the controller and formatter will be software 
written for a standard DSN minicomputer already 
available in CTA 21. The planned resulting bandwidth will 
be on the order of 1 kHz. Each of the five spacecraft 
signals (four probes and the bus) and the two calibration 
tones will each be independently processed. It will be 
Project responsibility to provide the DSN with the 
estimate of the frequency history of each of the five 
spacecraft signals. 
V. OlBI Ground Data System Integration 
Plan 
Fignre 2 shows the overall major milestone schedule for 
the DLBI Wind Measurement Experiment of Pioneer 
Venus. For integrating the DSN and STDN elemenL,. it is 
planned to do a trial installation in an STDN station 
located at Gold,tone of all equipment required for the 
STDN confignration in mid-November J.977. This should 
enable solving any final integration and interface problems 
utilizing local engineering support. For interfacing with 
the experimenter. it is planned to provi Je on 1 October 
1977 a computer-compatible tape that is correct in 
format, followed on 1 January 1978 by a computer-
compatible tape which contains actual tones which have 
passed through the entire TDA portion of the Ground 
Data System. It is anticipated that the first computer-
compatible recording containing actual signals (from the 
ALSEP or some other suitable spacecraft signal) will be 
available for the experiment.er at the end of the first week 
of FebnIary 1978. At least two of the iour stations should 
be ready in mid-Febnlary 1978 to start supporting some 
end-to· .. nd system checkollts, with all four stations ready 
by mid-March 1978. It is planned to be fully operational 
by 1 April 1978, and to start supporting regular 
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interferometry observations (currently envisioned as 
ALSEP tracking) from that time until the actual entry 
event the first of December 1978. This will give at least 
eight months to shake out any remaining problems in the 
total system. including the equipment and software at 
MIT. 
Reference 
1. Miller. R B.. "Pioneer Venus 1978 Mission Support." in The Deep Space 
Network Progress Report 42-31. pp. 11-14. Jet Propulsion Laboratory. 
Pasadena. Calif .• Feb. 15. 1976. 
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Helios Mission Support 
P. S. Goodwin 
TDA Mission Support 
E. S. Burke and R. E. Morris 
DSN Network Operations Section 
Operaling beyond its IS-manlh design lifelime, the Helias-l spacecraft 
continues to gather valuable sCientific dll/a. Having achieved its fourth perihelion, Ihe Helios-l spacecraft is being closely followed by Helias-2, as the latter emerges from a lengthy solar con;unction period, in which considerable 
scientific dala were collected on Experiments 11 and 12 (Celeslial Mechanics and Faraday Rolation). The Scientific appart,milies to compare the data from Ihe two Helios spacecraft continue to add to man's knowledge oj the sun's influence 
upon the inner solar system. 
I. Introduction 
This is the twelfth article in a series that discusses 
Helios-1 and -2 mission '"pport. The previous article (Ref. 
1) reported on a Helios-1 spacecraft power anomaly, 
Helios-2 occultation, STDN-,)SN telemetry cross-support 
engineering-level tests, tracking coverage and DSN 
performance. This article covers the Helios-1 third solar 
occultation and fourth perihelion. A Helios-2 spacecraft 
emergency and third solar conjunction (occultation) are 
also discllssed. Additional topics include STDN-DSN 
telemetry and command cross-support, Ground Data 
System tests, tracking coverage, plus DSN system 
performance for August and September 1976. 
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II. Mission Operati('ns and Status 
A. Helios·l Operations 
The Helios-1 spacecraft occulted the sun for a third 
time on September 23, 1976. The spacecraft was 
transmitting on traveling-wave tube amplifier 2 (TWTA-
2), high-power mode, and stored experiment <lata on-board 
the spacecraft for memory readout later at a higher bit 
rate. As the probe cleared the "blackout" region, heading 
towards its fourth perihelion. the spacecraft team 
commanded TWTA-2 to medium power. The medium 
power mode was selected to reduce the risk of excessive 
traveling-wave tube (TWT) assembly temperature 'L' the 
spacecraft ·.lpproached the sun. 
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At 1907 GMT on Tuesday, October 5, 1976, the Helios-
I spacecraft successfully passed its fourth perihelion at a 
minimum distance of 0.309 AU (approximately 45 million 
km) from the sun. The maximum solar impact was equal 
to 10.445 solar constants. The overall performance of the 
spacec.:raft and its 10 scientific instruments, which had 
exceeded the design lifetime of 18 months, was excellent. 
All 10 experiments were fully configured for prime 
mission moue and delivering valuable science data. 
Several members of the scientific team observed the 
perihelion passage from the German Space Operations 
Center (GSOC). The scientists are finding Helios-I 
perihelion data very interesting since it provides a second 
unique opportunity of comparing measurements with 
Helios-2 (presently approaching it, second perihelion, 
which is centered around October 20, 1976). 
B. HeUos-2 Operations 
At 17:44:52 GMT on September 4, 1976, after 
transmission of a "ranging-on" command (at 1715 GMT), 
the downlink of the Helios-2 spacecraft was lost. This 
occurred during pass number 234 over DSS II (Gold-
stone). The failure was observed while attempting to 
acquire the ranging Signal. Several commands were 
transmitted altering the spacecraft's RF configuration in 
an attempt to restore the downlink. This eventually 
re;'Ulted in rtestablishing the Helios-2 spacecraft's down-
link, but near threshold. To Idarn if the low signal was due 
to DSS II or the spacecraft, the services of DSS 42 
(Australia) were attained from a scheduled Viking pass. 
DSS 42 wa.< brought up as a Helios "follow-on" pass after 
DSS l1's loss of signal. Subsequent troubleshooting 
(altering the spacecraft configuration by commands) over 
DSS 42 tentatively restored the downlink signal at 1938 
GMT in the following configuration: TWTA-I, high 
power, driver I, and noncoherent mode. A spacecraft 
emergeQcy was declared at 2254 GMT. After reconfigur-
ing the spacecraft in the combination of TWTA-I, 
medium power. driver 1. coherent and medium-gain 
antenna, the DSS 42 receiver obtained lock. Switching to 
the spacecraft's high-gain antenna (HGA) resulted in a 
solid receiver and telemetry lock at 0121 GMT, Septem-
ber 5. The spacecraft configuration and health were 
verified, and the spacecraft emergency terminated at 0500 
GMT on September 5. 
After a few days in wbich to analyze the spacecraft 
anomaly, it was theorized that the loss of downlink was 
probably caused ,e, a result of two command,: (I) ranging-
on, and (2) TWTA-2 medium power. Pending further 
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investigations it was recommended to (1) avoid ranging 
commands until after the second perihelion, and (2) stay 
on TWT A-I in the medium-power mode. 
Helios-2 experienced its third "blackout" (solar occulta-
tion) period during September 20-29, centered on 
September 26, 1976. All scientific data were read Into 
memory on-board the spacecraft and later read-out when 
higher bit rates were available. 
The Helios-2 spacecraft will pass its second perihelion 
around October 20, 1976. The results of this perihelion 
will be covered in the next progress report. 
C. STDN-DSN Engineering Test and Support 
Encouraged by the DSN engineering tests regarding 
STDN real-time telemetry and command cross-support 
completed during May-June 1976 (Refs. I and 2), the U. S. 
Helios Project Manager requested support for Helios-I 
and -2 by the STDN Gold,tone Station (GDS). This eross-
support was requested for the October perihelions of 
Helios-1 and -2, thence ~'ontinuing until November 15, 
when STDN GDS will temporarily be de-committed from 
all Right support for a scheduled equipment modification 
program. 
Before the STDN-DSN real-time Helios cross-support 
could be considered operational, the link between STDN 
GDS and the DSN Gold,tone inter-site microwave system 
needed more permanency. The interface installed for the 
engineering tests in June was a one-way temporary coaxial 
cable. 
After considering available options, it was decided that 
the most suitable and economical method of proViding a 
full duplex interconnection between STDN GDS and DSS 
11 was to reestablish the old Project Apollo microwave 
link between STDN GDS and DSS 14. There it could join 
the lJSN Goldstone inter-site microwave system. The 
Apollo-era equipment was reinstalled and successfully 
tested by September 30, 1976. 
Tl,e plan was to first send real-time spacecraft 
telenetry over the newly established microwave link (Fig. 
I) from STDN GDS to DSS 11 (via DSS 14 and GCF 10, 
both at Goldstone) where it would be processed by the 
back-up TCP string and sent to JPL. The uplink-lock and 
command tests would be conducted a week later followed 
by a telemetry and command demonstration pass. Upon 
successful completion of this demonstration pass, the 
STDN-DSN Helio, cross-support configuration would be 
committed for operational "'ppor!. 
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The Arst real-time Helios spacecraft telemetry was 
processed over the new STDN-DSN configuration (sec 
Figs. I through 3) on October I, 1976, during a 
demonstrtltion pass. Data from two other STDN-DSN 
Helios cross-support passes were accumulated on October 
15 and 16. The results are shown in Table l. 
The STDN-DSN Helios command conAguration was 
successfully tested during the week of October II, 1976. 
Several spacecraft uplink acquisitions and commanding 
sequences were conducted for STDN (GDS) operator 
training during this week. With the .uccessful STDN-
DSN Helios Telemetry and Command cross-support 
demonstration track performed on October 18, 1976, the 
STDN-DSN cross-support conAguration was declared 
operational for Helios Project support. 
Although the data from this cross-support configuration 
were degraded (approXimately 3.5 dB) when compared to 
a DSN 26-meter station, the data received from Helios at 
perihelion and distances less than I AU are excellent. 
D. Ground Data System Tests 
I, High·Specd Data Line Change to 7,2 kb/s. The Deep 
Space Network (DSN) plans to convert all high-speed data 
terminals to 7.2 kb/s on December I, 1976. This 
conversion will standardize DSN high-speed data line rates 
with NASA Communications (NASCOM) standards. On 
September 27, 1976, during Helios-I pass 65$ over DSS 12 
(Gold,tone), a special Ground Communications Facility 
(GCF) test was performed to verify that the DSN GCF 
conversion to a 7.2-kb/s high-speed data line (HSDL) rate 
was compatible with mission-dependent Mission Control 
and Computing Center (MCCC) software programs and 
hardware. The test consisted of sending parallel data 
stmams on standard 4.8-kb/s HSDL and the new 7.2-kb/s 
HSDL to MCCC for Model 360-75 computer processing 
(monitor and tracking data were not tested at this time). 
Although one command anomaly did occur, there were no 
problems attributable to the 7.2-kb/s interface during the 
test. The planned changeover to the 7.2-kb/s HSD system 
on December I, 1976 should be essentially "invisible" to 
the MCCC data system and to DSN-MCCC operations. 
2. New Telemetry Capability at the German Weilheim 
Station. In April 1976, the Germa .. Helios Project Office 
received word that their request to modify the Telecom-
mand Station at Weilheim to ir.clude a telemetry data 
receiving capability had been approved. Conversion was 
planned for late 1976 (Ref. 2). By Augnst the conversion 
was progressing quite satisfactorily. The telemetry 
receiving equipment had been transported from the !OO-
3C 
meter Effelsherg Station to Weilheim. After internal 
(German) engineering tests were compietc<t internetwork 
interface tracking validation test, were scheduled involv-
ing Weilheim and DSS 62 (Spain). The DSN supported 
two of these tests-the Arst on September 13 and the 
second on September 17, 1976. These tests were highly 
successful, and the Weilheim Telemetry/Command 
Station (67/68) became operational on September 20, 
1976. 
E. Actual Coverage Versus Scheduled Coverage 
This report covers tracking activities for a 63-day 
period from August 9 through October 10, 1976. 
Operations for this period include Helios-l cruise, solar 
occultation, and fourth perihelion. Helios-2, still in solar 
conjunction phase, occulted the sun fur the third time. 
Total tracks for both spacecraft were 101 for a total of 
862.7 hours. Although this represents only 82 percent of 
the passes taken la'it period. there were 61 more hours of 
coverage. The Helios spacecraft received. 41.4 percent of 
the nsr-; tracking time I.llloHed to both Pioneer and 
Belio.'·, after Viking requirements were satisAed. Helios-I 
was tracked 50 times for a total of 441.4 hours; Helios-2 
was tracked 51 times for 421.6 hours. The average pass 
time was 8.8 hours for Helios-I and 8.2 hours for Helios-2. 
This compares with the la,t report period of 7,(13 and 5.5 
hours, respectively. Only 25 hours of 64-meter subnet 
support was allocated for the Helios spacecraft during this 
period due to Viking support requirements. As the Helios-
I and -2 spacecraft trajectories approach Earth, ouly the 
26-meter subnet will be required for tracking, with the 
exception of ranging at DSS 14. DSN tracking support is 
expected to continue at its present level throughout the 
next report period. 
III, DSN System Performance 
A. Command System 
The Helios extended mission command activity contin-
ued at a low level durinr, August and September for both 
spacecraft. A total of 2461 com.r.ands were radiated to 
both Helios-l and -2 spacpr"r •. This compares to 2910 
command~ radiated during the la,t ;'cpofting period. This 
'.ow activity is due to two rcalons: (I) the Helios-2 
spacecraft spent the greater portion of this time in solar 
conjunction (sun-Earth-prohe (SEP) angle less than 5 
degrees), and (2) heavy Viking activities resulting in 
relatively few tracks for Helios. The cumulative command 
totals through SeptemLer are 40,792 for Ilelios-I and 
14,345 for Helios-2. 
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There were three command system aborts during 
August and September-all with Helios-l. Two of the 
aborts were caused by DSS transmitter failures and the 
third by a fault in a DSS Command Modulator Assembly 
(CMA). Helios-2 experienced no command aborts. The 
cumulative command system abort count was raised to 13 
for Helios-I aud remained at 3 for Helios-2. 
Total command system downtime [or the months of 
August and September rose to 12 hours and 50 minutes 
(almost twice the figure for the previous 2 months). 
Approximately one-half (5.3 hours) of the reported 
downtime for this period was caused by one failure at DSS 
44 (a faulty circuit breaker). Of the 10 failures recorded, 5 
were transmitter associrted. 
B. Tracking System 
As the Helios spacecraft speed toward their even-
numLered (in-bound) perihelions, their velocity with 
respect to Earth causes a negative doppler shift whkh 
exceeds the capability of the standard doppler extractor. 
To compensate for this condition. an add~tional i-mega-
hertz bias is added to the standard doppler bias at the 26-
meter stations for a total bias of 2 megahertz. (Stations 
with Block IV receivers (64-meter) are able to select a 
minus I-MHz bias.) The bias shift is required to avoid 
ambiguous doppler counts when the negative dr-opler 
approaches or exceeds the amount of positive dol.pler 
fixed bias. 
The Network Operations Analysis Group (Tracking) 
computes the dates to add this special bias into the 
systems for each spacecraft. This doppler "offset" bias will 
be required for Helios-l from September 29 through 
October 26 and for Helios-2 from October 6 through 
November 7, 1976. 
Also affected are the transmit and receive frequencies at 
the Helios-supporting DSN stations. Because of this 
negative doppler fr~!quency. a ground station must 
transmit at a lower lhan normal frequency and receive a 
higher than normal frequency to maintain relative 
constant frequencies at the spacecraft receiver. On 
September 23 the DSN stations supporting Helios-I began 
operating on voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO) transmit 
S-band channel 20-b and receive S-band channel 22-a, as 
opposed to channels 21-. and 21-b, which are normally 
used. This will continue until November 2, 1976. Helios-2 
VCO change to 14-b and 16-a for transmit and receiYe, 
respectively, will be required between September 27 and 
November 14, 1976. The times to switch to these 
frequencies are computed by the Network Operations 
Analysis Group. 
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The Helios-l spacecraft's ranging transponder began to 
operate once more on July 14, 1976, when it' temperature 
again came within operable limits (Ref. 3). Good ranging 
points are now possible with Helios-l until about October 
20 when it is predicted that the temperature of the 
ranging unit will again slip into the non-operational range 
(5°C to IS°C). 
Ranging with the Helios-2 spacecraft has not been 
attempted since the spacecraft emergency on September 
4, 1976. Because a ranging cor,lmand was thought to be 
partially to blame for the loss of spacecraft downlink, it 
was agreed that ranging would not be tried again with 
Helios-2 until after the second perihelion on Octohr 17, 
1976, when better link conditions would exist. 
C. Telemetry System 
During the Helios-l and -2 superior conjunction periods, 
two types of data have been routinely collected for 
internal DSN use. The first type of data consists of hourly 
readings from the system-noise-temperature (SNT) record-
ings. The second type was spectral broadening test data. 
These data are being used to expand a data base that will 
be used later to improve telemetry predict values at small 
SEP angles. 
Telemetry support for Project Helios has been rather 
routine-broken only with special downlink signal predic-
tions for the STDN-DSN cross-support confil,'l1ration. 
DSN telemetry predicts have been within 0.6 dB in 
automatic gain control (AGC) and O.S dB in signal-to-noise 
ratio (SNR) for Helios-l. Helios-2 ligures are not so readily 
computed since tracking has been minimal during this 
period, caused by extremely small SEP angles. 
IV, Conclusions 
Emerging from a relatively quiet cruise phase, the 
Helios-2 spacecraft experienced its third solar occultation 
On September 23, 1976. Spacecraft ranging was again 
possible as the spacecraft ranging assembly temperature 
rose above IS degrees Celsius. On October 5, 1976, the 
Helios-l spacecraft passed within 0.309 AU (approxi-
mately 45 million kill) of the sun as its instruments 
recorded the fourth perihelion. The spacecraft's health is 
good as it continues its trajectory which will bring it closer 
to Earth. 
Overcoming a spacecraft emergency on September 4, 
1976, the Helios-2 spacecraft passed its third solar 
occultation on September 26, 1976. Owing to the nature 
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of the spacecraft emergency, the spacecraft team is 
cautiously delaying, until after the second perihelion 
(October 20, 1976), any further attempt at spacecraft 
ranging. 
The awaited decision confirming STDN-DSN Helios 
cross-support for Project Helios came in mid-September 
1976. An STDN-DSN Helio, l'ross-support configuration 
was verified and placed into operation on October 18, 
1976. This telemc'n" allJ command configuration utilizes 
the facilities sho" " III Figs. 1 through 3. 
The DSN is continuing plans to convert to the 7.2-kb/s 
high-speed data terminals. One of the tests performed to 
verify hardware/software compatibility was run during 
Helios-l pa.<s 658 in September. All equipment performed 
well. 
The German PeHos command station at Weilheim was 
modified to include telemetry and command capabilities 
(telemetry added) and began operations on September 20, 
1976. The German Elfelsberg l00-meter radio telescope is 
no longer supporting Helios. 
The Helios-l and -2 spacecraft tracking activities 
remained at about the same level as in the previous 
period. This was primarily because the Helios-2 spacecraft 
remained in solar conjunction for most of this time period. 
Tracking coverage should increase during the next period 
owing to both spacecraft passing perihelion and approach-
ing closer to Earth. 
Although the number of commands sent to the Helios 
spacecraft decreased, there were three command system 
aborts during this report period (all on Helios-passes). 
Escept for transmit and receive frequency changes and 
added doppler bias to compensate for the high doppler 
rate at this point in the trajectories of the spacecraft, the 
performance of the Telemetry and Tracking Systems 
remained fairly routine. 
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Table 1. STDN-DSN Hellos cross·support .nglne.rlng test results 
STON OSN vs STON 
Day of year 
l3it rate Predicted (1976) (DSN). dB Block III MI'll 
Block Ill, dB MFR,dB differenc(', dB difference, dB 
275 .12 9,8 6.2 4.8 .1.6 5.0 
(Oct I) 64 R.,~ 4.0 2.6 4.5 5.9 
289 & 290 128 H.I .5,.'3 N/A 2.8 N/A 
(0et 15, 16) 
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Fig. 1. STDN (GDS)·DSS microwave configuration 
MASF.R 
B 
Fig. 2. SrON (GOS) cross-support configuration 
Fig. 3. DSS cross-support configuration 
HSDL 
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Terminology of Ranging Measurements 
and DSS Calibrations 
T. Komarek 
Telecommunications Systems Section 
T. Otoshi 
Radio Frequency and Microwave Subsystems Section 
This article presents a prnposed set of basic terminology related to deep' space 
ranging measurements. Calibration equations are derived for the "dish-mounted 
zero delay device" method for 26-m antenna .,ystems and the "translator" method 
for 64-m antenna systems. 
I. Introduction 
Data produced by the ranging system can he used in 
many ways: spacecraft orbit determination, space plasma 
measurements, earthquake detection, etc. \Vhatever the 
objective is. the basic element is always the measurement 
of the time elapsed between transmission and reception of 
a l':1l1g; .. g code hy an Earth-hound Deep Space Station 
(OSS)' The ranging code is modulated on a RF carrier 
transmitted from a DSS to a distant spacecraft (SIC), 
whef(' it is d{'modulated and retransmitted back to Earth. 
Th" time delay measured, therefore, necessarily includes 
the DSS and spacecraft hardware delays, as well as 
medium effects clue to tropospheric refraction and "decel~ 
{'ration" in tht' ionospht'rt, and space plasma. 
This artic:1e addresses terminology of ranging measure~ 
mcnts with ohvious emphasis on DSS delay calibrations 
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sinee this is the most complicated part of the ranging 
telecommunication link. To make the semantics meaning~ 
ful. it is usdul to recognize the follOWing "axioms:" 
(1) Hange is always one-way; it is measured in units of 
length. 
(2) Delay is measured in time units (whatever they 
are). * 
(3) "Light time" corresponds to propugatWn with the 
velocity of light in vacuum. 
This article was originally a response to the immediate 
needs of the Viking Radio Science Team. It is suggested, 
however, that the terminology presented would be con-
*Thc "range unit" is il time unit since it is itn integer fraction of the 
time period of the DSS master oscillator. 
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sidered for acceptance by the Ranging Accuracy Team 
and, through this body, acceptance by other organizations 
involved, i.e., DSN, Spacecraft Telecommunications, 
Navigation, and Mission Control. 
10. Definitions and Explanations 
The follOwing definitions apply to the general case 
ranging system geometry shown in Fig. 1: 
36 
Topocentric range p, in meters, is the distance between 
tIle OSS and spacecraft reference locations. 
Reference locations are the spacecraft antenna aperture 
plane, OSS antenna axis t'fossing for the azimuth-
elevation (az-el) mount, and the intersection of tlte polar 
axis with the hour angle (HA) plane for the hour angle-
declination (HA-Dec) mount. 
Round trip light time, in seconds, is 
RTLT= 2 pIc 
where c is the velocity of light in vacuum. 
Round trip propagation time is the time for the ranging 
modulation to propagate from the DSS reference loca-
tion through the propagation media (planetary atmo-
sphere, space plasma, ... ) to the SIC reference locatior. 
and back, as measured by a correlation-type ranging 
machine. 
RTPT = RTLT + BIAS"EolA 
Delay to spacecraft, Ds/c, in seconds, is the total delay 
measured by a ranging machine when ranging to a 
spacecraft. It is related to RTPT by 
RTPT = Ds/o - BlASs/o - BIASos. + ZeoRREoTION 
(1) 
where all entries are in seconds, and 
BlAS.,e = spacecraft turnaround delay 
BlASoRR = 2-way OSS delay pre- and post-track 
measured from the ranging machine to 
a DSS turnaround device (either ZOD 
or translator) and back. 
Zeo.s.v.,o .• = 2-way ground station delay correction 
which must be made to account for the 
(a) difference in the DSS turnaround 
device path and the ranging~to­
spacecraft path up to the DSS 
aperture plane. 
(b) difference between the DSS an-
tenna aperture plane and the DSS 
reference location. 
100. DSS CaOibrations 
A. Dish-Mounted Zero-Delay-Device Method 
Station delay calibrations by means of a dish-mounted 
zero delay device (ZOD) are presently used by the 2fl..m 
DSS subnets. This technique (Fig. 2) uses the geometric 
optics principle in which, for a large antenna with a 
parabolic g~ometry (including Cassegrain SIX reflex feed 
systems), the distance for any ray path from the primary 
feed phase center to the parabolOid aperture plane via the 
microwave optics alrpath is a constant. Under this assump-
tion, the time delay for any ray propagating along the 
microwave optics path from the feed hom phase center 
to the aperture plane is the same as that for any other ray 
path between these two points (going from the feed hom 
phase center to the aperture plane or from the aperture 
plane to the feed hom phase center via the microwave 
optics ray paths). 
Assuming that the internal delay of the ZOD is negligi-
ble, it can be seen from Fig. 2 that when ranging to a 
spacecraft 
Dsle = DZDD + TX + TR,up + BIASs/ c + TR, dOlDn + TX 
(2) 
where Dzoo is the round trip delay from the ranging ma-
chine to the ZDO located on the dish surface and back to 
the ranging machine. It includes transmitter and receiver 
delays as well as' round trip alrpath delays within the 
antenna structure. 
It can also be seen from Fig. 2 that 
RTPT = To + Th + TX + TR,UP + TR,dolDh + l' X + Th + 1'6 
(3) 
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Soh Ing for (T/t'1I11 + TIl,II,W,,) from (2) and substitution into 
(3) gives 
R1'P7' = D"i(' - BlASs,,' - Dum + 2", + 2T, (4) 
Comparison of (4) with (I) gives 
(5) 
(6) 
where, from the geometry of Fig, 2, the one-way airpath 
delays T!. and T, (in seconds) are 
and wl.ere 
II 
TII=-
C 
b 
Tb = -COSo 
c 
(7) 
(8) 
II = distance iJ: meters between two planes parallel to 
the aperture plane, The first plane intersects the 
ZDD and the second plane contains the declina-
tion (secondary) axis, 
b = perpendicular distance in meters between the hour-
angle (primary) and declination (secondary) axes, 
This cH"5tance in JPL antenna drawings is shown to 
be 6,7056 meters (22,0 ft), 
c = spced of electromagnetic wave in vacuum (2,997925 
X 10' m s-') 
8 = spacecraft declination angle 
The values of Dum given by (5) arc reported for pre-
and post-track on the "DSS Post-Track Repor!." The 
2"URHf,.,.1'1O'v given by (6) depends not only on the physical 
location of the ZDD on the dish surface but also on the 
spacecraft declination angle 8, Values of II and bare 
obtained at each 26-m DSS from physical measurements 
and are the constants supplied by the DSN, These con-
stants together with the declination angle information 
should be used by the Orbit Determination Software to 
determine the ZC(J/{UE;("1'I0'y from (6) for the appropriate 
tracking pass, 
B. Translator Method 
The DSS calibration method using the dish-mounted 
ZDD suffers by multipath errors due to multiple reflec-
tions from the antenna structure. For 64-m stations, where 
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the multipath error can he several meters, another calibra-
tion method was developed using the Block IV translator 
(Fig, 3), In this method, only a portion of the DSS hard-
ware delays is pre- and post-track measured, The rest 
of the hardware delays (including antenna and cabling) 
is calculated from geometrical dimensions (in the case of 
waveguide and airpath) and precalibrated (in the case of 
complex components such as diplexers and filters), 
When ranging to a spacecraft, the ranging machine 
measures D,w, the total two-way delay-to-spacecraft. 
Dw contains the propagation delays and both DSS and 
SIC biases, From Fig, 3. using T to dcnote one-way delay, 
it can be seen that 
(9) 
where 
all entries are in time units 
T" T" T", T., = DSS hardware delays shown in Fig, 3, 
Tn = propagation delay (including medium effects) 
from the DSS antenna aperture plane to the SIC 
reference location. 
TO = one-way delay from feedhorn phase center to 
aperture plane of the DSS antenna via the micro-
wave optics airpath, The S-band airpath includes 
points on the ellipsoidal reflector, dichroic plate, 
hyperboloidal subrefledor, and the main para-
boloidal reflector s"rface, 
TO = one-way delay between the aperture plane and 
DSS referenec location 
Both T,. and 70 are constants for a given DSS, independent 
of the point on the dish surface where reflection takes 
place, due to the parabolic geometry of DSS antenna 
dishes and Cassegrain design. 
Also from Fig, 3, it can be scen that the round trip 
propagation time is 
RTPT = TO + TIl,lItl + TU,down + Tf) (10) 
But from (9) 
• 
TU,Utl + TU,dolVn = Ds1c - .l: Tj - TC,!11l - TC,rl()!"'1 
1=1 
- BIASsla (ll) 
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Substituting (11) into (10) gin·s 
, 
RTPT == 2Tf) + Ds;,. - 2:, 'T; - Tr,"" - i{',d"!,',, 
, , 
- BIASs,e (12) 
Ddining one-way delays 'T~, and TI) as 
.~ == Tr,lIp - Tn 
then substituting into (12) leads to the HTPT expression when ranging to spacecraft of 
, 
RTPT = D.,"c -- BIASs'e - L:: Ti 
1",1 
(13) 
,\ 'hen ranging to transhltol', tht' rnnging machine measures D,o,_''I'/JN, the tWO-WilY delay-ta-translator. 
From Fig. 3 
(14) 
'J/ •. I'/'Oll == om'-way delay from the uplink sample point throllg-h the translator to the downlink 
salllple point. This delay is calib",ted by a portable ZOO. 
Frolll (13) and (14) 
" RTPT = D:vu - BIASR/ c - D.rr.,L7·ou - L:: Tj + T.H,,11'01I 
i :1 
(15) 
Comparing (15) with (1) we get the OSS calibrations for tl", translator method: 
" 
Z/O/{Uf,'/"/'}{J,,' = '.1'1 • .11'1/1( - L:: Ti 
i-=:J 
01' from suhstitutions of T.", and Til 
(16) 
(17) 
Z"OIlf1f;('1'IO.\' == '.\I,.I'flll{ + 27/1 - 7;1 - 7"1 - T(',IIT' - ""dlllVn 
(17,,) 
whcre all terms are dcfill('d in Fig. 3. 
The Z"(JUIU-"'l'IIIV does not require know1edge of Til as in the case of a dish~mounted ZDD. Except for T.rJ,;I/'OIl, which is a calibrated value ohtained through measllre~ ment. most of the terms in Zr'lIlrfu:r'1'f(JY are calculated quantities. whiC'h is a major drawhack of this calibration method. The station bias (D.H,.lTVII) is a measured dC'Iay, I,'purted by a station pre- and post-track. Values of 
T/J'('(',II/I) and (Tf',i1tl11'1t) for the SIX refJex feed configuration for 64~m antenna systems have been determined by Batelaan and are reported in Ref. 1. 
Reference 
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Magnitude of 64-m Elevation Axis Movements 
Due to Alidade Temperature Changes 
N. t. Hung, H. Phillips, and R. Zanteson 
DSN Engineering Section 
In projected very-long baseline interferometry (VLBI) work a reference point 
for 64-m antenna.s is the intersection of the elevation ami azimuth axes. This 
report dpsoribes a minimum-level effort at DSS 14 to determine the "ulgnitutie 
of the effect of diurnal changes in the temperature of the alidade legs on the 
height of the elevation axis. The thermal expansion between the lowest recorded 
temperature -3°e (27° F') aOO the highest, 36°e (97° F'), over the period covered 
was 8.9 mm (0.35 in.). 
I. Introduction 
In projected VLBI work a reference point for 84-m 
antennas is the intersection of the elevation and azimuth 
axes. This report describes a minimum level effort at 
DSS 14 to determine the magnitude of the effect of 
dIUrnal changes in the temperature of the alidade legs 
on the height of the clevation axis. The results, over a 
period from March through September, 1976, show an 
average height change of 1.70 mm (0.07 in.) during a day, 
with a range from 0.1 mm (0.004 in.) to 3.5 mm (0.14 in.) 
for the period covered. The thermal expansion between 
the lowest recorded temperature -3°C (27°F) and the 
highest, 36°e (97°F), over the period covered was 
8.9 mm (0.35 in.). 
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II. Test Instrumentation 
Alidadc temperature measurement;, wer\. ... made using 
surface thermometers placed on an inner <llrface (to 
avoid direct sunlight) of the front "Ii dade legs (Figs. 1 
and 2). Initially, thermometers were placed on the right 
front leg. After one month's data were taken, one of the 
thermometers was moved to the left leg to determine if 
the temperatures tlll're were Significantly different. 
The aliclaclc leg and ambient temperature readings 
were recorded thrl'e times ('ach day by maintenance per· 
sonnel, g('Jlerally at 0600, 1200, and 2000 hours. The 
temperature readings for til(' right leg were averaged, 
and the differences between the high and low reading for 
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these data and for the left Icg and ambient tempcra. 
tures werc tabulated. The rcsults were then reduced 
statistically. and arc shown for each month in Table 1. 
The dimensional change is based on a length of 20.96 m 
(835 in.). the distance from thc elevation bearing to the 
machinery deck level, and a coefficient of thermi1' expan-
sion of 1.08 X lO-"jOC (6 X l!r"fOF). 
III. Conclusions 
The maximum f'l<'vatioll change of the elevation axis 
nwaslIred during one day was 3.5 mm (0.14 in.). Thc 
maximum change over the period of record was 8.9 mm 
(0.:)5 in.). These nnmbers may be useful in evaluating 
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methods for monitoring the position of the axis inter-
st'ction. 
The pn'cision of the results obtained is seriously 
limited by the limited mun!wr of data points for each 
day. The Use of continuous recording equipment would 
provide much mon' accurate infonnation, but at a COI1-
siderable cost in instrunwntation and data reduction. The 
need for this must be deAned before such " program is 
undertaken. 
An accurate correlation between temperature meaSUf(·· 
ments and elevation position was beyond the scope of 
this effort. The U:iC of teI1Il)('rahlrC measurements as an 
d{:ment in dl'terJllining the position of th(' elevation a~ds 
would requi,. .. eansidl'rabl" development cffart, if 
practical. 
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Table 1. Changes In alldade leg temperature, length, and ambient temperature 
ni~ht kg: Left leg: Ambient 
~tollth, 
IH7G ~T. C .lh,1l1l1l 1\ Vt'rag:~' ~T. C .lh, llUll dT, "C 
( ... tandanl dt'viatioll) ( for ,I\'l'ragt· .It) (standard llt'viation) (for awrage j,t) (litamlard deviation) 
~Iar. 
7J58 
2.S.'1 
0.017 
Apr. 
7.S2 
'J..I(; O.OIH 
6 .. 50 
:3.7.'3 
0.15 
~Iay 'L~,I 
:1.57 
0,20 
7.82 B.77 
3.23 
0.18 
4·.70 
7,G:'! 
0.17 
5.UH B.59 J UIl, 0.14 
,)..31 3.50 3J)4 
J "I. 
7.51 5.6fJ 9.82 
3,23 
0,17 O.l;] 
2.SB ·tA6 
8.;]1 (l,Ul 10.80 Aug. 
:1,07 O.lU 0.16 2.35 3,28 
,:;,{)S 
·1.55 7.G5 S{'p. 0.12 0.10 
:l.SI 2..14 3,27 
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N77-14052 
An Improved Upper Bound on the Block Coding Error 
Exponent for Binary Input Discrete Memoryless Channels 
R. J. McEliece 
Communications Systems Research Section 
J. K. Omura 
University of California at Los Angeles 
For coded telemetry systems it is important to know the tradeoff between the 
(,rror probability and the complexily of implementation. For systems using block 
codes. the block coding error exponent is a good way to estimate this tradeoff. In 
this article we show how the new upper bounds on the minimum distance of 
vi'wry codes obtained by .\lcEliece rJt al. result in improved upper bounds on the 
coding error exponents for binary in-put memory less channels, 
Consider a binary-input memoryless channel with input 
alphabet A = {O,l) output alphabet B, and transition 
probabilities (p(y I x) : XE A, y E B}. Let C = {x"x, ". ,x,,} 
be a binary code of length n and rate R = w' Jog, M for 
this channel, and assume that each of the.)1 codcwol'c1s 
i, sent with probability 11M. Let d"",,(C) denote' the 
minimum Hamming distance between distinct code-
words, and let P,(C) denote the probability of maximum-
likelihood decoder error when the code C is used on the 
givcn channel. 
where the maximum and minimum in (1) and (2) are 
takm ow'!' til<' set of all codes of length n and rate ;::: R. 
And finally define' 
Now define 
1 
.(n,R) = nmaxd"",,(C) (1) 
P,(n,R) = min P,(C) (2) 
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.(R) = lim .(n,R) (3) 
11···"1: 
E(R) = lim -- log, P,(n,R). ( 4) 
The maximum minimum distance 3(R) is unknown ex· 
cept at the points Ii ~ 0,1: 0(0) = 1/2, 0(1) ~~ O. Thc block 
coding error ('xponcnt E(R) is kno\\'n only for R ,= 0 and 
IThesl' limils arc not known to exist. However, in what follows 
cn~ry upper hountl is nn UppCE" bound on the corresponding lim 
sup's, and thl' lower hounJs ,Ire lowcr bounds on thc lim inf's, so 
tlwn' is no harm in preieudin).': the limits {'.'\ist. 
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R:2: R";I, R"" being a number to be defined below. We 
shall now briefly survey the known upper and lower 
bounds on E(R), and indicate how the new upper bound 
o*(R) on SiR) obtained in Ref. 1 can be used to improve 
the known upper bounds on E(R) for small values of R. 
First, the sphere.packing bound E.,,(R) and the random 
coding bound E,(R), valid for all rates R less than 
channel capacity (Refs. 2,3): 
E,(R) :s:; E(R) :s; E,,,(R). (5) 
The two bounds in (5) are equal for sufficiently large 
R, and in fact the number R{'d t cited above is the point 
where these two bounds meet. (Formulas for E, and E" 
for binary symmetric and binary erasure channels arc 
given in the Appendix.) 
N ext, we have bounds which depend on the 
BIUlttacharuya parameter (Refs. 4, 5) for the channel, 
which is defined by 
a = -iog,L: (p(yIO)p(yI1))'I'. 
yell 
These bounds are 
aD :s; E(R) :s; no(R) (6) 
where O:s; D:S; 112 is defined implicitly by R = 1- H,(D), 
where H,(x) is the binary entropy function. (The lower 
bound in (6) is called the expurgated bound E,,(R); 
it is only valid for 0 :s; R :s; R', where R' is the rate at 
which the expurgated bound meets ti,e random coding 
bound.) As mentioned, the function o(R) is unknown, so 
the upper bound in (6) is ineffective. However, by 
using the bound o(R):S; o*(R) obtained in Ref. 1 (for 
numerical values of o*(R), sec Table 1 in Ref. 1), we 
obtain an upper bound 
E(R) :s; no*(R) (7) 
which can be evaluated, and which is already better than 
any previously known upper bound for small values of R. 
Finally, Shannon et al. (Hef. 3) have shown that if 
E,,(R) is any upper bound to E(R), then so is the convex 
hull of the curves E,,(R) and E,,(R). In particular, by 
taking E,(R) = (1/2)n (from (6) and the fact that 
8(0) = 112), we see tI,at E(R) is bonnu, :I from above by 
thc line passing through the point (0,(1/2)a) which is 
tangent to E,,,(R). This bound is called the straight.line 
bound E.,,(R). However by taking E,(R) = a8*(R) 
(cf. (7)) we can obtain an upper bound which is signifi-
cantly better than min (E,,(R), E.,p(R)) for a considerable 
range of R's. We illustrate this in Fig. 1 ,,;ith a binary 
symmetric channel with crossover probability E = 0.01, 
a = - iog, v'4«1 <) = 2.329, and in Fig. 2 with a 
binary erasure channel with erasure probability < = 0.01, 
a = - iog, < = 6.644. In both figures the unknown region 
for O:S; R :s; R,." I in which E(R) lies is shaded. A final 
point worth mentioning is that the new upper bound 
(7) on E(R) always matches the expurgated bound 
E",(R) in slope at R = O. (Both slopes are - "'; this is 
well known for the expurgated bound, and follows for 
the bound (7) from the results of Ref. 1.) This fact 
supports the conjecture that E(R) = E,.,(R) for R :s; R"" 
for binary input channels. 
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Appendix 
E, (R) and Esp (R) for Binary Symmetric and Binary Erasure Channels 
For" binary symmctric channel with Crossover probability e, the random coding exponent is giv
en by 
1
1- R -. ·~,(I -I- v'4e(1- e) 
E (R)-
, - T,(D) - H,(D) 
0::; R::;; 1 - H,(y./(y. -I-~» 
1 - H,(y.7(y. -I- v'I - <») :::; R::;; 1 - H,(e) 
where T,(D) = -Dlog,e - (1- D) log, (1- e), and D satisfies (7). The sphere packing exponent is 
E,,(R) = T,{D) - H,(D) 0::; R::; 1 - H,(e), 
(Hence R,,,, = 1 - H,(y./(y. .c VI - e)) and E(R) = E,(R) = E,,(R) for R ;::: R"",) For the binary erasnre chan-
nel with erasure probability e, 
where 
~ 1 - R - log, (1 -I- e) E(R)-, - E",(R) o ::; R ::; 1 - 2e/(1 -I- e) 1 - 2e/(1 -I- e) ::; R ::; 1 - e, 
pe2' 
E,,(R) = (1 _ e) -I- e2p - log, ((1 - e) -I- e2p), 
where p is determined by R = 1 - e2'/(1 - e -I- e2'), 
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A Radar Study of the Backup Martian 
Landing Sites 
G. S. Downs. R. R. Green. and P. E. Reichley 
Communications Systems Research Section 
The Goldstone radar system at DSS 14 was used to probe the Martian surface 
at 8495 MHz in a narrow strip between -6 deg and -2 deg latitude. The Viking C 
landing sites lie in this strip. and their altitudes. rms surface slope. and 
reflectivity are presented here. 
The latest Martian opposition (condition of closest 
approach) occurred on December 9. 1975. At that time 
the sub·Earth point on Mars was at a latitude of -1 deg. 
traveling south to a minimum of -6 deg in mid· January. 
1976. Turning northward, the sub-Earth point reached a 
latitude of 24 deg by July 1976 (the planned time of the 
first Viking landing). The backup landing sites. to be 
considered in the event of a failure on the first landing. 
were in a narrow strip just south of the Martian equator. 
The region contained possible landing sites that could be 
probed by radar at a time when the sensitivity of Earth· 
based radars was near a maximum (the sensitivity 
decreases as the fourth power of the distance). 
These backup sites. known as "c" sites. were probed at 
a frequency of 8495 MHz. The R&D X·band transmitter at 
DSS 14. Goldstone. California. was used as a Signal source. 
The 64·m antenna at DSS 14 was used for transmission and 
reception. Small cells 25 km E-W by 150 km N-S were 
isolated on the Martian surface. This isolation was 
accomplished by (1) phase modulating a CW Signal with a 
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pseudorandom sequence upon transmission. thereby 
facilitating differential range measurements; (2) Fourier 
analyzing the output of each of 32 range gates to produce 
a 64·puint spectrum every 65 ms. I.hout 4131 spectra were 
combined to produce an average 'pectrum every 30 
seconds. The basic bit length of the phase modulation was 
8 /-'S. The maximum doppler shift (due to the rotation of 
Mars) measurable was 984 Hz. so the maximum resolution 
was 15.6 Hz. This corresponds to an E-W resolution of 
0.07 deg in longitude along the doppler equator within 10 
deg of the sub-Earth point. The resolution was dropped to 
0.5 deg throughout the data analysis to decrease the 
effects of receiver noise. The N-S resolution, detennined 
by the modulation bit length. was about !l.5 deg. These 
resolutions correspond to the cell size quoted above. 
The 3{)..second data frames collected during a particular 
observing run were combined to yield backscatter 
functions (reRected power versus the angle of incidence) 
for each O.5-deg region located along the doppler equator. 
Each function was analyzed to determine residual range, 
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the roughness parameter C, and the reflectivity p. The 
parameters C and p are referred to as the scattering 
parameters. The manner in which the cells are isolated on 
the Martian surface and the techniques of determining 
range and the scattering parameters are described in 
detail in Refs. I and 2. 
Observation runs were made between 20 December 
1975 and 25 February 1976 for the purpose of studying 
the Viking C sites. The results of 12 runs arc condensed 
here by combining results within three latitude bands, 
each 2 deg wide. The bands are centered at latitudes of -6 
deg, -4 deg, and -2 deg. All numerical results at " 
particular longitude. pertaining to a particular parameter 
and located within I deg in latitude of the center of the 
strip, were averaged together. The re,ults are presented in 
Figs. 1 and 2. Figure 1 corresponds to the strip 2 deg wide 
N -S centered at -6 deg latitude, while Fig; 2 corresponds 
to the strip centered at -4 deg, with one exception: all 
data in Fig. 2 for longitudes greater than 300 deg apply to 
the strip centered at -2 deg latitude. The residual ranges 
have been converted to altitude in km. The reference 
surface corresponding to O-km altitude is the ellipsoid of 
Standish (Ref. 3) with a radial scale of 3397.515 km. The 
Martian ephemeris used for the final analysis was obtained 
from the JPL ephemeris DE 96, modified by a small range 
polynomial determined by M, Standish using, in part, the 
observations described herein. The roughness parameter C 
has been converted to 9, , the estimate of the rms slope of 
the surface, where Or = C-1I2 radians. The one-standard-
deviation uncertainty in altitude is less than 0.5 km. The 
plot of each 6, and p in Figs. 1 and 2 is a vertical bar. The 
middle of the bar represents the estimate of the 
parameter. The length of the bar represents one standard 
deviation above and below the estimate. (Any bar 
exceeding 8 deg or 12 percent is truncated). Hence there 
is a 68-percent probability that the true value of the 
parameter lies on the bar. 
The positions of the seven C sites are marked on the 
appropriate figures. The site nomenclature and position 
are those in use as of 22 April 1976. In some cases the site 
is actually a region and is marked at two longitudes or 
latitudes. 
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Fig. 1. Martian radar surface properties as seen by radar at 8495 MHz, -6 deg latitud
e: 
(a) altitude, (b) rms slope, and (c) reflectivity. longitudes of the C sites are marked 
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The Effect of Direct Current Bias in the 
Computation of Power Spectra 
E. R. Rodemich 
Communications Systems Research Section 
We determine the effect of dc bin., in the approximate computation of spectra 
of GOllssia" processes by hard limiting. 
I. Introduction 
The spectral density S(").I",I::; ". of a stationary 
Gaussian process (xd. - 00 < k < 00. of mean zero, 
can be expressed in terms of the covarianccs Rx(k) = 
E(X""",k) by 
If we put 
~ 
S(w) = R,(O) ., 2 L ~(k) cos k" •. 
.~ 'I 
y'=l+l.x,::::O. 
-l,xi < 0, 
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( 1) 
(2) 
Then it is known (Hef. 1) that R,,(k) = E(y"y".,) satisfics 
the relation 
(3) 
In practice, the series in (1) is tnmcatc·d, .d.1J tIlt' 
correlations Rl/(k) arc estimated from samples of finite 
size, which leads to random errors in the evaluation of 
S(,,). These errors will not be considered here. Noglect. 
ing them. we usc the variables (!ld to estimate R,,{k). 
then apply (3) and (1) to gl't S(w). This leads to a 
saving in ('omputation time over the direct estimation of 
R,(k) from {xd. since these' estimates rcquire fl lflrge 
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l1umlwr of arithmetic operations. 1'11(' VminEC(' (T:!"""" 
/t,(0) cc "(xil, if needed, must be ('stimatt,d sepuratd)', 
This variance, which PI1ters S(IJJ) as a scale factor, is often 
unimportant. bl'cause it can be affected by many ('xtra-
neous factors. 
We consider the following problem: SUPilose thut 
an unknown bias (l is added to til(' Gaussian procC'ss {l\}. 
so that w,' g,'t {x, -I {l}, - or.> < k < "', The fonllula 
(2) cannot be applied if II is unknown. However, we 
can take 
!/i . 1 
+ 1, X; -'- a >- 0, 
-l,x, T a < 0, (4) 
Thf'11 \':t' can ('stimatc til(> Iltllnbers Ek = E(!Jn!JlI..-k) (no 
10Ilg('!" correlations) take 
(5) 
in analog), with (3), and form 
~ 
S*(",) = R: (0) +- 2 I: R;(k) cos k", (6) 
k:::\ 
If (l = 0, 5*(",) is S(w)/,,', If a"", 0, 5*(,,) approxirnat('s 
S(IJJ) in some Sen5(" \Vc shall investigate how close this 
approximation is, 
To find 5(,,) exactly, (3) needs to bc replaced by a 
frp": lUla invoh-ing a non-ell'mental'Y function which de-
pends on a/IT. This is not practical for real-time compu-
tations. Hence We consider the above approximation, 
II. Formulas 
Let thr Gaussian random variables XJ.; havt' varianc(~ 
,,', Then the value of E'l = E(y,y,,,,) depends only on 
pk = R,(k)/,,', and can be written as 
(7) 
where 
f(z) 1 
j"" f" [tt -I- t, - 2zt,t .. ] X""" y(t,)y(tJ exp 2(i _ z') .. dt, dt" (8) 
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with 
l +l't~-ah' !I(I) = -1, t < -a/u, 
This follows if \\'(' ('valuat" E'l directly as the expectation 
of a function of X/I and Xu .• k, by integrating O\'('r the 
bivariate Gaussian distribution (Her. 2). 
If we difft'rentiate (8) with resp,'ct to z, the result-
ing integral can be simplified by intcgration by parts, 
and we get 
2 (a'/u') f(z) = "Vl _ z' cxp - 1 -I- z ' 
Integrate this equation from 0 to z, Using the variable 
of integration It = sin-1z, 
01."'"'' ( a'/U') f(z) - f(O) = : exl' - 1 + " du, 
o. .J sin 11 (9) 
To cvaluate f(O), note that at z = 1, the distribution 
in (8) is concentrated on the lim' t, = t" Then f(l) = 
E(y(t,)') = 1. Hence, putting z = 1 in (9), 
1-f(0) = 21';' exp (- 1 a:/~' )du, 
1:" f) • S1I1 tl 
(10) 
By numerical intcgration of the integral in (9), going 
from z = 0 to z = 1 and to : = -1, tables of f(:) were 
obtained for various value, of a/ u, Some of these arc 
plotted in Fig, 1. 
If we plot [sin (,,/2)f(:)] instead of f(z), thc curve for 
a -= 0 becomes a straight lint', and the other curves are 
also modified, but they do not come Significantly closer 
to the line for a = 0, The separation between the curves 
is thc error in this method of approximating R,(k)/u', so 
at first glance this method docs not look too promising, 
However, instead of R;(k), we should be conSidering 
_ sin [; Ell] - sin [; f(O) ] 
R.,.(k) = _!=-" -~-~'--~ 
sin [~ f(l) J -sin [i f(O) ] 
(11) 
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where 
C, = sin [it(O)], 
al::! 
C, = (1 - C,)-', 
R,(k) is plotted as a function of H.,(k)I<r' in Fig, 2, Wc 
see that Hr(k) is a good approximation to R,(k)/O" if 
R,(k)/,,' is not too close to -1 (which is usually true), 
Fanning the numbers RJ.(k) rC'quires knowing SOl1l('-
thing about the function t(~), However, they arc on I)' 
wanted to construct the function 
S(w) = 1 + 2 I; H,(k) cos k.", (12) 
1>=1 
This function call be found more directly as 
(13) 
The prC'sence of a de COmpDl1t'llt in {y,..} eallses a spik<' 
in the spectrum 5*(;,,) at II) = O. This can be n~moVl'd hy 
inspection. which is the significance of the tenn -C~S((,)) 
in (13), Then thc multiplier C, can be adjusted to give 
whatever scale is desired for the spectl'Um. Thus we gd 
S(w), dcfin('d by (12), without any particular knowl<'Clge 
about Il or the function f(z) 
1"' ...... "'. '~'~"II 
I 
The error RAk) -- Hr(k)/,,' is negative for Hr(~! > 0, 
with a minimum ncar R,(k) = 0.44,,' for all values of al" 
between 0 and L For R,(k) < 0, the error is positive, 
increasing as RAk)/{I~ got's from 0 to -1. These ('rrors 
arc given at Hr(k)/O" = 0.44 and -(},30 for several values 
of al" in Table L 
Another method which we can con~icl('r for comparison 
is to nl'st compute the correlation 
tlwn take 
and 
E, - t(O) 
R,,(k) = ] _ t(O) 
it(k) = sin[; H,,(k)] 
si",)-= 1-" ZI;'it(k)cosk"" 
k I 
This mcthod is sugg('sted bv the original l'(·lation (3), 
Cur",'s for R.,(k) as a functio;, of H,(k)/,,'. similar to the 
ClIrveS of Fig. 2, cun be piottpd, These curves have tIll' 
same general app('arancl', but they runge farther fwm 
the Iinc for a = 0, Valu('s of the error R,(k) - R,(k)IO'" 
are given in Table 1 for comparison. \Vc Sl'e that this 
method is not as good, as well as being harder to 
implement. 
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Table 1. The errors In RAk) and RAk) for RAk)/a' = 0.44 (upper number) and -0.30 (lower number) 
a/a 0.2 0.5 1.0 
R,(k) - R,(k)./a' -0.0001 -0.0031 -0.0342 
-1-0.0003 +0.0093 +0.0822 
li>k) - R,(kl,/a' -0.0031 -0.0192 -0.0738 
+0.0004 -1-0.0378 +0.1261 
.- ,-' 
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Fig. 1. The function fez) for various values of a/q 
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Fig. 2. R.l'(k) as a function of RAk)/q:!, for various 
values of a/ (1 
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Standard Random Number Generation for MBASle 
R. C. Tausworthe 
DSN Data Systems Section 
This article presents and analyzes a machine-independent algorithm for gen-erating pseudorandom numbers suitable for the standard MEASle stjstem. The algorithm used is the "polynomial congruentia/" or "linear recurrence modulo 2" method devised by the author in 1965. Numbers, formed as nonoverlapping, adiacent 28-bit word, taken from the bit stream produced by the formula am,,,., = am." + am (modulo 2), will not repeat within the proiccted age of the solar system, will show no ememble correlation, will exhibit uniform distrilution of adiacent nt/mhers "l' to ]9 dimensiom, and will not deviate from rundom mm-t/p and rllTis-down hehavior. 
I. Introduction 
The first MBASre random number generator (Ref. 1), implemented on the Univac 1108, used a linear congru-cntial method, ' •• , = 5"x. (mod 2"), followed by nor-malization to the range (0,1). This generator was used probably because it was already available in the Ull08 statistics package. Empirical tests by users, however, later proved that the gem'rator possesses very nonrandom correlation properties indeed, especially unless great care is taken in specifying the initial "start" value. 
The canned-in default s:arting value, or "seed," (xo = 5") had been selected because theoretical rcsults (Ref. 2) claimed that the longcst nonrepeating sequences 
58 
are obtained when x. is an "dd power of 5. Unfortu-nately, the particular x, chosen, while perhaps generating a long sequence, does not seem to produce numbers with very good randomness properties, 
l1lis article describes an alternate generator of a type whose randomness has been thcoretically shown to be vastly superior and which can be implemented on any computer, despite word length restrictions (the UllOR algorithm was tailored to 36-bit words). It is a maehine-independent algorithm. 
The generation method is almost as fast as the linear congrnential method, but not quite. The ratio of speeds is about 3:1. 
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II. The Linear Recurrence Modulo 2 Method 
In 1965, the author (Hd, :3) sho\\'l,d that numbers 
produced as successivl' binar)' words of length s taken L 
bits apart (8 ::; L) from a linear (shift.register) bit-str<,am 
recursion of the form 
fonn a pseudorandom scqW .. 'IlCl' \\'h(,I1('\'('1' the pol~'noll1ial 
f{x) ::...--: xP -L c/I_t.tll - I + , ... + CIX + 1 is primitive ovel" 
GF(2.L Thl' algebraic stl'llchu'c of tlwse pseudorandom 
ntllllbcl's provided a way of proving that, U\'L'r randomly 
chosen starting vnlnes ([u •••• ,1l1'_1 in the numeric seqw.'llc(', 
tlw correlation iwt\\'C'cn numbers is essentially Z('ro, 
being ostensibly equal to - 2-11, for all numbers in the 
se,!uenee s<'parated by I"ss thall (2" - s - 1)1 L. subjl'et 
to the l'l'striction (L,2" - 1) ~ 1. The author furtlwr 
ShOWl'd that adjacent k-tuples of such Ilnmb('rs w('l't' 
uilifollllly distributed for 1 ::; k ::; (I'lL). 
The algorithm for computing the J1umbcl's is simple. 
especially whcn f(x) is a primitive trinomial, say 
xfJ + x'1 + 1, where q < p/2. An evell ~reater simplifica-
tion is possibll', as is shown in this article, when p is all 
even Inultiple of L, as is the case for the trinomial 
x"," + .r" + 1 (from Zicrler and BriIlhard (Ref. 4). The 
generator based on this polynomial has period 1.4 X 101';", 
has virtually no (average) correlation between any num~ 
hers separated by 1t'sS than 5 X 101 •• ,\ has 28-bit pr<'cision 
numbers available, and has adjacencies up to 19 dimen-
sions uniformly distributed. Runs-up and -down statistics 
up to length 16 arc impeccable. The period and maxi-
mum correlation distance are, in fact, so great that the 
generator would have to produce numbers at a nano-
second rate for more than lOH~ ycars befort' nonrandom 
distribution 01' correlation effects would be nutieeabll' 
as nonrandom. Almost -l X l()1l numbers would have to 
be examined to detect deviations in runs-up and luns-
down statistics as nonrandom, 
These pseudorandom number generators havc bccn 
wid('ly ,tudit'd (Ikfs. 5-8) since 1965, both theoretically 
and empirically, and have been "promoted to pridl' of 
place in tht' field of pseudorandom nurnbl'1' generatioll 
(1M. 7)," 
TootilI (Ikf. 8) has even discovered generators of this 
type for wh;(.:h "there can exist no purely empilical tests 
of the scquen(:l' as it stands capable of distinguishing 
bt'twl'PIl it and l truly random sequences]." For reasons 
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having to do with computer storage and preCISIOn, the 
generator of this article is, unfortunately, not one of 
these. Nevertheless, the generator described is vastly 
superior to any linear congl'ucntial generator in existence. 
III. The Method 
The algorithm for producing the succeeding l' bits 
from the current set of]J bits in the Xii + x'l + 1 gl'nerator 
is, 
(1) Left-shift tIll' I' bit string by q bits, inserting q 
zeros on the right, dropping q bits on the Idt. 
(2) Add rnodulo 2 (cxclusive-or) the original and 
shiftl'd I' bits. 
(3) Right-shift this result by I' - q bits, supplying 
Ii - q Zl'ros on the left, and dropping l' - q bits 
on the right. 
(4) Add the results of 2 and (3) above modulo 2 to 
gi\'l' thl' nest p bits. 
The proof that this algorithm works is very simple, and 
the reader is invited to apply the algorithm to the bit 
string (lla~'" all and use the reduction formula 
all ... l1~ ~-"'.(JIJ.III ,. am (try it with ala~aaa'la" with a,,->,II! = 
a~+m -j- am to sec what is happening). 
Notc in the method that the number of computations 
required for generatit}g the next p bits grows at most 
linearly in p, Assuming p > > L, then partitioning the l' 
generator bits into words of length L produces a number 
of wor9s that also increases in proportion to p. Therefore, 
the number of computations for L bit precisioTJ random 
numbers, to first-order effects, is independent of the 
recursion degree p. ~laking p large, hOWCVC1, has advan-
tages in increaSing randomness properties. 
It is true that as p increases, more and more registers 
are rC(luircd to compute each new set of p bits, and 
shifting many registers at once presents a small incon-
venience in most computer languages. These factors 
place a small speed and storage overhead on the gc.'llera 
tiOIl prOCt'SS; but as we shall see, even this is not ('xtl·(,l1lt~ 
du(' to the particular trinomial chost'n. 
The trinomial x"," + x" + 1 (I' = 532, q = 37) has sev-
l'ral things to recommend it: (1) 5:32 is factorable into 
28· 19, which means that 19 words each having 28 bits 
prccisioll can bt' generated all at once by the algorithm; 
(2) up to and including 19-tuples d adjacently produced 
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random numbers will be uniformly distributed; (3) 28 
and 19 are both rclativdy prime to the period (2"" - 1), 
so no ill efft'cts occur as a result of beginning new words 
<'wry 28 bits; (4) the period and correlation distance arc 
so great .15 1)(;'V('1' to bl' witnessed in the HfC'time of the 
universe; and (5) the q = 37 value produces good nllls-up 
and runs-down statistics (Hef. 8), up to runs of length 16. 
On converting 28-bit fixed-pOint mantissas to rcal num· 
bers, 8-digit prccision results. Some machines, such as 
the 1108, mny hn\'(' to reduce this precision in order to 
fit the /loating-point exponent field into the word (the 
Fll08 has only 27-bit mantissa precision). In such eases, 
tIl(' most Significant hits of the gelwratcd words may 
always b(' retained without losing randomness qualities, 
so that all ilnpll'111t'lltations produce css(,lltially identical 
results, within machinl' precision. This philosophy is 
present in the algOrithm which follows in Section IV. 
The HANDO~HZE function which initializes the gen-
erator uses a multiplicative linear congrucntial algorithm 
to gt'ncl'atc the first 19~nul11bcr "seed," from which the 
rest of the generated numbers grow. Til(' particular value 
for the l11ultiplicntol' a in the algorithm 
was chosen as 41,475,557" for the L = 28 case from 
theoretical results published in Ahrens and Dietel' (Hd. 9), 
who show that good randomness results when 
a =.5 (modulo 8) 
a :::: 21.-,~ 
where ~ = (5'1' - 1)/2 (thc "golden section number"). 
IV. The Algorithm 
Managing thc ,532-bit shift-register is the main trick in 
implementing the method of the previous section. The 
algorithm given in this section utilizes an array lVi, 
i = 0, ... ,18 of b-bit computer words (b;::: 28) sufficient 
to encompass the p = 532 span of bits to b0 operated on 
(an,; retained), and delivered in 28-bit chunks whenever 
the HANDOM function is invoked. 
On machines having word sizes smaller than 28 bits, 
double words will have to be used for each word in the 
algorithm below. Two values of the HANDO~HZE 
argument that round to the same internal fixed-paint 
rcprcsentation will produce the same random sequcncc; 
conversely, every unique fixed-point representation of 
the argument produces a unique random sequence. In 
addition, so long as the value of the argument is thc 
same and stays within the precisions of two differing 
machines, the sequences produced on each will be the 
same, within macliine precision. 
Counting the number of elemental operations (load, 
store, shift, etc.) for the algorithm, one finds about 10 + f 
operations per number generated, where f is til(' number 
of operations in "floating" the fixed-point number. The 
linear congluential alg"Oritll1n requires only about 3 + f 
such operations, so the ratio of spl.:'{~ds is approximately 
3:1. 
The HA ~DOM function is about 23 + f operations 
long, as clmpared to 3 + f for its linear congrucntial 
fOl'l11, and data storage is 21 words vs 2. However, even 
though the program rC'luircs perhaps 7 times as much 
core as the lineal' congruential form, the total is still 
probably u ,del' 50 locations, of negligible concern in 
most instalLltions. The asymptotically random sequence 
of Tootill (Ikf. 8) requires 607 words to store the army 
W; alone. (This, coupled with thc fact that only 23-bit 
pl'('dsion was available in that generator, is why it was 
not considered here.) 
The two functions, described in CHISP-PDL syntax 
(BeE. 10), arc as follows: 
Function: HANDOMIZE(starter:universal real) 
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<, This function dcclarcs and initializes a 19-elcment 
< >I< array, "Vo, .. . ,\V!~ with random numbers generated 
<, by a linear congruential method. An integer I is 
<, set to zero to enable HANDOM to sdect W, as the 
<, first random numbcr. Wand I are permanent data 
<. structurcs, aeeesscd only by HANDOMIZE and HA;-.iDOM 
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.1 constant multiplicr:inlL'g('l' = 41475557 
.2 variable i:integer, I, intep;er, 
\V, array [0 .. 18] of universal integer 
.3 if (start,'r<O) < ,~!BASIC manual sp"cifications, > 
.4 starh.'r: =---: clocktilllC < * returns current time of day as integer * > 
.5 >'(starter=O) 
.6 starter: = multiplier 
-- > (cl,e) < 'starl<'r>O, > 
.7 startcr: = fix(starter; < .. Hoating-to-integt·r conversion >I< > 
, .. codif 
.8 "' .. : -~ starkI' 
.9 loop for ;0 1 to 18 
.1 () i Wi -, (Wi' ,nmltiplier) modulo 2, 28 
.11 ~(-rcpl'at with next; 
.12 I 0 < >I< srt IIp to pick ""I as first random numlH'1' ~ -', 
cndfunction 
Function: HA:'\\)O~I: real 
< .. This algorithm makes lise of a 19-wol'd array, 
< * 'F", ... ,'\l\~, each with b~28 bits. Each word contains 
<, 28 bits of the generator, right justified. All 
<--. inh'g{'l' \'ariabll' I on entry contains the iIuh,x of 
< tlw word array l1l'xt to bl' l'dllnlL'd as thl' random vuitI". 
<. Both '" and I "ll"l' pl'l'mancllt data strllctUl'l'S, U('cPSSt,c1 
<~ < only by HA:-iDO~! and HA:-iDO~IlZE. Th,' laU,'r of thes(' 
< initializ('s I to z('ro and \\. to tIl(' S{'l'Cl. 
.1 variublc ;:intcgcr 
.2 if (I 19) < • all words ha\'(' b,','n used up , > 
.:3 I: =0 < "reset to first dement in array'" > 
,4 loop for ;'0 to 16 < ' exclude bst two words .' > 
.5 i load \ri'h\Vj.~ into 1\11,1\1 
.6 1 left shift II, by b-28 <. join bits in str('llm' > 
.7 i left shift 11,,,11, by 9 < • q ~,37 is 28 i 9, > 
.8 i W,: (W) XOH A,,) <. the recUI'sion fOl'mula, > 
,9 ~~rcpcnt with next i 
.10 load \\'I'.'V(\ into 1\",A1 < '" no\\' compute "'I,: '" > 
.11 left shift ii, by /)- 28 < • join W", \If" bit streams' > 
.12 loft shift A",A, by 9 < • iI" now has final 19 bits of W", > 
.13 \\',,: < \\'" XOI1 iI" < • und first fJ bits of stream shifted 495. > 
.14 load \VO'\\'1 into A",A I <" do similarly for "'1~ '" > 
.15 kft shift A, by b -28 
.16 lPit shift A",A, by 9 
.17 II',,: (W" XOH A,) 
: ., cndif 
.18 nA;\iDO~1 float(W,l!2>< 28 < ' eOI1\'('lt to ('('al. '> 
.19 I: Iii 
endfunction 
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v. Conclusion 
The "Igorithm given has been implemented as the 
HANDOM function in thc MBASIC processor currently 
on the Caltech PDP·I0 computer. All tests so far run on 
it validates the randomness prop,'rties claimed by the 
theory. In that theory, by the way, the only factor left to 
chance is the specification of the initial "seed," The stated 
unifonnity. zero-correlation, and runs statistics are all 
based on the single assumption that the seed be chos<.'1l 
randomly. Of course, the default value canned in was 
not randomly chosen, but chosen specifically to look 
random <.'xcept for the first word, and certainly, to the ('x-
t""t of our tests, this appears to have worked b('autifully. 
\Ve hav(' demonstrated that the generator is also capa-
ble (as is every known random number generator) of 
producing IlUmbl'fS with 3rr variations from random-
Iless over a f('w thousand samples when tIl(' wronp; sced 
is supplied. 
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The Fast Decoding of Reed-Solomon Codes Using Fermat 
Theoretic Transforms and Continued Fractions 
L. R. Welch and I. S. Reed 
University of Southern California 
T. K. Truong 
TOA Engineering Office 
II is sllO,ell that Heed-Solomo" (IlS) eodes call I)e decoded b!l usillg a fast 
Fourier frallsform (FFT) algorithm ODer fi"ite fields GF(F,,). where F" is a Ferlllnt 
prime, (/ml continued fraction.'). This neIL' trallsform decoding method is Simpler 
111m! the stalldarti11lcthoc/ for 11S codes. The computing time of 'his nett: dccor/il1g 
algorithl1l hi sutllL'are ell1l IJe taster tha1l the stalldard de';o(/illg l1u)IJlOd f fur 
HS codes. 
I. Introduction 
Hl·eently. Gore (Hef. 1) proposed the usage of a finite 
field transform ov('r CF(q't \\'h('I'(~ q is a prime number 
and It is an integer, for decodiJlg HS codes. ~Hchdsol1 
(Hd. 2) has implemented Mandelbaum's al)(oritlun 
(Hef. 3) ancI showed that the cIl·cocIer. using a tran,!'onn 
over GF(qU), is faster than a more standard decoder 
(Hef. 4). The disadvantage of this transfonn method is 
that th!.' code length is such that the most efficient 
F'FT algorithms cannot be used to yield fast transform 
decoders. 
Hader (lief. 5) proposed transforms over rings of int(·-
gel'S modulo Fermat numbers. Such transforms call IJl' 
l1sc.'cl to compute error-frl'l' convolutions of real intt'gl'1' 
S('<jUl·ne(·s. Agarwalllnc! Bur",s (Hef. 6) est('ndcd Hader's 
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FCl1nat llurnlwr thl'ordic transform hy llsing the gen-
('ratol' U :,.. .. : \/2 for the transfol'lll rather thfU1 n = 2. If 
\/2 is the generator of' tIl(> transfol'lll, til(' rntnsfotTIl has an 
FFT algorithm which can b(' tlsl'd to caieulatt' transforms 
with as many as 211 ':! points of integer data. This tr.HlS-
form was extended to residul' classes of quadratic intc-
gel's 11",,( \0/2), where '.12 is a root of x:! - 2 .-::: 0, FII is a 
Fl'nnat number andl 1u dcnotl's tIll' sl't of integers mod 
F" (Hd. 7). McClellan (H(>f. 8) has rmlizcd rl'eently the 
hardware f·or the Fermat pl;rnp theoretic transforms. I-Ie' 
showed that tIl(' arithmetic usc'd to tJl'rform these trans-
forms required only integcr additions and circular shifts. 
Hl'C('l]tiy. Justesen (Bl·f. 9) proposed that transforms 
over GF(F'I)' where FI!:::"': 2~" + 1 for n = 1,2,'1,4 is a 
Fl'l'mat pl~hlle. can Ill' used to c.ldhw HS codcs and to 
improv(' tlw decoding { (P, il'TlCY of tlll'~l' cmIt's. 
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Hc'(','ntl)', th" authors (J\C'L 10) ,·,t<'llci,'d thl'transform 
to th" Hllitt' nc·leI of t)'pe Ir.,{\''2) (isomorphic to GF(F,,)). 
when' y!2 is a root of tlw polynomial P(x) = x~ -- 2 ovpr 
GF(FII ). and II'" dt'llotes til(' sl't of integers modulo F llo 
Again till' arititlllt'tie lIs{'d to lwrform this trallsform 
I'l'quirl's onlr illtl'g<'r additions, eil'C'tllal' shifts, and a 
mininllllll 11t1l111)('r of integer lI1uitiplicatiOiIS I»), PO\\'('I'S 
of y!2, An FFT 01'('(' th,· finite fidd of t)'pe I,) y!2) ('all 
Ih' tlspd to l'ncocle and dC'COtil' HS cmks of as many as 
2'1> 1 symbols for 11:- ,'3.4. Encoding alld ch'cotling can he 
accomplisiwd faster amI lIlorl' simply than allY other 
kllOWII standard d{'codeJ' 1'01' HS eDell'S of thl' snlll(> 
;I'mhol rall~C', It was also shown (HeL 10) that th" FFT 
0\'(,1' GF(K' 2'1 .j j 1. \\'IH'l'l' K and 11 art' integt'l's, can be 
used to l'llC:odl' and lit-eocil' it class of HS cocks. A sppciai 
casC' of tIl<' radi,-S FFT 01'('1' GF(q'). \l'hl'I'" q - 2" -- 1 
is a '\il'rSCllIlt' priml', was dt,\'('lopt,d to t'IlCOdl' and 
cleco,Jc. nnoth,·1' e1ass of HS codes, 
TIll' dl'coding of s),stt'lIlatic Hecd-Solomon codes using 
till' transform 0\'('1" GF(FIl ) was compost'd of the folIo\\'-
in~ thl'ee stt·ps (H"L 10), 
(1) COll1pnt,· the FFT Ol'el' CF(!',,) of thc' I'ce<'il'ecl 
cmil' X-tuple; i.e" 
, , 
S ", ,,!!I 1'-
-/I ~'1"1 
(~) l'se Ill'l'h'kallip's iterativc algol'ithm (Ikf. 11) to 
d(\tt'rlllilll' IT; from the known Sj = £j for j ~: 
1.2, , .. .t and i --' 1,2., ... ,'2.f. TIH'1l com putt, the 
!'('Illaining transform {-,ITor E,I' 
(:1) Computl' the inn'!'s(' of tIl(' transfurm 0\'('1' GF(Fu) 
of SII Ell' to ohtain tht> corJ't'ch'd ('od{,. 
.. \11 ;!th'antag(' of this transform d('('oc1in,g algorithm 
over otliel' methods is that a FFT ovel' GF( F,,) ('an b(' 
tls{'c1 to compute' tilt', syndJ'OIIll's and ('rror map;nitlld{'s. 
In this p:qWI', Ikrl('kalllp's itcrati\'{' aigDrithm call 1)(' 
motiifi{-'d hy using cOlltimlt'd Fractions in GF(l"u). This 
modified B('rlt'kamp's algorithm can be easily impic'-
flu'nt-{'d on a digit;d COlllputt'1'. 
II. New Approach to Decode Reed-Solomon 
Code Using the Transform Over GF(F,,) 
I n this s('etioll, a 1)('\\' approach is dc\'('lop('cl to df'filll' 
and d<,t.'odc HS cud('s. TIl<' followillg tlwo]"{'n1 and dl'fini-
tiOIlS are IH't'{h-'cl. 
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1'lworem 1: Let q be a prime number, Also let A(x) be 
the formal POWN series of form 
• Jlx) :: .. L(J,x'I-i ( 1) 
i =0 
whcl'e 1l,EGF(q), the d"grec of A(x),d, is a real integer, 
and "" * 0, Define the set 
F j ~ (,.,;'-' I } 
- \£....' "J{r,PI'lll1n<1,JI~nnl!lt"I"'1" 
, " 
such that addition i~ giV<'n by 
00 " 
G(x) = B(x) + C(x) = L /"x"-' + L c,x", e ~ f 
i 0-0 i .f' 
~ 
=~ rr xr - I £....JM.· 
i-cO 
wlwl'e 
.. jh i<e-f 
f!.i - - I b l -1'Ci lI'r),i~e-f 
and multiplication is given hy 
wiH'rt., 
H(x) 00 B(x)· C(,') = (t /),"") (t c,xI -') 
I 'II I ,OJ 
, 
hi L !JjC, i 
j,'1) 
~ 
= L Ii Ixt·.!-I 
, " 
Then Il is an infinite ficld, 
Proof: It is evident that R satisfies the postulates of a 
commutative ring with unity dC'IlH'nt. An additive id('n~ 
tity ell'JTI('nt and a multiplicative unit clement in this 
ring an' 
00 
D(x) = L c1,x"-', d, = 0 for i = 0,1,2, .. , ,00 
, " 
and 
00 
F(.\')~Lf,x'J-',d· O,lo=l,f,=O[or;>O 
i=r! 
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Ev(-'ry nonzero clement of F, i.e., 
" A(x) ~ L fl,X'-' 
I ~(t 
has an inverse ck'lllent B(x) defined by 
" B(x) = A(xl-' c. L /I,.r'-' 
1"1) 
wl\.'re 
b
ll 
= a~1 
('-' b = a-' "'. ll;/), I 0) L.-, ) , .) for (i = 1,2, ... ) 
Hence F is a field. 
If the set R is composed of all pow(>r series not con-
taining negative powefs of .r, i.e., 
(2) 
then it is evident that R is a subl'ing of F. The integcr 
part [A(xl] of A(x) in (1) is defined by 
,) 
[A(x)] = Lfl,,"'-' 
i -0 
Let ,,(x) be the ratio of clements in R, i.e., a rational 
fraction form of type, 
where 
" , L a,xt'-', L bjXf-iEHcF 
, II I I, 
By theorem 1, it can be proved that l'(x) is an clement in 
the field F. An element in F of fonn l'(x) is called a 
rational clement. 
Let GF(F,,) bc the finite field, where F" = 2'" -I- 1 is n 
Fennat prime for n = 1,2,3,4. It was shown in Ref. 10 
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that the field of type 1,,,"'1'2) is isomorphic to GF(F,,) 
for n = 3,4 and that a = ~EGF(F,,) is an clelll<'nt of 
order 2""'. In these fields a systematic HS code can he 
specifi"d in GF(F,,) as follows: 
Assun", tIlt' code k'ngth for the RS eodl' is N ~ 2"". 
LP( a cod" word he rl'presentl'd by f(x), a polynomial 
of dl'grec N· lover GF'(F,,). Thl' gl'nerator polynomial 
of g(x) is defined as 
,1-\ 
g(x) L (x· fl') 
, , 
\vhel't' 
and u ~ ~,ft' - (,,'2}', ... ,,,,, = ('V'2l" an' the roots of 
g(x) in GF(F,,). The resultant ns cod" with N symhols, 
which is a multiple of tlw generator polynomial, is com-
posed of d - 1 parity elwck symhols and N '- (tl I) 
infol1nation symbo;", whefe d is the minimum distance 
of tl1<' ns code. If t is tIl<' nUlllber of (,1'1'ors, the code will 
COlT('ct, then :l :-- 21 ~. 1. 
Suppos(' that the cod" word fix) = f"I' f,x"- ... 
+ '-\"_\X-\"-1 is tl'ansmittC'd 0\,('1' a noisy channel. Tlw re-
ceived code word R(x):-- yo + "'IIX -1- '" -I- YN_1X Y- 1 is 
composed of the original code word with the addition of 
possible ('l'rors, i.e" 
y(x) = f(x) -j a(xl 
wlwrc c(x) = en -I- e,x e~:\'~ T .,' I ex \x'\" I is an ('rror 
polynomial. 
Upon receiving the message ",/(x), the first skp in the 
decoding process is to take the FFT of the message in 
Ir,J\Y2). The transform is taken of the recei\'ed LV-tuple 
message (Yo,YIo '" 'Y"'-l). the coefficients of the polynomial 
y(x). This transform is 
·'--1 
S - "'y ("10),,, Ii -- L.....J II \ .... 
" n 
.\' .\ 
= L(f" -r e,,)(\'12)'" 
'1.01 
,\'-1 \ -I 
c- Lf,,(\,,!2)'" -1- L{',,(,,/2)'" 
1I_11 ,I" 
~ Ph -I- Eo for K ~ 0,1, ... ,N 1 
Since fix) is a multiple of g(x), fin') = () j. 1,2.··· ,d - 1. 
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Henc(', 
\' -I 
Sfi· E II- --=- e(~I2~1i =: Leu(\,i2)KlI 
II_I! 
, ~, 
Le,,[(\''2I''1" fork = 1,2, .. · ,r!-l 
" n 
",1]('1'(' EKEGF(F,,) is periodic with N. Let Y; and X; 1)(' 
the ith ('rro:' magnitudes and the ith ('rror location, rt'-
spectivd)·. Tlll'n the s),ndrome in (3) becomes 
, 
S "~ E -")' ", K f'or k "~ 1 0 ... d - 1 Ii - ~K - ~ I"\.' , ... " ' ( 4) 
1'-'1 
The g(,llerating function of tIl(' s('quencl' (EK ) is defilU'd 
as a foemal power s('ries. That is, 
E(xl = E,r' + E"r' -' Ex' 
W11L'[(' 
Substituting (4) into (51, one gets 
E(x) '" tty ;XfrK 
" 1,1 
Thus 
E(x) = E ,r' + E,,~' -r E"x-' + ... 
.,l. •• X; PIx) 
= 2... r; --,,-. =, -,,-('x-) I~l X - Aj _ (6) 
where 
, 
P(x) and «(x) = IT (x - X ) ER 
; , 
Note that E(x) IS a rational element in F. Since 
,,(x) = x' - «,x'-' + ",x'-' + .. , + (-1)'«" then 
rr(Xd = 0 = Xj - fFIX !-l -I- (T:!X:-:! 
-;- ... + (-I)'"" for i = 1,2, "', t 
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~lultiplying the ahove equation by Y;X{, on, gets, 
Summing on i for i. = 1,2, ... , t, then 
" , L: rpx~'1 - {T1LYIX~-1 1 + .. , -l. (-l)'(T' L rlx~ = 0 
1-' J I I _1 
Using (4), WL' have, 
for i :s; I 
and 
for i> 1 
~I""'''''''''''' 
I 
(7) 
It will bl' shown in the next sectIOn that ,,(x) in (6) can 
bL' calculated by using continued fraction approximations 
when only the first 21 coefficients of E(x) , Le., S" S","', 
S,l-! are known. If the coefficients of u(x), i.e., CTj for 
i = 1,2, .. ·, t, are known, then Eq. (7) is used to obtain 
E", Ed. E,/.,,·", E,~" and the transfonn of the N~tuple 
error pattern i.e., (E .. , Ell E~, E:h "', E"'_I) is obtained. 
Thus, the N·hlple e11'Or pattern (e." e,,"', e,,~,) is found 
by taking the inverse transform over 11'11 (~12) of EK for 
k = 0, 1.···, N - 1. Finally, the original ;V.tuple code 
word can 1)(' computed by subtracting ell from the re-
ceived code word r'Il' 
III. Implementing Berlekamp's Algorithm by 
Using Continued Fraction Approximations 
It was shown in the previous section that E(xl = P(x)! 
,,(x) in (6) is a rational elel11C'1lt in the field of all fomlal 
power SC'l'ics F. Thus, using a procedure precisely similar 
to that used for rational clements in the real number 
Held, described in Appendix A, it is possible to use eOll-
tinued fractions to develop a finite sequence of rational 
approximations to E(x). That is, the recursive fomnlln on 
convcrgents is given by. 
(8) 
where 
I',(x) = q,(x), P,(x) = 1, O'o(x) = 0, «,(x) = 1. 
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The pmtial quotient, q,(x) in (8) can be computed by the 
following fonnula recursively. 
(9) 
where R-,(x) = E(x), R,,(x) = 1 and q,(x) is obtained as 
the "integer part" of R.,_,(x)!!l, ,(x) and !l,(.\) is the 
"rt'mainc1er"; and 
(10) 
where a,,(x) and P,,(x) also satisfy til(' recursion in Eq. (9) 
with tIl(' initial valm's given in Eq. (8). By applying 
Euclid's algorithm to tIll:' rational dt.'IlH.'nt E(x) in F, 
observe that E(x) ~ P"(x)!,,,,(:\) will be terminated wl1<'n 
R.,(x) ~ o. 
The norm of A(x)€F will be used below in tbc proofs of 
tlwol'em 2. This nOl'ln is c1C'fined as follows: 
Defillitioll 
TIll' norm of A(x) = t (/ ,x'/-', "A(x) Ii, is defined by 
, " 
II A(x)' = 2'/ 
where d is i.1 dpgrf'c of A(x) 
The !,r"perties of norm IIA(x)1' are 
a) I'AR" = :AI', 'BI! 
b) I'AII > 0 and A" = 0 
1 e) !!k'! "c __ 
I'i\' 
if A = 0 
el) IIA == B!' :<; ma, ClAii, '!Il ) if'!AII "c IIB~! andl!A ± 1311 
= max ("M,B!') if!'AI! *!'BI! 
Lemma 1: Let II be the smallest finite integer such that 
H,,(x) = 0, where R.,(x) is defined in (10); i.e., E(x) = 
P"(x)!,,,,(x). Thcn IIRAx)!' is a monotone decreasing 
sequence for s = 0,1,2,···, II and 1100,(x)II is a monotone 
inul'PJ.sin£; sequence for s = 0,1,2. "', n. 
Proof: 
By (9), one gets, 
where deg Iqx) < R.,-, (x). This implies i,R.,(x) II < i'R.,-,(x) II 
for n = 1,2, .. ·, n. Furthermore, since O',(x) = 1 and ",,(x) 
= 0, then 1100,(x):' > lIa,,(x)ll. Assume II00H(x)11 > 11",,_,(x)II 
for all 8 :<; II. By (8), 
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It follows from the norm propelties that 
Ih(x)1I = l'q,,(x)O',_,(x) + O',_,(x) II 
= I'q,(x)a,,_,(x) Ii =!I q.,(x) 111I".,_,(x) II (11) 
But, by (9), 
Ilq.lx)Rs-,(x)1I ~- i'R,(x) - R.,_,(x) II 
= IIR,,_,(x)" 
;' ll. (')" 
II ( ')" - t' ,,-, X " , 1 'I,' " - I,IH (.)" / .~-J X I' 
Thus, IU) becomes 
forl~s::n, 
To compute the norm of the difference E(x) - P,,(x)!a.,(X), 
Wl' ObSPl'Vl' that 
Then, by lemma 1, 
II E(x) _I\(x) 11< IIE(X) _ P, .,(x) II, CT:':(X) I. (T .... _,(X) I, 
!!H.,(x) II 
'",,(x) II 
for 0 :0; s :<; n - 1 
(12) 
For decoding RS codes ov('r GF.(Fn), we only know the 
first 21 cocffici"nts of E(x) in (6). That is, 
E(x) = E,x-' + E".' + .,. E.,r" + Xx-'J-> + ... 
Xix) 
wlll're X(x) is an unknown element in F. The following 
theorem is dcveloped to recover the rational element E(x) 
in F precisely when only the first 2t coefficients of E(x) in 
(6) arc known. 
Tlreorem 2: Let E(x) = P(x)!,,(x) in (6) be a rational 
ciemC'llt in F defined by theorem 1, where Pix) and 
a(x)Ell. arc defined in (2) and IIE(x)11 < 1. Let Xix) be 
an unknown element in Ii' .~·'lCh that dog X(x) < - 2 dcg 
,,(x). If the first dcg Xix) + 1 coefficients of E(x) are 
known, i.e., 
+ XX11cg .t'{..-) + .,. 
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i 
whel'{' 
TIll'n E(x) can be "btained by using the continued frac-
tion algorithm operating on E(x) + X(x), 
Proof: By (10), we kno\\' that 
(-l)"IQx) ~ ",(x)[E(x) 1 XIX)] .... P,,(x) 
~ (O',,(x)E(x) - I\(x» + ",(x)X(x) 
where (TS-(X)X(x) indicate's the location of the unknown 
coefficients in R,(x), 
We spe that foIlo\\'ing thp Euc\ir\mn dil'ision of R" ,(x) 
b)' R,,_,(x), it foIlo\\'s immediately that ",(x), which is 
indC'[ll'ndl'nt of Xix), can be dctel1nitll'd if and only if 
deg IL,(x) - deg ",,_,(x)X(x) > d,'g R" ,(x) 
- deg R,,_,(x) Cc deg 'lAx) fm S ~ 2 (13) 
(:\ote that the left side of (13) indicates the number 
of knowll coefficiL'nts in the divisor and the right side of 
(13) indicates the degree of the partial 'Iuotient "Jr),) 
It foIlo\\'s from (13) that 
By the properties of nom1, (1.3) becomes 
II R,,-, (x) II' > i' R, ,(x) 'a,_,(x) I' il Xix) i (14) 
But, by (11) in the proof of the lemma 1, one has, 
" ()" -" (), ". ( ') 'I 11(78 x !,- :,q .• ,. x :: '(T.~_l X ; (15) 
Since, by (9), 
(16) 
Thcn, by the lemma 1, (16) bccomps 
(17) 
From (8), Olll' gets 
Ii ",(x) II = 1 (18) 
and 
ii R,,(x) II = 1 
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Thus, from (15), (17), (18), we have 
Substituting (19) into (14), one obt.tins 
IIR,-,(x) II' > IIX(x)" 
',.' 1~""""'''''tII 
I 
(19) 
Hl':lCC q,(x), which is independent of Xix), is obtained 
by the Euclidean division of R,,_,{x) by R"_I(X) if and 
only if 
(20) 
Let ",,(x) he the last partial quotients such that q,,(x), 
which is independent of Xix), can be detennincd by the 
Euclidean division algorithm, It follows from (20) that 
I! H,,(x) I' :s: 'X(x) II 
B)' (19), (21) becoml's 
This implies 
I, V( \ 'I ' < " ( ') , .. i A X - _!: (T,I_d·1: ',:~ 
Since IIO'(X) II' < I:X(x) 1-', thus (22) becomes, 
II a(x) Ii' < II a" .. (X) i:' 
Consider either 
or 
If 
then 
II P (I') 'I I' 1'(1'11 E(,r) - -" '-, I = I E(x) - --'-, I ",,(x) I ,,(,r) 
1
111,:(.1")" 1',,(x) I' II' ') Pix) II _ --' > le(x ---'I (rll(X) : II (!(x) 
) l'(x) P,,(x) Ell' =--=--~ . a(X) a,,(x) • 
(21 ) 
(22) 
(23) 
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" W'-' 
If 
II E(x) - p,b) II> IIE(X) - p(x) 11= 0, ,,,,,(x) ,,(x) 
then 
II E(X) - p"(·~)JI' =11(E(x) - p",,(~)) (TuP:) 1 (1'1I.l~) 
+ ( p",,(x) p,,(X))11 < ----- lTlax Un+I(X) CTu(X) -
( II E(x) - p" .. (.~) 11,11 p",,(x) - 1'''('',) II) (24) 
,: CT 7I d(:t) ITII .. t(X) fTn(X) 
By (12), (24) becomes either 
IIE(X) - /,,,(X) II = IIE(x) . /'",,(x) II 
I IT II (.\:) i fTII ... I(X) 
or 
If 
II' E(x) - /',,( .• ) I,,' = 1'1 E(x) - /'",,(x) II, (T'I(X) II I (T1l+I~X) 
this implies R,,(x) = R",,(x) = O. If 
II () 1',,( ,) 'I I'" .. (x) 1',,(.\') II Ex ---'1 <------11/1(.\') - fTIl+l(X) CTu(x), 
I,P""(x),,,,(x) - "".,(x)P,,(x) II 
II "",,(x) 11'11 ",,(x) II 
(25) 
By the same procedure used in the derivation of (A-lO) 
in Appendix A, (25) becomes 
II
P(X) P,,(x) II 1 
u(x) - ",,(x) ::; I! "",,(x) Ii II ",,(x) Ii (26
) 
Multiplying (26) by I~ u(x) 1111 ",,(x) Ii gives 
II ( ) ) ( ) I < iHx) II 
,P(x)"" x - P,,(x "x ,I = II """,(x) II 
By (23), this yields, 
IIP(x)",,(x) - P,,(x),,(x) II < I, 
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which implies 
Then 
IIP(x)",,(x) - P,,(x),,(x) II = 0 
PIx) P,,(x) 
a(X) = a,,(x) 
Hence the theorem is proved. 
A simple example of throwm 2 for decoding a RS eodl 
in GF(FII ) is now presented. 
Example: Let GF(2" + 1) be the field of integers modulo 
the Fermat prime F:! = 17. We cQ',lsider a 2-orrol' correct-
ing 8-tuple US in GF(17). (Note that this example is the 
same example in Hef. 10.) 
Assume the inf"rmation symbols arc 1,2,3,2EGF(17); 
i.e., l(x) = lx' + 2x' + 3x' + 2x'. By the example in 
(Ucf. 10), the encoding of l(x) is the polynomial 
b(x) = lx' -\- 2x" -\- 3x' f- 2x' -\- 15x' -\- 12x' -\- 2x + 5 
Sl1ppose that two errors occur in the received words, i.e., 
y(x) = 5 + 2x + 9x' ~ 15x' + 2x' + lx" -\- 2x" + lx' 
By the example in (Ref, 10), the syndrome can be ealeu-
lnted, using- a FFT over GF(F,,). That is, 
Hence, 
By (6) 
B_' 
SK = EK = L y,,2UK 
II .U 
for k = 1,2,3,4 
S, = E, =-8 
S, = E, = -5 
S, = E, = 11 
S,=E,=-l 
E(x) = -8x-' - 5x-' + llx-' - x-' + Xx-' + ... = P(x) 
,,(x) 
Xix) 
(27) 
where 
, 
,,(x) = n (x - x,) = x' - ",X + "" 
I~ I 
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I 
and X dl'notes the first unknown coe(fioient of X(x), Since 
tIll' deg X(x) < dL·ga(x) = -21 = -4 in (27) then, by 
s 
-1 
o 
2 
o 
11' 8,\"'" ,5.\"·i IIx-' -.t"' Xx 
OX-I + Or'" + Ox-,j + O.r' -I- '" 
'-I ". 
- 8X" - .5X'" ". llX''' - X" + Xx," , .. 
- 8x" - 5,,' /1 
+ 11:r3 - X-4 'I - IO.rl -1- 5x-~ - 2x-~ -+ X:r'\ -+- '" 
'XX-"+ .. ' lOx-I - 5.r~ ...l. 2r :l -I- Xx-· j + . 
lOx I - 15x-:! - r:1 -I- .. ' 
IOx-!! -I- 3x-:1 -I- Xx-·j -I- .. , 
, . I'~'''''''' '~"""I 
I 
11worcm 2, a(x) can be determined by the usc of a con-
tiuued fraction which is given below in tabular h .. rm. 
",,(x) = q,,(X)a"_,(X) 
+ "".,(x) 
1 
o 
o - 8x-' - 5,,' + llx-" a,(X) = 0 - D·! 1 = I 
- x-· j -I- XX-I; + '" 
2x -'- 3 lOX" + x·' 
+ Xx-·J -I- ... 
a,(X) ~ (2x + 3) -I -'- 0 
= 2x .• S 
,3 6x - 4 6x - 4 0·'- Xx," + '" " = (6x-4)(2x+:,) 
+1 
=x"-2x+9 
- 7x ~ ..l_ ,'3X-1 1 - 8x' I - 5x-:! + 11x-3 - x-~ -I- Xx-r. + ." 
:. X.r- I -I- .. ' - Sri --i- x-~ + X:r~ -I- .. , 
--, 6x-~ -1- Xx-: I -I- ... 
- 6x-~ 
- Or' c' Xx," 
From the above tabular form, observe that 
Ii, ~ 0 + Xx''', Hence, ,,(x) '" ,,/x) oc X" - 2x -'- 9 \\'11<'1'(' 
(TI = 2. anci (T:: = 9, By (7), one gC'ts 
for; > 2 (28) 
From (28), the rest of the transform E j of the error 
pattern is Ec, = 1, E, = 11, E, = 13, K = E, =c 12, By 
e,ample in Ih·f. 10, the inverse FFT over CF(2" + 1) of 
tIl<' E j for i = 0,1, "',7 is given by 
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(eO,el,e~,e:I,e'I,e;"e(;,e,) = (0,0,14,0,0,15,0,0) 
The corrected code word is 
b(x) = y(x) - e(x) = (5,2,9,15,2,1,2,1) 
- (0,0,14,0,0,1,5,0,0) 
~ (5,2,12,15,2,3,2,1) 
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Appendix 
The Computation of Continued Fractions by Using Euclid's Algorithm 
L,'t 5 be an irreducible rational clement S in the field or 
of real numbers. In this Appendix, it will be shown that 
a finite sequence of rational approximations to S can be 
constructed by using continued fractions. 
Let S = a/h, where a and b arc integers, be an irre-
ducible rational element in the field of real numbers. 
Using Euclid's algorithm, one gets, 
or 
a=bq,+~, 
11 = ~,q, + ~, 
a 
T,=q, " h 
Ii , y, 
-='1, -,--
r'! {t 
YIi-2 {Ii 
--= C/II' -I-
rK-I rK-1 
{1l-2 
--=qrl 
(II-l 
(A-I) 
By (A-I), 5 = alb can be developed by a continued frac-
tion, as follows: 
a 1 
S = b = 'I, + ---'----1;---
'1,+---
- '13 + . 
1 
+ -j ,k<n qK - all 
(A-2) 
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1 
= 'I, + ---=----;1-
'I, + -,--,---
'I" +. 
1 
+-
'10 (A-3) 
where 'I. for k = 1,2, "', n are called the ph'tial quo-
tients. 
Let us define the convergcnts SK for k = 1,2, "', n as 
follows 
1 
5,=q,-~ 1 
'1,+-
'I, 
a 1 
5" ~, h = 'I, + ---'1-
'I, + -j 
'I, -
1 
+-
'I" 
From (A-I), we observe that 5. is a finite sequence, In 
other words, 51> 5!), "', S/i. '" will be temi.inated when 
YII = 0, Thus, 51! = alb, where n is a finite number. 
/ .. recursive fOlnnIla for convergents is generated as 
follows. Let P" = 1 and Q" = O. Then set 
'I, P, 
5, c'T=Q~ 
1 q,q, -f 1 q,P, + P" P, 
5,,='1,+-= -
- 'I, q, -1 ~'O q,Q, + Q" Q, 
1 Jq, + -i) P, +Po 
5, = 'I, + - ) 
'I, -; ..2... ('I' -I-~ Q, -f Q" q:\ q:l 
- q,P, + p{~;-) 'I, 
-
p 
(q,Q, ~- Q,,) -I- Q', 
q;J)',! + P, P:! 
'1,Q, -I- Q, = Q, 
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-T, '-'"V"",'-- : ___ ~ 
The recursive convergents are defined as 
(A.4) 
where P, = 'I"~ Po = 1, Q, = 0, Q, = 1, for k = 2,3,"',11. 
(A·4) 
In order to calculate Eq. (A·4), it is necessary to com· 
pute the partial quotients, To do this, by the same pro· 
cedure used in the derivation of (A-.j), we can show first 
that S in (A·2) can be expressed in the following form: 
5 ('1K + a,)PK.' + P, ... ( .l.)Q Q . , wlll're a, is defined in (A·2) CjK ,aK K-I + K-".! 
If 5 has this fonn, then 
and, 
1 
--=qKf"ctK= 
aK-l 
Po.' - Q,.,5 RK., 
PK - 1 - QK-tS - R~_, 
where RK = P, - Q ,S. It follows that 
(A·5) 
qKRK., + RK., = -a,RK., = - ( -R~:',)·RK" = RK 
Finally, 
(A·6) 
By (5·A), thc initial condition of RK for K = 0,1, is 
givcn by 
R' = P., - Q.,S = -S 
R~, = Po - QoS ~ 1 - O· 5 = 1 
Define a new function RK in fonns of R~ by R~ = 
(-I),RK • Thcn (A·6) becomes 
It is evident that 
RK ., = q,R,., + RK for both even and odd k 
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Hence 
with 
IL, = (-I)"R~, = 5 
Ro = (-I)'R; = 1 
and by (A.5) 
(1\·7) 
(A·8) 
To show that 5, = (PKIQ,)' which is computed by 
using a continued fractwn, is an irreducible fraction, i.e., 
(PK,QK) = 1, consider the diffcrcncc between SK and 5K., 
for K > 1. That is, 
(A.9) 
Let h = PKQK., - QKPK.,. By (A·4), 
In = PKQ,., - Q,p,(., = ('1KPK., + PK.,)Q,., 
- (qKQK', + QK.')P,., 
= - (PK.,Q"., - QK.,PK.,) 
(A.I0) 
Since I, = P,Q, - Q,Po = '1,'0 -j·l = -1, one has, 
by (A·lO), I, = -I, = 1. With the above result, onc has 
I, = (_I)K. It follows that 
fork> 1 
or 
for k > 1 (A·H) 
If (PK,QK) = dK, then, by (A.H), d, I (-I)K. This im· 
plies that d, = 1. Hcnce (PK,QK) = 1. 
A simple example, showing how to compute the rational 
:1pproximations to an irrcducible rational Bum bel', is pre~ 
sentcd in the following tabular form. For this example, 
5 is the fraction 38/105. 
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s R.,,-~ = q sRs-t + Rs Cis Rs Ps = qIlPS -.\ + P"H Qs = qsQ,-, + Qs-, 
Ps 
Ss = Qs 
-1 0 1 
0 1 0 
38 38 38 S, = 1 1 -=0'1-1 105 0 105 1', = 0'1 + 0 = 0 = q, Q,=O'O+I=1 105 
38 29 29 1 2 1 =2'105 + 105 2 105 1',=2'0+1=1 Q, = 2·1 + 0 = 2 S~ = 2 
38 29 9 9 1 3 105 = l' 105 + 105 1 105 1', = 1·1 + 0 = 1 Q, = 1·2 + 1 = 3 S"="3 
29 9 0 2 4 4 105 = 3' 105 -I- 1~5 3 105 1',=3'1+1=4 Q., = 3' 3 + 2 = 11 S,=U 
5 921 105 = 4' 105 -I- 105 4 
1 17 
105 1'0=4'4+1=,17 Q" = 4·11 + 3 = 47 S" = 47 
6 
2 1 
105=2'105+ 0 2 0 1'" = 2 '17 -I- 4 = 38 Q., = 2·47 + 11 = 105 
:38 
S .. = 105 
From the tabular foml whell s::= n = 6, one observes 
R" = O. By (A-8), 
S /'.. 38 S = .. = Q .. = 105 
For a more detailed discussion of the relation of Euclid's 
algorithm to the continued fraction associated with a 
rational element in the field ot real nmnbl'fs, see Hef. 12. 
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The Fast Decoding of Reed-Solomon Codes Using 
High-Radix Fermat Theoretic Transforms 
I. Introduction 
K. Y. Liu and I. S. Reed 
University of Southern California 
T. K. Truong 
TDA Engineering Office 
Fourier-like transforms over GF(F,,), where FI! :-:-.:: 2l " + 1 is a Ferl1Ult prime, 
have foulld application in decodillg Heed-Solomon codes. It -is shown here that 
sl/ch trallsforms can be campI/ted I/sillg high-radix fast Fourier trallsform (FI'T) 
algorithm8 requiring considerably felcer mliltiplicatiolls than the more usual radix 
2 FFT algorithm. A special 256-symhol, 16-sym.bol-error-correcfing, Reed-
Solol1lol1 (RS) code for space comrnunicatioll-link applications can he encoded 
and decoded using this high-radiX FFT algorithm Over GF(F$). 
Ill-eelltly. Justesen (Hef. 1) and Heed. Truong. and 
Welch (Hds. 2. 3) proposed that transfonns O\'('!' GF(F,,) 
(Hefs. 4 .. 51 can he usc'd to dL'fine Heed-Solomon (HS) 
eod('s (l\c'f. G) and to impron' tht, elceoding ('mci,'nc), of 
these co:les. The transform O\'(:r GF(F'I) is of the Forlll 
in the multiplicative' group of GF(Fn }. The inverse trans-
form of (1) is 
" , 
AU) c L: (/(1) -/ I for 05, f 5, d - 1 (1) 
l_iI 
\\')1('1"(' F,j --: 2~n -I- 1 is a Fermat prime for 11 ~ 4. Tn 
(1) the tranSfOl1l1 I,'ngth d divides F" - 1, (/(t) e GF(F,,). 
and f is a primitive dth root of unity which g('lwratt's 
the d clcmcnt cyclic subgronp 
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,1_1 
a(l) ~ (eI)-' L: A(f) y-U for 0 5, t 5, eI - 1 (21 
10 
wl1<'r<' (d) elenotes the residue of d modulo F" and (d)' 
is tht' im','rs<' of (d) in GF(F,,). 
To transform longer integer sequences ov('r GF(F,J ), 
from Bd. 5, 011e can usc the fact that y --: 3 is a primi-
tive eil'llwnt in GF(FII)' Such a y gives a maximum trans-
form length of 2". 
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In spact' cOlllllmnication links, it was shown in Ih'i'. 7 
that in til(' cOllcnt(,llah'd E = 16-l'ITol'-col'J'{'C'ting, 25,5-
symhol ns codl', (,Heh symbol witl. S bits and a K -:- 7, 
rnh-' I:! 01' Iii, Vitl'rbi dt'cm11,d convolutional cadi'. can 
bl' tl.'wd to 1'('<111('(' tIll' \'HIUt' of £1,/;\10 I'l'CIuil'('d to 111('('t a 
specified hit-('ITOI' mtl~ I"l, WlieI'l' E// is tIl(' l'<'cC'i\'('d 
(-,lIl'rm' for t'acll hit, .. \m1 X" is till' noise po\\,('1' spectral 
dl'IlSity ut tit(' J'('('l'in'I' input. 
Fi,guJ"{' I pn's{'llts a CurVl' of cOl1catt'lHlh,d eodl' hit 
prohahility of the (,I'mr houlJd \'s E,,/N,, for a K 7. 
It I:.!. ('oll\'olutiollul codl' with 8 bits IWI' HS symhol. 
Sinc{' ,'3 is all l,Il'IIH'llt of order 2"" ill GJi'(F,,) (HeL 5), 
nil HS codl' of as lllallY as 2~ symhols or 9 hits ('(" .. :h call 
hi' g{,Jl('l'at('d ill GF(F ,L HCIlCI'. hy rkf. :2, til<' Fermat 
tIH'on'tk tnlll"ifol'lll ()\'('I' GF( V;) ('HlI )(' us('d In clccod(' 
all HS cod{, of 2~ symbols. Fol' a given 22,'3 information 
s~'lllbols, l'1lCh of H hits, as llH'ntintlt'd aho\'" hy IlPf. 2. 
:22·1 information symbols ill GF(F:1). i.('., S! -- 0, S~,···, S~~10 
can jH' n'p],l'~('lltl'd in tIll' J'all,\!;(' fmlll 0 to 2~' . 1. Aft('l' (·ncodillL; till' informntion symhols, thl' parity ciIt'ck sym-
hols ill the 2,~6-sylilhol HS cmIt' may OC('1I1' ill th(· I'illlge 
hd\\'('l'll () and :2.':, If 2~" is ohs('rn'c1 as a pal'ity cill'ck 
symbol, cl('lil)('rat('i~' change' this \';lIUl' to 0, IIO\\' all ('ITOI', 
1']1(' tl'tl 11 'iforn I d('C'odt'r will ('orrcct this ('ITOi' <lutOlllil-
tically. Jkncc, til{' HS cotII' ~t'llt'nlh'd ill C1"(I;',) C;I1l 1)(' 
used to COllcat('1l .. 1tl' with a K - 7, rate I:,: or 1;\ cOIl\'olu-
tional ('o<\t', 
Till' arilliml'ti(' lIst,d to l)('rfonl1 tll(,s(' transforms on'], 
(;1"(1",.) J'('quir('s integer IllUltiplicatiolis I)~' powers of :3 
and intr'ger additions modulo FI!' HO\\'l'\'l'I', int('W'l' mul-
tipli(';lliolls hy powers of ;1 modulo F" an' 1I0t as silnpl(' 
as llluitiplic:ations hy pow(,rs of \f2 modulo 1"/1_ which 
call 1)(, illlph'lllcntl'd hy circular shifts (Rl'f. S)' To 
]"('111<'<1), such <l problelll, it is shown hcl'(' that high-radix 
fast Fourier transform (FFTl ,li,gol'ithJlls call he lIs('cl to 
n't!uc{' tlH' 111l1111)('l' of Illultiplications required for trans-
forllling inti'gel' S('qlH'nees in GF(Ji',J 
II. High-Radix FFT Algorithms Over GF(F,,), 
Where r" Is a Fermat Prime 
• 
III n]'(I<-r to dt'\'piop high-radix FFT algorithms 0\,('1' 
CF(F
,I ), it is d('sirahle, as "'l' shall ~I'('. that IIl1lltiplicn-
tions ill\'{)lving lbt, 2'th roots of unity in GF(F ,, ) Iw 
simplt' operatiolls, This is made possihle from til(' 
filet that thc 2'th roots of unity over GF(F,,), \\'1)('1"(' 
2:; i :::; H • 1 arc plus or minus pOIVl'r of 2 mod FII • 
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To st·" this. note that if 218, thL'll 
and 
H enee, by thmn'lll 2.20 of Hl'f, 8, the conr ,wnecs 
modFIl 
and 
modFu (4) 
have' l'xaclly t\\'o solulitl:ls gi\'{~n hy 
modF Il (51 
and 
modF
'1 (6) 
r('spc,cth'('ly. AO\\' :d y he a primit'iH' dth root of t,nity 
in GF(F II ), \\'he]'(' '17"--:2 1 with ]::; t ~ 211 , Thl'll hy 
theorelll I of HeL g, 
'·1 
Also by (6). 
Combining (.5) and (6), 01](' obtain, 
\l'h,'r,' k· 1, :3. By l'<,[wat"dly al ,plyin~ (5) and (6) in 
this lllanJl('J", Oil(' lias finally 
(7) 
alld k· 1, ,l ,5, .. " 2 i , - 1. 
The high-radix FF'I algorithms over GF(F,, ) aH' 
sirnilar to thos!' 0\'('1' tilt' field of compI.-, IIUllIhc1's (lids, 10, 11). Thl' follo\l'ing ,'xalllph, i1lustrat"s thl' 
radix 16, dt'cimation-in-frl'([lH'll(,Y, twiddk-factor FFT 
'W,'I' GF(F,). 
Exam" Let F, 2"'; 1 257, d 16" = ~,56. The 
radix J 6, clecimation-hl-frequ('llcy, twiddle factor, FFT 
nlgorithm ()\'£'r GF(F J ) is rkserihpd as follows, 
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Let t and I in (1) be expressed os 
t = t.-16 + f" (8) 
(9) 
whcJ'(' 
{"t, = 0, 1,2,3,"',15 
Sllhstihltin)l (8) and (9) into (1), onl' has 
\', 1-, 
AU) c L: L: a(t, '16 + to)Y'j, \ntlo) (I,· 11l+lo) 
I" if I( II (10) 
Sillce ," ~ y"'" '"" 1 mod Fa, (10) becomes 
\., : 
AU) cc L: L: a(t,·16 i 1,,)/'/" ""/"" Iii _/uto 
/,," II" 
Let 
B,U,,' 10 I,.) ~ [:ta(/, ·16 ./. I,,),''''' ";J/'/' 
I,,, . 
,. 
B,(t,,'16 -I t,) .- L B,(f,,' 16 • (,,). /'/" " 
/" " 
The rad,,, 16, :2.56-poillt, FI'T algorithm over GF(V,) 
is then composed of the following stages: 
Siage 1: 
B,(f"'16 + I,,) - [ta(I"16 ; I,,) ,/,,/, 
" " (11 ) 
Stage 2: 
BeI{" '16 .~ t,) ~~ [:t B,(t" ·161 1,,)/"" "J (12) 
I" " 
From (7), 
,\'hpl'<' k ~ 1, :J, 5, 7. It is shown in Rd. 9 thot if y is a 
primitive l'it'!llt'llt in GF(q), \Vhl're q is a prime, 
tlH'Il '1 m is also a primitive clement in GF(q), when' 
In :3,5, .. '.1/ - 2. It is ",PlI known (Ref. 5) that :J i, 
a primitive' dCI11t'llt in CF(F'I)' Thus .'3 111 is also a pl'imiiivt' 
clr'lllL'nt in GF(Ji',I) for In =c_ 3,5,'" 2::~ - 1. 
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... -'.'. 
Now tIl(' clloice of y = 3.1 gives 
mod VI 
sine(,:]l';:"- .. 2:1 (mod F:1) and 2!1~:·_ -2 (mod F·.). IIl'Jlc{'. 
1'''/1 \" ill (II) can take OIl only the valu('s ::+-1 or a power 
of 2, 
Sinet' multiplications by :i~ 1 ill\'olv{' only sign chan,!!;t' 
and sine{' muitiplicatiulls invol\'ing pO\\'t'rs of 2. mod F" 
can be achit"'('d by circular shifts. the 16.point discrl'le 
FOUl j('r trails form in tlw brackecs of (ll) can 1)(' l'\'aluatcd 
without l1lultiplicutiOJls. 1'll(,sc results are 1'11('11 n·fl'I'('Il('('d 
by multiplying by the so-coiled twiddl,' factor /"/". 
llsing a similar argulllt'nt, (12) can also be e\'aluah'd 
without multiplications, 
Thl' numhl'l' of opt'rations n'quil'cd to [>t'rfonn a FFT 
of 256 points using the radix 2, tht' radix 4. and thl' radix 
16 FFT algorithms o\'er GF(F,,) is shown ill Tabl,' I. 
Frmll this tahll', Olll' can S('(, that tlH' radix. 4 and tlw 
radix 1.6 FFT algorithms I'('quiw 30% and 709(; f('\\'l'l' 
l1lultiplicathms. n'sl}('ctively, than the mOl'e usual radix 2 
FFT algorithm. 
In tht' abO\'(' l'\amplt" it was shown thal Oil(' call find 
a 110\\'('1' of .'3 for / SHch that 
For this /, 011(' has 
-I' \,'2 
Frolll Ikl. 05, 
I JPIICt' multiplications invoi"ing intt'gral powe'l's of y'/ ~"': 
can IJe [It'complisIH'c1 t'itiH'r hy circular shifts or n circular 
shift follO\\'('c1 by a subtraction, d('lWlldin,!!; 011 \\'h,t1H'1' 
an (','('n 01' an odd PO\\"('I" of V'2 is iIlYoIVl'c1, As a COIISt'-
qm'llcl', n bigh r<ldix FFT up to :?I!'~ also could Ill' clp"l'I-
oped. Fol' {'xample, tlH' 25()~point F'FT 0\'('1' C;F(F':iJ l'ould 
Ill' eomputl'd usillg a mixed radix 1"1"'1' of radix ,'32 and 
1'~l(1ix S, 
In light of til(' ahm'e (lisl'\I~,"ion, Wilt'll tl'Hl1SfOl1l1in!!; 
IOllg int('gcl' s<'qU('IlCl'S in (;F(F,,), it is cl{'sirahle to per-
form as IIlUIlY high~radi\ FFT iterations as possihh· to 
n'clucc the fequin'c1 multiplications. 
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Table 1. Number of operations required to transform 
d ~ ~ 256 points FFT over GF(F,,), where n '" 3, 4. 
Algorithm 
~led FlI ModFn Circular 
multiplications additions shifts 
Hadix 2 769 2048 0 
(el = ;2lj) 
Hadix 4 513 2048 256 
lei ~ (: '"" 
Hadix 16 225 2048 544 
ld ~ (2')"'J 
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~~ 
10-5 1: 
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Fig. 1. Concatenated coding performance with a K ::::; 7. 
R ~ 'I. inner code and 8 bits/RS symbol 
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DSN Telemetry System Performance With 
Convolutionally Coded Data Using 
Operational Maximum-Likelihood 
Convolutional Decoders 
B. Benjauthrit and B. D. L. Mulhall 
TOA Engineering Office 
B. D. Madsen 
Telecommunications Systems Section 
M. E. Alberda 
DSN Data Systems Section 
This article describes the DSN telemetry systellll'erformallce with cOllvolUtiOll-
ally coded daiu using the operational 11l1lximlllll-likelihood convolutiollal decoder 
(MCD) being implemented in the Net,"ol'k. The report covers data rates from 80 
bps to 115.2 kbps and both 5- and X'/u",d receivers. The results of both 0Ile- and 
two-way radio losses are included. 
I. Introduction 
DSN telemetry system performance with convolution-
ally coded data at low data rates was presented in Hef. l. 
In that articie, real-time telemetry data obtained from the 
Compatibility 'fest Area (CTA 21) were processed by a 
simulated Viterbi decoding computer program to measure 
the system performance. The results covered the data 
rates ranging from 8 to 2048 bps, which will be useful in 
the design of telecommunication links f~r future space-
craft such as the Mariner Ju,liter-Saturn (M}S), to be 
launched in 1977. Si"ce such spacecraft will also employ 
higher data rates, the work described in this article cover-
ing data rates from 80 bps to Il5.2 kbps was undertaken. 
The article has a threefold purpose. The first is to give 
overall MCD acceptance test data received from the 
manufacturer. The second and third are to describe the 
test purposes, test setups, and test results from eTA 21 
and from the Telecummunication Development Labora-
tory (TDL). The tests concentrate mainly on the Block IV 
receiv~r, high-data-rate, X-band carrier frequency with 
some S-band result, to allow 5- and X-band performance 
comparison. The effects of using different receiver band-
widths amI subcarrier demodulator assembly (SDA) band-
widths are also investigated. 
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All 32 MCD production units were acceptance-tested, 
and their required performance was verified at the highest 
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data rate, 250 kbps, before delivery. They were also 
checked with the telemetry processing assembly (TPA) 
for proper interface prior to installation. 
Since the actual operational software for the TPA was 
not ready when this project was underway, a special real-
time computer program, callce! MCD Performance Evalu-
ation Program (MCDPEP), was written in assembly 
language for collecting decoded data and formatting 
them into an appropriate compressed form on disc. The 
MCD status and symbol erl'Ol' information from the sym-
hal synchronizer assembly (SSA) was also recorded. The 
recorded data were then processed by an off-line MCD 
Data Analysis Program (MDAP), also wl'tten in assem-
bly language, to provide bit error rate (BER), symbol 
errol' rate (SER), burst error statistics, and MeD normal-
ization rate (NR). The burst errol' statistics are expressed 
in terms of error-free runs (EFR) a"lu ,Jurst length sample 
distributions. 
The two-way radio losses of the DSN tdemetry system 
were also examined for variolls values of carrier loop 
signal-to-noise ratio margin. Th('se latter test results were 
obtained at TDL. 
At present, only certain tests at data rates 44.8, 67.2 and 
115.2 kbps are available from CTA 21. However, the test 
results from TDL cover a larger data range from 80 bps 
to 115.2 kbps. Additional tests will be accomplished in 
CTA 21 and in Spain, at DSS 62, by DSN Madl'ld Engi-
neering. This wiJI allow station-to-station comparison. 
II. MCD Acceptance Test Data 
Before delivery, each production MCD was verified to 
satisfy the functional requirements. The telemetry test 
data used were assumed corrupted by additive white 
Gaussian 'lOise, and the tests performed at the highest 
allowable data rate, 250 kbps. 
The acceptance tests consisted in part of BER per-
formance, MCD symbol synchronization recovery inter-
val, and channel error rate performance. These were 
accomplished for both code rates If., and ¥.J. Table 1 
summarizes an average performance in terms of hit signal-
to-noise ratio (ST DIN,,), BER, and channel error rate. The 
table includes the corresponding standard deviation fig-
ures which are noticeably small. The functional require-
ments, lower and upper bounds, are also given in Table 1. 
The verification of MCD sYllbol resynchronization re-
covery interval was done at S~ '"INo = 3 dB. For each 
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MCD, ten observations were made for each code rate. 
This gives rise to 320 ubservations in all. The histogram 
plots of both code rates are depicted in Fig. 1. Th" 
figure indicates that the MCD time in symbols to re-
synchronization remains well below the functional re-
quirements, i.e., 2000 symbols for rate If., and 3000 
symbols for rate %.' The corresponding cumulative dis-
tribution plots of Fig. 1 ai'e given in Fig. 2. 
III. Performance Tests at CTA 21 
The purpose of the test investigation at CTA 21 is to 
obtain telemetry system performance for medium to high 
data rates unrler the Mark III-1977 DSN telemetry system 
configuration. Emphasis is placed on the X-band Block 
IV receiver with corresponding results for the S-band, 
Block III receiver. Effects of receiver and SDA band-
width are also examined. Another objective is to determine 
an optimum modulation index for each data rate. 
The equipment used is a typical telemetry stril.g (re-
ceiver, SDA, SSA, MCD, and TPA), along with symbols 
provided by the SCA via a radio frequency link. The SCA 
provides a cyclical repetitive 2047-bit pseudo random 
noise (PN) sequence encoded by a 7: 'Iz (or %) convolu-
tional encoder (with alternate symbols inverted) at the 
desired symbol rate and modulation index value. The 
MCD receives the noisy quantized (5-bit parallel) sym-
bols from the SSA, performs its decoding function, and 
outputs decoded data to the TPA. The SSA, after propel' 
initialization from the TPA via corr.mands transmitted by 
the 920 emulator, periodically (on"" every 10" symbols) 
outputs symbol error count (SEC) to the TPA via the 
SSA/TPA coupler. Thus, MCD decoding performance is 
obtained from output SSA SER and output MCD BER. 
The MCDPEP (resident in the TPA) stores and eval-
uates all MCD output data in real-time. Data are received 
in 8-bit bytes and sequentially stored in two alternate 
memory blocks (200 16-bit words/block), using the ex-
ternal direct memory processor (DMP) in the data chain-
ing mode. Data are processed from one block while the 
other block is being accumulated. Data processing starts 
by searching the stored cata to find frame synchroniza-
tion within the known 2147 -bit PN sequence, consisting 
of 11 consecutive 1's. Normal data, and inverted data if 
necessary, arc searched. After finding frame sync, every 
stored data bit is compared with the corresponding known 
IThis assumes a ncminal bit transition density (1140 - 1/2 at 3 dB 
and greater). For low bit tnm!tition denSities, the result may not be valid; see Ref. 2. 
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PN bit, being dom' S hits (aile byte) at a time. Every byte 
containing one or more erroneous hits is staren in an 
output error list (OEL), and periodically transferred from 
core to disc' in 50-word blocks, 32 bits/word. 
The exclusiVl'-OH byte pattern is stored, with 1's indi-
cating error bits and O's indicating correct bits. The corre-
sponding good byte COUllt (GBC) is also stored in the 
same entry, providing the numher of consecutive correct 
hytes since the last previous error byte. 
The 32-bit word format used for each OEL entry is 
shown below. 
GBC (16 bits) XOR (8 bits) NR (7 bits) 1 bit 
Good Byte 
Count 
Byte Error MCD MCD 
Pattern Average NR Sync Change 
An entry is made in the OEL whenever one of the 
fo1lowing events occurs: 
(1) GBC Full Count. An entry is made any time this 
counter reachf.s full-scale value, which is 8 X 2'" or 
524,288 consecutive correct bits. 
(2) MCD BER. Once every D~IP block (or 3200 bits) 
the MCD is cummanded to output its 4-bit NR word. 
This number is derived from the MCD internal 
normalization rate. It is related to the input SER 
and consequently the output BER. These NR 
outputs are stored and averaged (over 31 outputs), 
and the average value is entered in the OEL in the 
7 bits proVided (4-bit whole number plus 3-bit 
fractional number) once every 99,200 data bits. For 
these NR entries, the GBC value is shown 2' 0, 
although the actual value is retained and continues 
to be accumulated. 
(3) MCD Node Sync Change. When a node sync 
change occurs, the MCD outputs its own status and 
an entry is made in the OEL, with the least signifi-
C"llt bit equal to 1. If the MCD had previously 
acl:ieved symbol sync, and then a sync change 
occurs; this me'hlS that thc MCD output data are 
temporarily not va lit! and the program reverts to 
its frame sync search mode. When frame sync is 
again found, this implies that the MCD has re-
gained symbol sync and the output data are again 
valid. 
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Thr' MCD generates a node sync change when its input 
symbols are uncorrelated. To resync, the MCD attempts 
to find an acceptable level of symbol correlation hy re-
grouping the incoming symbols. 
Thc OEL continues to accumulate and is stored on disc 
for the test duration, nominally 10' bits. At the same time, 
another list is output on the Terminet printer containing 
every other average NH value, or once every 198,400 bits. 
When this list has reached the desirod length, the test is 
manually terminated by actuating a switch on the TPA 
console, altcr which the stored SEC list is printed on the 
Terminet, with one entry every Ion symbols (or any 
other power-of-ten number of symbols available). 
MDAP is an off-line program for use to complete the 
~1CD data analysis phase. The program converts the OEL 
entries produced and recorded on disc by MCDPEP into 
a sequence of EFR's, classifies them, and generates their 
sample distributions. It also generates average BER and 
average NR at every 99,200 decoded bits. At till' end of 
each fun, the following are printed: 
Total number of decoded bits 
Total number of bit errors 
Average bit error rate 
Total number of EFHs 
Total number of bit bursts 
Total number of normalization rates 
A verage hit errors per burst 
Average burst length in bits 
EFR sample distrIbution 
Numher of distinct EFRs 
Burst length sample distribution 
Number of distinct burst lengths 
Symbol errOr rate 
When a sync change bit is detected, MDAP outputs the 
entire data statistics, reinitializes program parnm(~ters, 
and restarts to process the remaining data again. 
Figure 3 gives an overall view of the test configuration. 
(A more detailed configuration is given in Fig. 7 which 
will be discussed later). The ST"/N,, used in describing 
the system performance is obtained from the average SER 
accumulated for each run via an uncoded performance 
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curve. The MCD error rate calihration curve (MCD input 
ST nINo in dB vs MCD normalization rate indication) for 
each rate is also ohtained from the prograpl printout, as 
shown in Fig. 4. 
A. Optimization of Modulation Index 
The signal energy pel' bit (which determines the bit 
error probability of a telemetry channel) of any modula-
tion system is related to the total received power P1' as 
follows: 
ST" PT PD 
-N = -N -P Tf/ 7Jn'ln "/N 
(I (l l' 
whe[e 
Pn = sideband POW('1' available for data 
Nu = single-sided noise spectral density, 'V/Hz 
T/J = bit time in seconds 
't}II'DL = subC:<ll'riel' waveform distortion loss 
7fS = system efficiency 
= 1}fI/. + 1}Nm, + lj/I."/J/" dB, where 
~'n = radio loss, dB 
1/SIJf. = suhearriPl' demodulation loss, dB 
'TIllS/){, = hit sync and d(,tt'ction loss, dB 
( 1) 
One way to optimize the performance of the telemetry 
system is to maximize the data rate. To achieve this, the 
values of PrlN" a"e1 Sl'"/N,, must be specified. Then the 
parameters PnIP'I' and 11.~· arc adjusted to obtain the maxi-
mum data rate. Another way is to specify the values of 
the data rate, ST,,/N, .. and adjust the parameters P,,/P,. 
and 118 to minimize the requin'd PT/N". 
The eHsiest parameter to adjust in the telemetry system 
is the modulation index. This parameter determines the 
allocation of power in the various sidebands and strongly 
affects the magnitude of the system losses. 
For a single channel, a square-wave subcarrier, P/l/PT , 
is sin'!O, where 0 denotes the system modulation index. 
Since ~II·IH. is "sually small (~H'>I. ___ 0 dB), Eq. (1) may be 
rewritten as 
STu Pr lIs 
-N = -N -' sin'B, BPS = liT" (2) 
o 0 III'S 
B4 
If the vaiues of I'.,.!N,,, 'I.'. and ill'S aI'(' known. the plot 
of ST"IN" vs 0 can bt· obtained from Eq. (2). Such plots 
for various values of l'.,.JN" from 51.45 to 54.58 dB are 
gi\'en in Fig. 5. They are 1'0), 10- and 30-IIz Block IV 
)'ecei""r and wide bandwidth Block III SDA. From these 
t'urv(:'s, Ol1e call deterilline the optimum modulation index 
101' eaeh P·I'IN". To dt')'iI'e this value algehraically. one 
first ("p)'esses Eg. (2) as 
BPS = 
PT 
No 11s 
---'sin"O 
S1'" 
Nil 
The maximulll data rate, I3PS wu• can now be computed 
by setting the derivative of BPS with respect to 0 equal to 
zero, yielding 
This indicates that tIl(' optimum modulation index for 
a single-channel system is totally dependent on the proper 
characterization of the system losses. 
B. Test Strategies and Preliminary Results 
The end product 01 the project is to obtain DSN telem-
etry system performance lIsing convolutionally coded data 
in te)'ms of bit erl'Ol' prohability (BER) \'s ST"/N,, and the 
corn'sponding burst characteristics. Toward this end, we 
first proc{:'('d to determine the optimum modulation index. 
This is to be used to corroborate the theoretical value of 
the true optimum modulation index. Once this parameter 
is determined, the telemetry system performance for it is 
tlwn obtained. 
TIll' results ohtainod so far have been for data rates 
401.8. 67.2. 96.8. and 115.2 kbps. Figure 6 describes the 
telemetry system performance at data rate 67.2 khps. Thc 
tC'st conditions are given in Tahle 2. The true optimum 
modulation index for this rate appears in Fig. 6(a) to bc 
ahout 80 deg, which is in agreement with the theoretical 
value. The curves BER vs ST/I/N(, corresponding to mochl-
latinn indices 79 and 80 deg are given in Fig. 6(b). TIle 
sample distribution plots of the hmst lengths are given in 
Fig. 6(e)-(I). The a"erage hurst length vs modulation 
index and the average burst error vs modulation index arc 
given in Fig. 6(g). The average hurst length and average 
hurst error vs ST,,/No arc given in Fig. 6(h). And finally. 
the MCD error rate calibration for this data is depicted 
in Fig. 4. 
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IV. Performance Tests at TDL 
One purpose of the tests conducted at TDL is to mea-
5'Jre system two·\Vay radio losses l1~ing an operational 
~ICD over various data rates for both S- und X-band 
receiver. Another purpose is to ohtain telemetry system 
performance in terms ~f BER vs ST/I/No. 
Equipment used for the tests ;"cludes the Block III 
exciter. ~lariner Venus/Mercury transponder, X-band 
transmitter, Blol·k III receiver (S-band), Block IV receiver 
(S- and X-band), Block III SDA, Block III SSA, and a 
production model MCD. Test data patterns include 31-bit, 
127-bit, and 2047-bit PN codes. The detailed test equip-
ment setup is shuwn in Fig. 7. 
Figure 8 describes system two-way radio loss curves 
derived from measurements taken in TDL during January 
1976, for code rate 7: h, 3 bit quantization. The figure pro· 
vi des BER vs STII/No for various values of the uplink mar-
brin. Ale = Pc/Nu 2B1•u, where Pc to) the carrier power and 
BI•o is the single-sided design point phase-lock-loop band-
width. Tlus parameter is selectable for each test from the 
dial at the receiver panel. Here the theoretically optimum 
downlink modulation indices, disclIssed in Section Ill, 
were used for all tests. This means that the ground receiver 
loop Si\R was not held constant but was allowed to vary 
with signal level as it will be in an operational situation. 
These results are not exactly the same as will be obtained 
with the ~IJS77 transponder, due to differences in receiver 
luop parameters, but are close enough to provide a basis 
for prediction of the MJS'17 losses. 
The most obvious conclusion to be drawn from the data 
is that the X-band two-way radio losses are so great that 
they will impose operational limitations on the MJS'77 
mission. In order to limit the loss to about 1 dB, the 
uplink carrier margin must be 35 dB or greater. This is 
eqUivalent to an uplink ca"rier power of -120 dBm, 
which is just about what can he achieved at Saturn. range =-: 
10 AU, with a 100-kW, 64-m DSS. Operation at greater 
distances or \\!ith a 26-m DSS will require noncoherent 
operation of the X-band downlink. 
The Oll<'rational thresholds are alIa shown in Fig. 8. 
Further, till' X-hand tell!Illetry threshold as a function of 
uplink margin is described in Fig. 9. 
The difference he tween the X-band and S-band per-
formance i!'i l1C'li('vcd due entirely to the greater turn-
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around phase jitter on the X-hand signal clue to the VCO 
phase noise Iwing lIlultiplied by a greater ratio (11/3 
timl's). TIl<' magnitude of the problem can be reduced by 
increasing til<' frequency of the uplink signal (thus re-
ducing the lIlultiplication ratio) or by using a feed-
forward tcchniqll(' for removing most of the phase jitter 
from the downlink. Using a feed-forward system bas been 
demonstrated in til(' laboratory and resulted in almost no 
two-way degradation at uplink margins as low as 5 dB. 
It is strongly recommended that both of the above solu-
tions be inV<'stigated. It is prohahly too late to do anything 
ahout MJS, hut the standard transponder should cer-
tainly include till' fe<,d-forward features. 
The TI)L Mel) error rate calibration curve was pre-
viously given in Fig. 4. Tht' telemetry performance curves 
in terms of BER vs S'J'II/N" for rates 7.2 and 115.2 khps 
arc given in Fig. 10. The performance of code rates 1/2 
and 1/3 at data rat,·s 115.2 and 76.8 kbps, respectivl,ly, is 
given in Fig. I!. For 13ER's of 10 " to 10 " the rate I/J code 
is 0.3 dB helter. For a BEll of 10", the improven· ,. is 
L.25 dB. 
V. Telemetry Performance for Radio Frequency 
Subsystem 
Telemetry performance for the Badia Frequency Sub-
system (B FS) using both the TDL telemetry simulator and 
the Mark III Data System (MDS) as sources is listed in 
Tabl<' 3 and plotted in Fig. 12. Telemetry performance is 
similar to that obtained previollsly during developmental 
tl'sts and no anomalies were found. 
The high rate (115.2 khps) two-way telemetry loss at 
X-band was fOt.",1 to be slightly worSe than that mea-
sured on the MVM'73 RFS. This "as expected since the 
MJS'77 RFS has a wider bandwidth. The measured losses 
For both transponders arc shown in Fig. 13. The effective 
telemetry loss at a threshold BEB of (5.0 X 10·") as a 
function of uplink carrier margin is shown in Fig. 14. This 
shows that an uplink carrier margin must be at least 35 dB 
whenever high-rate X-band telemetry is being transmitted 
in the two-way coherent mode. With the present DSN 
capability, this characteristic precludes use of the two-way 
coherent mode with high-rate telemetry for ranges greater 
than 10.0 AU for a 100-kW, 64-m station or 2.0 AU for a 
20-k\\'. 26-m station. 
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Tlble 1, JPL MCD Icceplane" 1"1 dala 
(Iverlged over 32 unlll) 
Bit enor ratt" U')pcr Channel Enor rate Lower 
Upper 
Codt'rllh' STII/~" :'\0, hib bonnd 
~td. d(,\'. bound hound 
.\1t'.m Std, dev. 
TIleun I 
~ICD-TIJA 1/2 '1.0 clc09(1 )( IIJ" 7.·11 )( 10-
1 LR2 )( lO'c n,o x 1O-~ ILo IU;J 
III I~ 
cUI .1,096 x 101 1cOo )( 1Il-' 0.211 x 10-~ 
AJ\)( 10" 7.H 0,02 7 
(} 
:j.0 A};51 )( iO' 1.16 x 10-1\ 7.m; x 10!1 
2.5 X 10 fl ej.n Oc1~ 4 
A 
1/3 1e11 ·1.mlA )( Ill" :J.no x IO--
i 2A7 )( 10 ,. :l,B X 10 I ILl 0.45 10 
12 
[ 
r 
1.:') ·U190 )( Ill' O.B!? X 1O-r. 2.77 x lO
 .; LO )( 10 ' n.7 0,44 0 
II 
·to ·1.0BC, x I (l', 2,BIl X 10 n 5.11 
X 10 1 7.0 )( 10 " 7.1 0.24 
6 8 
i 
~!CD-DDA In cl.O ,Ul80 x 10" 2.R
R x 10 1 2.41 X 1O-~ 1Jl)( 10·' 
\ 
Table 2. Tesl condilions and r •• ulls lor 67
.2·kbps, BloCI, IV receiver, S·band 
Test Total hils ~'I()d illllflX, n
VCIV SDAII! AVE 
AVE MCD input AVE 
ID ()( 10') deg !lII'. Ill. 
IlW, Hz BEll SEll. % STII /l','Il'
 dB MCDNR 
DA1 l.5\ 77 
10 .\11·diHln 1.2,1 X 10 
I 5,97 .1.S5 7.75 
2 1,<\2 78 
1.48 )( HI ' (j.Q7 3.80 
B.OO 
.3 1.21 SO 
1.12 X 10- 1 5.60 4.03 
7.75 
4 L1S 79 
1.25 X 10 I 6.05 4c81 
8.13 
5 1.81 79 
1.55)( 10 ' .,.90 3.S5 
7.S8 
6 1.41 79 
BcOO )( 10 ,. .,.90 o3c85 7.50 
7 1.08 79 
2.70 X 10 '; 1.02 5.48 
.1.1.1 
8 Lill 78 
0 1.46 0.77 1.13 
DB1 1..15 77 
~nrro\\' 1..31 )( 10 ' 5.99 3.
S4 7.50 
2 L31l 78 
1.11l )( 10 ' 6.0.1 3.82 7.7" 
3 1..35 80 
6.56 X 10 ~ 5.46 4.09 
7.25 
4 1..13 79 
1,,19 X 10 1 6.25 .1.72 
8.25 
.0 1.58 79 
0.55 )( 10 c·, 5.76 3.95 7.38 
6 1.06 7n 
1.00 X 10 I S.Hl .1.88 
7c75 
7 1.00 76 
Rl0)(11l' 2.07 5.51 3.13
 
H 1 .. ,7 7H 
0 1.44 n.80 
1.00 
DCI 1.2·1 i7 
10 ~I{'di\llll 1..'].5 )( 10 ' 0.42 
.1.64 8.38 
2 1..10 78 
1.5H X lO I 6.41 .1.65 8
.38 
a 1.:17 79 
LS3 )( 10 ' 6.41 .1.05 8.03
 
4 1.47 80 
1.82 x 1(}-' 6.42 .1.A4 f).OO
 
.0 1.58 80 
4.\18 )( 10 ,. .,.75 .1.65 7.13 
6 l.IH 81l 
(jA8 )( 111-" 5.84 3.91 ROO 
7 1,();:; 80 
2.70 )( Iii ' 2.9., .5.52 3.13
 
R 1.10 80 
0 L32 A.93 
1.00 
DDI L30 "" 
:"-:arrow 7.57 )( 111 ,. 6.20 .1.74 
8.00 
" 
2 1.27 78 
1.13)( 10 ' 5.89 3.89 7.00
 
3 1..3·3 79 
8.72)( 10 ,. 1;.74 3.96 7.75 
4 L31 80 
1.'32 x 10--\ 0.0,1 .1.82 8.2.5 
5 1.05·1 80 
OA4 )( 10 ' 5.74 3.06 7.70 
6 1.12 SO 
9.82 x IO- c' .,.92 3.87 
H8 
7 Ll5 80 
0 2.97 5.51 3.13 
8 1.10 80 
0 1.35 6.90 1.00 
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Tlbl.3. M •• sured telemetry performance 
Bantl/test M.I., dl·i-t Bit rate, STH/No, mill Loop kbps dB SNR, dB 
XI 80.0 11.,.2 3.84 4.7 x III -. 15.4 
X2 80.0 11.5.2 2.84 5.0 x HI~·' 14.4 
X3 80.0 11.,.2 5.20 2.1 x 1O~' 15.2 
X4 80.0 ·14.8 4.84 1.8 x HP 13.1 
X5R 79.5 11.5.2 ;1.08 2.0 x 10 " 15.2 
X611 79.5 44.8 :]. J:1 1.1 x IO~' 12.1 
Xi" 79.5 29.U .1.0fJ 1.5 x 10-:1 lUi 
XB'I 79.5 21.(:1 ·1.00 2.0 x 10-" 10.6 
XU" 72.0 /.2 .1.06 1.4 x 10~' l.9 
X 10" 72.5 2.56 a.'!2 2.2 x 10' 8.5 
XU" 65.0 1.20 2.7H 3.5 X 10-' 8.5 
51 45.8 2,,'36 3.07 1.1 x 10-' 16.9 
I\''ihese tests performed with ~IJ)S/HFS combined; others per· 
formed using TLM simulator for sourCl', 
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Fli. 12. Measured telemetry performance 
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Fig. 13. Bit error probability vs STu/Nu of two-way ratio loss, Fig. 14. X·band two-way radio loss vs uplink carrier margin 
Block IV, X·band, 30 Hz at 115.2 kbps 
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Modification of Hipotronics Discontinuity 
Enamel Wire Test for Wire Screening 
W. D. Schreiner 
Quality Assurance DSN and Mechanical Hardware Section 
The Quality Assurance DSN and Mechanical Hardware Sectilm and the Fabri-
cation Se~tion have redesigned the wire spindle section of the wire screening test 
equipment to prevent breakage of small gage magnet wire during testing 
operations. 
I. Introduction 
In the last year, use of magnet wire at JPL has increased 
dramatically. With emphasis being directed toward 
smaller and lighter packaging of electronics, the use of 
lighter gage wire has risen sharply. 
Prior to its use, the wire is screened by Quality 
Assurance for defects. In attempting to perform screening 
tests with our existing test equipment on the smaller gage 
magnet wire, problems were encountered with repeated 
breakage of wire. After investigation and analysis, a 
deficiency was discovered in the design of the spindle that 
induced improper load and wire tension during testing 
operations. 
II. Description of Equipment 
The equipment used by Quality Assurance to perform 
the screening test is a Hipotronics Discontinuity F'namel 
Wire Tester Model DT-1 (Fig. 1). This unit is designed to 
spark-test the insulation coating ot magnet wire and to 
record the number of defects. 
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The procedure is to set a spool of magnet wire on the 
left side spindle, remove a small amount of insulation from 
the end of the wire, feed the wire through the guide 
rollers and through the mercury bath, and then attach the 
end of the wire to the ground terminal of the takeup 
drum. The voltage range is selected and the machine is 
started, pulling the wire through the mercury bath. Any 
defect in the enamel coating completes the circuit 
through the mercury to ground and activates the defect 
counter. A footage counter is preset to run 30.5 meters for 
each test. 
III. Problem 
The problem experienced was frequent breakage of 
wire in the smaller gages (38 and under). This was caused 
by the manufacturer's design of the feed spindle (Fig. 2). 
The spindle was designed with radia, bearings only, with 
no means for supporting the weight 0' the spool. (A spool 
of wire weighs from 0.45 to 4.54 kg.) To adjust tension, a 
screw on the bottom required tightening or loosening. 
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This action exerted a compression load on bearings not 
designed for this purpose. Erratic operation w,," the result. 
causing constant breakage of wire. 
IV. Solution 
A redesign of tbe spindle was accompllsbed by the 
Quality Assurance DSN and Mechanical Hardware 
JPL OEEP SPACE NETWORK PROGRESS REPORT 42·36 
Section. and th~ Fabrication Section. The new design (Fig. 
3) Incorporates a compression bearing below the spindle 
to carry the load. In the main body there are two radial 
bearings. This combination provides smooth. free-running 
action regardless of weight. Tension is accomplished by 
use of a spdng-loaded nylon button that presses against 
the main shaft; it is adjusted by a set screw. The result has 
been an extremely smooth operation with no breakage or 
loss of wire during test. 
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Fig. 1. Hlpotronics Discontinuity Enamel Wire Tester Model DT·l 
Fig. 2. Feed spindle. manufactllrer's design 
REPR(1) I .. ClB1LlTY OF THE 
()!\J(; :\,AL PAGS IS POOR 
Fig. 3. Feed spindle, new design 
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Two MBASIC Programs That Write 
Application Programs for Accessing a 
Database 
R. M. Smith 
DSN Facility Operations Section 
A method was desired to relieve the tedium of writing and testing application 
programs. Two utility programs were developed to produce application 
programs that perform relational operations on data. No coding is performed by 
the user. 
I. Introduction 
The nature of the MBASIC Processor facilitates its use 
by people who are not primarily programmers and who 
may never have had any previous programming experi-
ence. Many managers, and other people needing to make 
use of management data, fall into this category of user. 
However, for many data users, programming is so much 
less important than data usage that it would be beneficial 
to reduce or eliminate programming in their data 
activities. One approach to minimizing programming time 
is to make use of a generalized application program 
similar to the one described in a previous article (Ref. 1). 
A generalized program, once written, allows the user to 
concentrate upon data usage rath·" thaI! program writing. 
However, a generalized program requires that the user 
spell out an access strategy each time the program is used. 
If a specific application is required for rc!,eated use, then 
a specialized application program is most desirable. Two 
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different approaches to the use of specialized application 
programs were described in Refs. 2 and 3. This article 
describes the result of some preliminary efforts to design a 
simple method of producing an MBASIC application 
program while isolating the user from the task of writing 
code. 
Application programs that extract data from a database 
may be data dependent (knowledge of data organization is 
built into the application program. making the program 
sensitive to cha..'1ges in data organization) or may possess 
varying degrees of data independence (immunity of an 
application program to changes in data organization). The 
greater the degree of data indepwdence, the less the 
effect of changes in Ihe database. The programs described 
in this article are preprocessors that accept relational 
statements from a user, convert the statements to 
MBASIC rode, and store the statements as an application 
program for later use. 
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II. Description of the Program 'WRITER' 
'WRlTER' produces specialized application programs 
with a moderate amount of data independence. User input 
to the program is funy prompted and makes use of 
relational operations (Refs. 4. 5) to specify database access. 
The relational operations may be invoked in any order 
repeatecHy or used singly. Fignre 1 illustrates a session 
invoking a restriction and a projection in sequence. Figure 
2 illustrates the same process in relational notation. Figure 
3 is a simplified flow diagram of the program shOWing the 
iterative nature of the main program in accepting user 
input and choosing a specified rubprogram to assemble 
program statements. 
In a typical sequence of events, the user 
1. Enters the name of the new program to he written. 
2. Enters the type of relational operation. 
3. Enters the parameters that describe the selected 
relational operation. 
'WRlTER' then assembles a program by the following 
process: 
1. Copies a set of generalized code lines to a 
temporary program file. 
2. Appends code lines (te the temporary program file) 
that are created by 'WRITER' and are specific to 
the user's application. 
3. Appends standardized subroutines (stored for this 
purpose) for each relational operation involved. 
4. Copies the temporary program to a file named by 
the user. 
Figure 4 is a copy of the program produced by 
'WRITER' using the process depicted in Fig. 1. Line 100 
and lines 902 through 918 are the generalized code lines 
mentioned previously. Lines 2000 through 2320 and 3000 
through 3310 are standardized subrol)tines for a projection 
and restriction, respectively. (Lines ;,000 through 5090 
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update a temporary directory relation that describes data 
files accessed by the application program.) 
III. Description of the Program 'WRITPR' 
'WRITPR' produces specialized application programs 
with nO data independence. User input is fully prompted 
and makes use of relational operations (Refs. 4. 5) to 
specify database access. Figure 5 illustrates a session 
invoking a restriction and projection (see relational 
notation in Fig. 2). Figure 6 is a Simplified flo'v diagram of 
the program. The user prompting sequence for 'WRITPR' 
is similar to that of 'WRITER' but 'WRITPR' differs in its 
approach to writing the application program (compare 
Figs. 3 and 6). 'WRITPR' ",""mbles a program by writing 
code lines (on the program named by the user) that are 
specific to the user's application. Figure j' is a copy of the 
program produced by 'WRITPR' using the process 
depicted in Fig. 5. 
IV, Misceilaneous Information 
To produce code that is specific to the user's applica-
tion, both programs use "WRITE ON" statements that 
incorporate variables and "counters" into a completed 
statement for the application program. Examples of this 
process are shown in Figs. 8, 9, and 10 and are taken from 
the program 'WRlTPR'. Figure 8 shows the lines of code 
that produce lines 110 and 120 of the program presented 
in Fig. 7. The code lines in Fig. 9 produce line 130 of Fig 
7, and the code lines in Fig. 10 produce line ISO of Fig. 7. 
Each of the sessions (illustrated in Figs. 1 and 5) 
requires 'pprorimately 3 to 4 min of terminal time and 
produces programs that are fully functional, requiring no 
testing of the MBASIC code. Both provide the user with a 
uniform, extremely Simple process for data aCces". Figure 
11 illustrates the data output produced by the aH,lication 
programs written by 'WRITER' and 'WRlTPR'. 
Data files acce'.sed by these programs must be in, at 
least. first normal form. The file used in this article (Fig. 
12) is in third normal form (Ref. 4). 
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PUN 
ENTEF NA"'E OF NEW l"pIl6pA"" INEW 
EtITEI" ~'ELATIOttAL IlPEpftTiOr. ':F,P,,)) OF "STOP"' R 
SOUFCE FELATION' ""'HEQPT. ASS! GNMENT 
DOMAIN NAME. IlWNE~ 
LOGICAL OPEI1ATOI1' -
IIOMA I N VALUE' 12 
PI10.JEeT TO' -FILE 
ENTEP RELATIONAL OI'E~ftTiON ,P,f'd) OP "STOP"' P 
SOI.IPCE "ELATION' .F I LE 
IJUANTlT'r' OF DOMAlt!>. 3 
TAPGET "ELATlIlI<' rH:MHtAL 
DOMAIN NAME;;' GDrj ,OPSTAT ,LOCATION 
ENTEII !1ELATIONAL IlPEI'ftTION (P ,F' j..I) OF' "STOP'" STOP 
TEST IHEW 
Fig. 1. Illustration of a session at a terminal using WRITER' to create an 
application· program (User responses are to th(. right of each colon.) 
GOSUB 
NO STOP? 
'RMS"£QPLASSIGNMENT' I OWNER =. 12 
11'TERMINAL (CON, OPSTAT, LOCATION) 
Fig, 2, Relstlonal notation describing the 
process illustrated In Figs. 1 and 5 
SET VARIABLES 
FOR RELATIONAL 
OPERATION 
APPEND 
RELATIONAL 
SUBROUTINES 
Fig, 3, Simplified flow diagram of 'WRITER' 
I 
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I;OPY 'INEW" TO TE~MINAl 
100 .JO IN~1 ~OO ,PFlOJsi:!·OOO ,FES'Ts:? 'JOO ,"1"&44, TAFl6.'!'OOO 
110 COPY '·RMS~QPT.~FlEV 'TO '.INEW' 
120 DIRS.'.INEW' 
1.30 FL1S .. ,...~t1$.EQPT .i"lSSlGffl"Et1T'" ,II:.:S=~·OwttE~'· ,LOSe,....,. ,DVS ..... 12" 
140 PES·'.FILE' 
I'!' 0 GOSUB REST 
160 GOSUB TAFG 
170 RENAME '.HOLDI AS'~ILE 
180 Fl1Ss"~ILE' ,.Ws 3 
190 STFIN6 DPS(OD),"COW ,'OPHAT' ,'LOCATlOW/ 
210 NN=32 
220 GOSUB PROJ 
902,TFING RCD( 1) 
904 OPEI'I '.HOLD I' ,1"Pl:T ,I 
90.6 AT ENDFILE( 1) Gil TIl 914 
908 INPUT FFiOM 1 USING ,.,;;;. ... :FCD(!) 
910 PFlINT RCD(I) 
912 GO TO 908 
914 CLOSE I 
916 REMOVE DIRS 
918 STOP CHf'tFI(13);O'END OF FlIJ"'8, 
2000 OPEN .... 5T01,. ,OUTPl1T ,:3 
2010 FLGO&O 
2020 DIM FS(l),D(\),l(I),DS(l) 
2030 Of'EN DIRS,INt'UT,4 
2040 AT ENDFILE(4) l-O TIl 214(1 
20!SO INPUT FFOM 4:FS(L',nd),T(l),IIS(I) 
2060 STRING DOM~T(I» 
2070 IF FS(I)sFl1S THEN IoJFlITE ON 3:D(I):"":DS~1) ELSE GO TO 2100 
2080 FLGOsFL6Q+I 
2090 DOM(FL60)-DS(I) 
2100 IF Fs(I)"Fl1S THEN 60 TO 20'!'O 
2110 N:D(1)' 
2120 IF l(1):D(l) THEN tiC TO 2140 
2130 1;0 TO 20!50 
2140 CLOSE 3,4 
21!SO Z:T<I) 
2160 III .. DN(OD) ,D( 1:' ,DS( I) ,",S(Z) 
2170 OPEI'I ·'.STOI'dNPlIT,:? 
2180 AT ENDFILE(3:' GO Til 2240 
2190 INPUT FFiOM 3 :II( I~' ,IlS(:) 
2200 FOFl lsi UNTIL J:(Wli 
2210 IF DS<:t):DPS(J) THEN DN(!)~D(1) 
2220 NEXT I 
2280 GO TO 2190 
2240 CLOSE :3 
2250 OPEI'I FLIS, INFU'r 0.3 
2260 OPEN '.HCLDI·' ,IlUTPUT ,4 
2270 AT EI'IDFILE(3) GO TO 231(1 
2280 INPUT FRO .. 3WSCI) FOR J·,t TO Z 
2282 FOR lsi Ut<TlL I=QII+1 
2284 FOFl J=I UNTIL J:<:+1 
228!5 IF I<OD THEN CH-NN ELSE CHsl3 
2286 IF .J~DN(I) THEt< 1,j~ITE 0" 4 USING '(")':~·S(J):CHA"'(CH) 
2288 NEXT J 
229D NEXT I 
2300 GO TO 2280 
2310 CU:~E 3,4 
2320 RETURN' 
Fig. 4. Data independent application program produced by using 'WRITER' 
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3000 OPEN '.srOI' .OUTPUT.3 
3002 FL60~Q 
300~ DI~ FS(l),D(t),T(l).D$(l) 
:3 01 (I OPEN II I 1<. 01 Nf''-I'r • 04 
"3020 AT ENDFIlE(04) f5{] TO .3090 
303(1 INF'tJT FF'Df'f 04 :F$( 1) ,D( 1) ,T( 1) ,DS( 1) 
:30:3~ ';',T~IM6 DOf't(T( 1 >~, 
30040 IF FS(!)%FLlS THEN W~ITE ON .3:[1(1): ,":IIS(!) EL~E GO TO 30~0 
30"~ FLGO~FLG\:l+l 
.3004"":. [lOM<FL6(:"1)-n$( 1) 
:30~O IF FS{ 1 )::FLl$ THEf'oI GO TO 3030 
30':.(1 N.D(l) 
.3070 IF T( 1 )zD( 1) THEM GO TO 30':'0 
3080 GO TO 30:30 
30'~O CLOS"E 3,4 
3100 DIM DI(I),D2Stl) 
3110 STRING ASt"' 
3120 OPEN '.STOl',LNPUT,3 
3130 AT ENDFILE(3) GO TO 3170 
:3140 INPUT FI1.0M 3 :Dl q,:o ,L2S(!) 
3P50 It=' D2S( 1 >zD:l<;S rHEti 60 TO 3.170 
3160 
3170 
318(1 
3190 
.3200 
321 (I 
6D TO :31040 
CLOSE ., , 
I~%DI (I) 
IF LOS:':' 
GO TO 32040 
IF LOSe" >' 
3220 GO TO 32040 
TI-'I'N ,"'lE (I ELSE 
TH£N REI EUE 
3230 IF LO'~CHf1I1('60) THEN F'~-1 
32040 OPEN ".HOLIll " ,LJUTPUT,~ 
325 (I OPEN Fll S , INPUT, 04 
32':.(1 AT ENDFtLE(~) GO TO 3300 
60 TO 
GO TO 
3270 INPUT FI1IJM ~:"'$( I) FOP 1=1 TO N 
3210 
"32:3 (I 
3280 IF COf'lP(AS(Q),rlvs)~", THE,., ·WRITE ON ~ US'IN':; ".(:;)~::!. 
ASO) :CHA~:(NN} FOP I~I TO /t-I·'.AS(N) :CHflI1(3) 
32'51 0 GO TO :3270 
3300 CLOSE ~,5 
3:? I Q PETUI1N~ 
~ 0 0 0 OPEN 'HI1;'l/tSF " .OUTPUT 01 
~OlO .WITE ON I:"'£S:~,':I: " :FLGo;"~.'·:DOMti) FOil 1=1 TO FLGQ 
'5020 CLOSE 1 
~030 APPEND ~.TI1""'SF'· TO DIPS 
~004 0 PETUI1N& 
Fig, 4 (eonld) 
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LOAD 'WI' ITP!> " 
>RUN 
ENTER NA~E OF NEW I'ROG~'t'~: DNEI. 
SELECT A RELATIONt'L OI'E~'ATION (REST ,I'ROJ ,.JOIN) OF' ENTH' ··STOp·: "'EH 
'WU!>CE FELAT [ON: I<~S.EIjF"T .RSS IGNMENT 
DOMAIN NRMI:: LJl.oItlER 
LOl31CftL OPE"t'roR: : 
DDl"ftlN VALuE: 12 
PROJEC T TO: TE"'M 
PROJECT fiLL DOI'IAINS7 N 
ENTER GUAI-lTIT\' OF DO~A[f'S: 3 
ENTER NAI'IE, OF DOMAINS: CON ,0PSTft ,LOCAT 
SELECT A ~'ELATIONAL OI'E"ATION 'RE:H,PRO,J,.JDII') OF' ENTER "STOp·: 3TOP 
TEST 'DNEW 
ENII OF PLltl 
Fig. 5. IllUstration of a session at a terminal using 'WRITPR' to create an application pro
gram 
(User responses are to the right of each colon.) 
NO 
SELECT 
RELATIONAL 
OPERATION 
GOSUB #1 
STOP? 
YES 
WRITE CODE 
ON NEW 
APPLICATION 
I (PROGr~ ) 
RETURN 
Fig. 6. Simplified flow diagram of 'WRITPR' 
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" 
111 
112 
COPY'DNEIN TO TE.'I'1 I NAL 
101) HPING CONI ,000INE"1 ,LOCAT! ,OPSTAI ,"ECDT! 
110 OPEIi 'PI'1S~c."T.AS$16tiI'1EIiT' oiNPUT, I 
120 AT ENnFILE( I) Gil TO 160 
130 IflPUT 1'''01'1 I :('ONI ,LJWNE~I ,LOU,TI ,0PSTfll ,PECDT! 
140 IF OWNE"lc'12' THEIi ""!tH CONI ;ol'STI'I1 ;LOCf<Tl 
1'50 GO TO 130 
160 CLOSE I 1'0" 1=1 TO I 
170 ',TOP CHAA(13)+EHD Ill' "UN 
Fig.7. Data dependent application program produced by using 'WRITPR' 
3170 LIrIE=LINE+j(. 
3180 IoI1/ITE ON 1:~'H«LIIiE',:, OPEIi ·"';>"SRIS(J,j):'<'>""oINPUT"',J,.' 
3190 LINEaLlNE+IO 
320(, "''''ITE Oli I'STR<lIHE)'" fiT EIiDFllE(':,JJ"') GO TO 
LINE+30+10+R 
> 
3210 
3220 
Fig. 8. Sample code lines from 'WRITPR' (lines 110 and 120 of Fig. 7) 
LINEaLIIiE+IO 
WRITE ON I USI"G " (~., 'STR(L1NE)'" INPUT FPOI'1 ,"JJ:'.,' 
'DOI'I(I),STR(JJ):CHA"'44' PO" 1=1 TO N-I',DOI'1(tllI 
$TR(.J.J) :CHA'H 13) 
Fig,9, Sample code lines from 'WRITPR' (line 130 of Fig, 7) 
32'50 LINEallHE+IO 
3260 W"ITE Oli 1 ':iTlHlItlE)" GO TO "lIIiE-( 1 0+1 O+R) 
Fig. 10. Sample code lines from 'WRITPR' (line 150 of Fig. 7) 
i 
l 
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( 
LOAD 'DNEI.V 
>RUN 
BB!5CII OL IZ 
CR6BI2 US I', 
END OF RUr; 
) 
LOAD 'INEW' 
>RUr; 
BB!5CII OL 1;:-' 
CR6BI2 US I',' 
END OF RUN 
> 
Fig, 11, 'lata printout resulting 
fro"" funning 'WRITPR' 
and 'WRITER' 
>COP'( 'RI1S.EQPT .ASSIGNMENT' TO TE"I'IINRL 
1'11'131'112 oIY flY ,OL. 01 067!5 
AB6e21olXflX.OLfll0273 
CD3Bl~,lX,lX,SP,121072 
BIl!5C 12,104, 104 ,OL, 0912704 
AX311 09, II 01 Y ,ER, 190176 
DA04CI2, IX ,IX ,OL ,Oll 071 
BB~Cl1 ,12,12,(]L,(1912704 
AI"7DI!5, I y, I:': ,1)$ ,250276 
BB!5CI3,11 ,II ,SP,0912704 
CC7C02,IM,I:':,US,151172 
CX~IH3, t'y', 1 'T' ,Ol, 151 071 
CI"61l12, 12, I Y ,US, II 0376 
> 
Fig, 12. Structure and content of the relation (data file) 
used In this article 
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Differential Range Validation: A New Technique for 
Near- Real-Time Validation of Multistation 
Ranging System Data 
A. L. Berman 
DSN Network Operations Section 
Near-real·time valiehltion of rtlngi.ng system data. is currently restricted to 
11lultiph! NlII{!,C aCllflisilioflS during 8illgle passes (Pseudo-DRVID). l'hi.\' article 
descrihes a new technique ("Differential Range Validation") which utilizes pre-
dicted range and doppler pseudo-residuals to validate two-station, contiguous-pass 
range (U'qllisi/ioIlS down to the lO-meter level. 
I. Introduction 
During the' Rrst part of this decade, IH.\1r-renl-ti1llc yali-
dation of ranging data was only sporadically nttempt(-'d 
"nd far Il'os often succl'ssful. In ~Iarch of 1975, thi, 
author introduc,'d tilt' "Pscudo-DHVID" Techniquc (sel' 
ReI'. 1), which g"Vl' the Deep Spacc Nl'twork (DSN) the 
first via bIt' near-real-time ranging \'alidation capability. 
Since theil, "!',,'udo-DHVID" has t'IljoYl'd comiderabl" 
success in \'alidating multiple range· acquisitions during 
single pasSl's, How('vpr, tlwl'l' still rl'll1ainpd a pcrsistpnt 
and unfulfil1l'd desire to bl' "bl,' to validate range acquisi-
tions hetwcl'n two or more Dl'PP Space Stations (DSS!-!), 
Hesponding to this n('Pc1, this report pl'esents a tpchniqtu' 
to vaJidatl' two-station, contiguolls-pass rang(' aC'1uisi· 
tions-IH'fl'afh'l' to bt" rl'fl'lT('d to as "nilh'rpntial Hallg. 
Validation." 
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II. The Differential Concept 
The r<'asom why Plam,tary Hanginp; ASSl'mbly (PHA) 
n"lpP acquisitions ('an not 1)(' simply compared to pl'<'dic-
tions l an' thoroughly l'xplon'd in nd, 1.. SUfRCl' it to say 
1ll'l'e that thl' rnngt' ambiguity vahll's art' (or should iw!) 
frugally chosen to be only slightly larg('1' than pn'dietion 
(1)1' orbit dl'tet1nination) (,l'l'ors, and this straightforwardly 
rl11SPS a direct comparison of PHA ml't1SUrl'Illl'llts to pre-
dictions to b(' \\'ithout ll11'aning in till' cOllvl'ntional sense 
of a "residual." No math'r that the aTnw!lllC' rangp ('ITOI' 
in pl'l'dictions may h{' kilollwtl'l'S or tl'lIS of kiiollH'l('l's-it 
Ii-J.erl' l'onsi(l~'n'd to lw output from lht, PHEDIK program, I'BEDIK 
is the l"dwork Operations Control Center (:":OCC) Sigma ,S tral'k-
ing Im,dictioll program, Inputs to PHEDIK an' the Sinwlntion 
Output Program (~QP) amI Fast Phi-Factor C('IH'wtion Prohrralll 
(FPC!'), 
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is, ill gt'lll'ral. tl'lIl' that tlIP !!,roll'lh of IH't,diet'l,d-ralll..!;l' 
{'ITOI' (p\t't'pUII,~ orbital and I'IlCOlilltl'1' phas.'s!l is fn'-
«m'lItly of till' ll1a~lIitudl': 
-0.1 lIz 
This would lIlap into all illert'asl' ill prl'c1idl'c1-l'illlgl' errol' 
m't'r (.liar) fi\,t' hOHl's of: 
0.1 ('\,('1" [ IIll('i<'r ] 
"'(,,;,1<1 1.'5.:3 ('H.ks [lS.OOO s('('onds] I 18 llH'lf'I'S 
At tlH' samt' tinH', tIlt' a/Jsa/lIl(' mllgf' Chilllg(' m't'1' til( 
same 5-lIour Iwriocl IlUl~' {'usilr hl' J oO,non kill or 11101'l', 
This tll{'l1 llloti\'atl'S til{' {'t'ntrnl {'Ollt'l'P!" of tl](' DiHt'r-
t'ntial Hallgl' \'aliclatioll Tcdllliqw': 
PH:\ (01' \Iu II 1'01' that math'rllang(' IlH'aS\ll'{-,-
1lH'llts h<'t\\'('('ll two (lifrt'J'('nt DSSs can h(' 
\':liidatl'ci with a high d('gJ'('(' of (,(}llncll'Il('l' 
hr cOlllparin,l'; till' dilf('/'{'II('('(/ r<lllgt' acquisi-
tiOIlS to til{' differellced pn'diet-l'd rallgl', 
E\'(,II \ll'tt'('l', Dill' is not cOllstraill('cl hr tli(' accul':J(,'y ill 
prcdiet(·d-rangt· 1'1'1'01' chan,!!;{' 0\'('1' st"'cral hOlil's, In lwar-
rpal-tillll" OIH' is automatically gi\'('ll da thl' :'\('{work 
0p(,I',)tio", Control C,'nll'r ("OCC) P"'u,]o I\('sidual 
Pro !!;I'a III n fl't'ljW'llt n1t'a~lIn'IlIt'l1t of th(' rail' "f ,!!,I'ml'fh 
of til(' 1)J'{'ciictt'd·rall!.!(' (,!Tor-tll<, d01J/)/(,l' IM'l/('(/O. 
residlful, Obdollsiy, Olll' can l·:tsily awl suh .... tanti,lil) C01'-
rcct diffcJ'('llt'{'d pn,dic:h,d nlm!<' hy simply adding n U'J'l1I 
computed dir('elly !'rOln till' ohs{'l'\'('d dopph'J' ps(·mlo-
J"('sidual. Thl' slll't'ifil's of tIl(' Difr('n'nUal Bange \'alida-
tion tt'cill1iqUl' arc' pn'st'lIt('d in the follO\\'ing s{'ctiOll, 
III. The Differential Range Vandation 
Algorithm 
011(' starts h)' noting til{' rl'iatiollsiJip Iwt\\'t'('11 J'ang(' 
ami til<' "utput of til,· I'IL\: 
H(II K[.\I(!)]· HP/l.I(1I 
0::: 1lI'Il:l(t) < K 
nu) !'ol111d trip l';l1lgt' at tillll' { 
K - tIIllbigtiity r{'~nll1tioll facioI': a qll<lntiz('(l 
input". ill units of AUl 
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,\I(t) illtt'g('J', ddpl'l1lilwd frolll ind{'pl'IHh'nt 01'-
bit,d kuO\I'i,',]ge 
HI'HA(I) ~. "seal('']'' output of til(' PRA. i.e .. ill till' "nil(' 
units as H(ll 
AdditionalJy, the folJowing parameters are req"il'{''] for 
a complete description of the algorithm: 
x, = parameter X applicable to DSS, 
TSF, = track synthesizer frequency, Hz 
N i ~ number of components 
c 
K, = K,(TSF"N,) = 48(TSF,) [2""'·"'] 
= ambiguity 
c = speed of li~ht, m/s 
R.,,(t') = actual ronnd tri'1 range, m 
11",(t) = prcdict('d round trip range, m 
M,,,(t) = [R.,,(t) - R,,(tl modulo K,]/K, 
M",(t) = [H",(t) - H,,,(t) modulo K,]/K, 
rl1Tll j :;-c PHA rangt' measurement, range units 
(HU) 
c 
HPRA,(t) = 48(1'SI',) [I'HTH,],m 
1'0 - - PHA acquisition time 
Biasi::": station range bias flU 
Now consider a FHA acquisition at DSS 1 with a 
1'0 ~ .. t, and a subsequ(,nt FHA acquisction at DS~ 2 
with a 1'0 = t,: 
and 
P.,,,(t,) '" K,PI",(!,)] + RI'RA,(t,) 
H",(tJ'" K,[,\I.,,(tJ] + HI'HA,(t,) 
~R.,~R.,,(t,) - R.,,(t,) 
'" llPH,\,(t,) - Ill'lv\,(!,) 
+ (K,[,u",(t,)] - K [AI,,(t,)]} 
Now in Pscudo-DHVID, one could reasonably assume 
tIl(' same nmnl)('1' of components and thl' same track 
synthcsizt'1' frequency for {'nch raTlgp acquisition during 
the same pass, anel lWl1cc all relevant qualltities would 
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have the same ambiguity as a modulus. For range acqui-sitions at different DSSs, however, one might find differ-ent numbers of components: 
and One can certainly expect the track synthesizer fre-quencies to be different: 
TSF,0;6TSF, 
If the number of components only were different, all quantities could easily be operated on by the srrmller modulus (ambiguity), since 
However. even minor changes in TSF have a dramatic effect on the actual PRA measurement. Consider the following example: 
Now let 
so that 
and 
Similarly, 
N, = N, = 10 components 
l!", = R,,, = 3 X 10" m 
TSF, = 22000000 Hz 
K, = 297684.8679 m 
RPRA, = ll,,, modulo K, = 36905 m 
TSF, = 2~OOOOlO Hz 
K, = 297684.7325 m 
RPRA, = Roo modulo K, = 173289 m 
with a difference in PRA measurements of: 
il.RPRA = RPRA, - RPRA, = 136384 m 
To compensate for the different ambiguities. the range acquisition performed with the larger ambiguity (say K,) is "transfonned" to an "equivalent" range acquisition at 
116 
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the smaller ambiguity (K,). This is accomplished by writing: 
K,[M.,(t,)] = K,L + '; L = integer 
or 
• = (K,[M.,(t,)])moduloK, 
One can now operate on il.l!" with the ambiguity K, as follows: 
and 
with 
il.l!" ::: RPRA,(t,i - RPRA,(t,) + • 
+ {K,L - K,[M.,(t,)j} 
il.RPRA ::= (il.l!,,) modulo K, 
::: RPRA,(t,) - RPRA,(t,) + • 
• = (K,[M.,(t,)]) modulo K, 
Unfortunately, one does not have M,,(t,); how~ver if one assumes 
M,,(t,) :::: M.,(t,) 
then 
€:::: (K,[M,.,(t,)]) modulo K, 
One can easily see that even if predictions were in error by several times the ambiguity 
J = smallinteger 
the error in 
€
 would still be cxtre!l1cly small: 
assume il.TSF = TSF, - TSF, 
I = arbitrary integer 
E + il.E = (K,[M",(t,) _.Il) modulo K, 
il.E = (K,M,,(t,) - /K,) modulo K, -E 
= ([K,M",(t,)] moduloK, - E} 
+ (- /K,) modulo K, + IK, 
= (- /K,) modulo K, + IK, 
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Now 
so that 
but since 
then 
and 
K = K 9(N~"')(1 _ ATSF) 
,.- TSF, 
( , [ATSFJ) + IK.2CYr") TSF, moduloK. + IK. 
I " " ATSFI K IK.2("~"')-- «< • TSF, 
Finally, one obtains the difference in predicted range: 
AR, = R,,(t,) - R,.(t.) 
and 
ARPRA" = (AR,,) modulo K. 
= (R,,,(t,) - R".(t.)) modulo K. 
One now has the differential quantity of interest: 
ARPRA - ARPRA" = RPRA,(t,) - RPRA.(f.) + • 
- (R,,(t,) - R,,,(t,)) modulo K. 
with 
• = (K,[M,,(t,)]) modulo K, 
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or 
ARPRA - ARPRA1, = (RPRA,(t,) - RPRA,(t,) 
+ K,[M1,,(t,)] + R",(t,) 
- R1,,(t,)) modulo K, 
IV. Correction of Predicted Range via Use 
of the Doppler Pseudo·Residual 
As mentioned in Section II, the accuracy of the range 
prediction used in differential range validation can be 
substantially improved by merely utilizing the already 
automatically provided doppler pseudo·residual. To 
facilitate the discussion, define the notation 
where 
Thus, 
AX(t) = X(t,) - X(t.) 
BX(t) = X,(t) - X,,(t) 
X,,(t) = "actual" quantity at time t 
Xit) = "predicted" quantity at time t 
BR(t) = R,,(t) - Rit) 
= prcdicted.range error ot time t 
Let aIle now assume a prediction error over a short time 
period (several hours) of the form: 
BR(t) ;:: A + Bt + Ct' 
and hence: 
el 
elt [BR(t)] ::::: B + 2Ct 
Now 
240 240 ( 1 dR) D2(t) = 96 901 TSF II - 96 021 TSF,. 1- --[- + Biasd "'_ ... c (t 
where 
D2(t) = two.way doppler 
TSF II = received track synthesizer frequency 
TSF 7' = transmitted track synthesizer frequency 
Bias,! = doppler bias 
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so that (with TSF r = TSF) 
8DO(t) = (96) 240 TSF f d/L, _ dR,,} 
- c 221 l dl dl 
= (96) 240 TSF{~ [aR]} 
c 221 dl 
= value of doppler pseudo. residual 
Thus one has 
( 96) 240 802(t,) = C 221 TSF (B + 2Ct,) 
(96) 240 , 802(t,) = C 221 TSF(B + 2Ct,} 
and 
(8D2( t,) + 802(1,)} 
= (9:) ~~~ TSF(B + 2Ct, + B + 2Ct,} 
( 96) "40 = C ;21 TSF (2(8 -. C [t, + t,])} 
Now the quantity one is interested in is the range error 
change, ilo81l, from I, to t,: 
ilo8R = 8R(t,) - 8R(t,) 
= A + Bt, + Ct~ - (A + Bt, + Ctl) 
= B(I, - t,) + C(ta - tl) 
= (I, - I,) [B + C(t, + 1,)] 
~ ( _ ) [..':... ( 221 ) _1_ j 8D2(1,) + 802(1,)}] 
I, t, 96 \ 240 TSF l 2 
which is to say that one can in~orporatc almost exactly 
predicted-range error growth up to second order: 
oR(t) = /L,(I) - R,,(I) 
;::: A + Bt + CI' 
by simply using the observed doppler pseudo residuals 
at t\ and t;!: 
8D2(I,),8D2(t,' 
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in a fonn as follows: 
iloR;, = iloR" + ilo8R 
= R,,,(t,) - R",(I,) 
[ 
c 221 1 {8D2(1,) + 8D2(1,)}] 
+ (t, - t,) 96 240 TSF 2 
V. Final Expressioll for Differential 
Range Validation 
Incorporating the <tation range delays and the dol" 
pIer p~eudo-r('sidual correction, one arrives at the Rnal 
expression: 
iloRPRA - iloRPRA" = 
~ RPRA,(I,) - IlPRA,(t,) + K, [M,,,(t,)] 
C [BiaS, Bias, ] 
- 48 TSF, - TSF, + R,,,(I,) - R",(t,,) 
- (t, - t,J[;6 :!~ G) {o~;~:) + 8~~;;:)}]f modulo K, 
VI. Preliminary Results of Differential 
Range Validation 
Twelve cases of Viking two-station, eontiguous·pass 
range acquisitions were compared with the differential 
range validation tcchniqul~j the results are presented in 
Table l. The twelve cases presented in Table 1 produced 
the following composite result: 
It is noteworthy that these results were obtained via the 
exclusive use of routine tracking predictions. 
An HP9810 program containing the differential range 
validation algorithm (sec Ref. 2) has been delivered to 
the Network Analysis Team, Tracking (NAT Track), and 
thc technique is considered operationaL 
VII. Summary 
Attempts to validate ranging system data in ncar-real-
timc prior to 1975 wcre generally unsuccessfuL In 1975, 
the Pselldo·DRVID tcchnique was introduced, and it 
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proved quite successful in the ncar-real-time validation 
of multiple range acquisitions during single passes. How· 
ever, there still existed a need to be able to validate 
ranging data between separate DSSs. TI,e differential 
range validation technique presented in this report 
answers this need by providing a practical method of 
validating hvo-station, contiguous-pass range acquisitions 
down to the 10-meter level during cruise phases. 
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Table 1. Differential range validation results 
Case DOY, 1976 SIC DSSs at=t~ - tl' ~RPRA - .lRl'RA p• m hr:min 
I 152 27 BI·II 17,45 13.1 
2 153 27 61·11 1,40 5.8 
3 15B 27 63·11 12,08 
-15.0 
4 157 27 43·63 55 9.3 
5 210 30 11·42 
·IA5 5.3 
6 210 30 11·42 UO 11.1 
7 211 30 42·61 1,17 9.4 
8 211 30 61-11 1,14 
-5.2 
9 213 30 61·11 4,21 
-6.1 
10 216 30 42·61 1:20 17.5 
II 217 30 Bl-11 10,21 13.0 
12 217 30 42-61 1:11 3.0 
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The 1976 Helios and Pioneer Solar Conjunctions-
Continuing Corroboration of the Link Between 
Doppler Noise and Integrated Signal 
Path Electron Density 
A. L. Berm8n, J. A. Wackley, and S.T. Rockwell 
DSN Network Operations Section 
Observed doppler noise (rm .. phase jitter) from the 1976 solar con;uncti07lS at 
the Belios 1 and 2 and the Pioneer 10 and 11 spacecraft was processed with a 
recently developed doppler noise model "ISEDB." Good agreement is obtained 
between the observed £law and the model. Correlation is shown between devia-
tions from the ISEDB model and StillSPOt (lctivity, btlt it is illStlfficient to be 
modeled. Correlation is also shown between ISEDB model <ieviatiollS for (space-
craft) sigllal paths all the same side of the sun. 
I. Introduction 
Utilizing observcd doppler noise data from the 1975 
Helios 1, Pioneer 10 and Pioncer 11 Solar Conjunctions, 
the authors have constructed a geometric model (tl)(" 
"lSED" serics) for plasma-induced doppler noise (rms 
phase jitter). The functional form of the model was de-
veloped by assuming that doppler noise was proportional 
to the intcgrah-'cl signal path electron density, with the 
electron density assumed to be: 
Reference 1 describes a modification to the model 
("ISEDB") which accounts for heliocentric latitude: Rds. 
2 through 5 document tl1<' development of the basic 
model. The most reeent mod('I-ISEDB-is defined as 
follows: 
A I3 
N,.(r) = r'; +;:;c. 
r :-.:: heliocentric distance 
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ISEDB = 
+ (0.0015)'T' 
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f 
, 
where 
F(a,{3) = I _ 0.05 {({3 - ,,/2 + a)~ - (a - ,,-/2)'} 
_ 0.00275f{3 - ,,/2 + a; - (a -,,-/2)'} 
a = Sun-Earth-Probe angle (SEP), rad 
{3 = Earth-Sun-Probe angle (ESP), rad 
and 
.p, = heliographic latitude, deg 
=: sin-I [cota( -cos 8dsin a.rn sin E + sin Sdeos E)J 
artl = right ascension 
8d = declination 
E = the obliquity of the ecliptic (23.445 dog) 
with 
Ao = 9.65 X 10-" 
A, = 5 X 10-'" 
A, = 9 X 10-' 
It will be the intent of this article to ascertain if the 
Helios I and 2 and the Pioneer 10 and II observed 
doppler noise continues to be well represented by the 
ISEDB model. 
II. Data Description 
The data consists of pass average, good, two-way 
doppler noise collected during the following time inter-
vals (DOY = Day of Year, 1976): 
Spacecraft Begin (DOY) End (DOY) 
Pioneer 10 51 175 
Pioneer 11 79 215 
Helios I 75 293 
Helios 2 90 293 
All doppler data was taken ot a 50-sec sample rate with 
the ('xccption of some HC'lios 2 passes, which utilized 
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doppler sample rates of either 10 01' I second. In these 
cases, the following rdationship was used to transform 
the doppler noise from the actual sample rate to an 
"equivalent" 6O~s sample rate: 
( SRo )"'''' noiseim I = noise,<;u:! SRI 
where 
SRl,2 = sample rate 1, 2 
The collected noise data was fit with the ISEDB model 
and a new An was selected to minimize the standard 
deviation of the residuals: 
Au = U.21 X 1()-< 
Scatter diagrams for the data (observed doppler noise 
vs the ISEDB model) are seen as follows: 
Fig. I-Pioneer 10 
Fig. 2-Helios 1 
Fig. 3-Helios 2 
Fig.4-Combined 
while the follOWing figures present observed doppler 
noise and the ISEDB model as a function of DOY: 
Fig. 5-Pioneer 10 
Fig. 6-Pioneer II 
Fig. 7-Helios 1 
Fig. 8-Helios 2 
Examination of these figures leads one to conclude in a 
qualitative sense thafthe (ISEDB) model continues to be 
in good agreement ,vitb the doppler noise observations 
during the 1976 Pioneer 10 and II and Helios 1 and 2 
solar conjunctions. The statistics of the observed doppler 
noise as fit to the ISEDB model were as follows, with 
"dB" = 10 log" (observed nuise/1SEDB): 
Pioncer Pioneer Helios Helios All 10 11 1 2 
rr, dB 2.04 1.77 2.47 2.65 2.28 
Bias, dB -0.37 -0.01 -0.63 +1.36 +0.02 
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III. Correlation of Observed Doppler Noise 
With Sunspot Activity 
In Ref. 2, the authors att"lllpted to correlate observed 
doppler noise with sunspot activity (the "HISED" model). 
Although a quantitativl' corn.-'lation with sunspot activity 
(as measured by R, = Zurich (daily) SUllSpot ind,'x) 
was demollstratl'd, it was not (at that time) consid{'l'{'d 
optimistically. TIl(' data pn'sl'lltl'd in this l't:'pOl't wns 
pl'Ocesscd with the HISED mod,'1 (no\\' "HISEDB"), and 
a new An to minimize the standard deviation was com-
puted to be 
Au = 10.16 X 10-' 
Basically, tli" nrSEDB performance (as cOlllpared to 
the ISEDB modL'lingl call I", sumn",riz"d by spacecraft 
as follows: 
Pioncer IO-significant dpp;radation 
PiotH'{')' II-minor improv{,IlH:'l1t 
Belios 1 -significant impI'O\'I.'I11{'nt 
I-I('lio~ 2 -unchanged 
All -minor improvement 
The statistics are as follows: 
PiOllel'l' Piol1(,l'1' Helios 
10 11 1 
tT, dB 2.25 1.72 2.20 
Bias. dB -0.43 "-0.30 -0.53 
Hclios All 2 
2.6,5 2.22 
-11.06 +0.05 
ISEDB residuals, "smootll<'d/phased" sunspots (Occ XR,; 
see lkf. 2), and nrSEDB residuals aI'<' se"1l in the fol-
lowillg figures: 
Fig. 9 -PiOl1(','r 11 
Fig. to-I-ielios 1 
Fig. ll-I-Ielios 2 
IkgiollS which appear to show {'\'id('llce of cOJT<.'iation 
betwl'l'll ohsl'l'\'('d c1oppl('1' !loise aile] Sllilspot activity 
an' .1S follows: 
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l'iOlw,'1' 11, DOY 80-145 (Fig, 9) 
Hdios 1. DOY 75-175 (Fig, 10) 
Hclios 2, DOY 90-135 (Fig. 11) 
HO\\'('\'('r, tlwse l"(·gions must be haIanc{'d against regions 
of littip or ('ven 11{'gativ(' correlation, as follows: 
Pione,'l' 11, DOY 175-195 (Fig, 9) 
IIdios 1, DOY 185-255 (Fig. 10) 
Hclios 2, DOY 140-170 (Fig. 11) 
IV. Multispacecraft Correlation 
One would ('xpect to S(,(' good corrdation I)('tween 
ISEDB !'('siduals fl'Om diffe!'('nt spac('craft, as long as the 
signal paths are on the same side of tlw snll. Figure 12 
shows ISEDB l'('siduals fol' Piom'el' 10, Pione,'l' 11, and 
Hdios 2 when these signal paths wel'(, east (left) of the 
sun, whil,' Fig. 1,3 shows ISEDB residuals fol' Pione<'r 10, 
PiOlwer 11, Helios 1, and H('lios 2 when tl1C's(' signrll 
paths w"r" \\'est (I'ight) "f til<' slln. lkgions of correlation 
between various spacecraft arc as follows: 
HE I/HE 2, DOY 90-134 (Fig.l3) 
1'/1: II/HE 1, DOY 180-215 (Fig. 13) 
1'/1: 10/PN 11, DOY 80-105 (Fig. 12) 
V. Summary 
Ob"'I'\',,<I doppl(')' noist' data from the 1976 solar con-
jUllction phas('s of th(' Pioll('('r 10 and 11 alJd tIl(' J-Idios l 
aod 2 spacecraft was fit to til<' ISED mod,,1 ("ISEDB") 
and suhs{'qll(,lltly shown to 1)(' in good agr(,(,l1lPnt with 
til(' model-thus continuing to corrohorate tlw direC't link 
lJ"tW{,l'll obs('rved doppler noise and inh'gratpd signal 
path dectron density. SOl1W ('\·id(,]lC.'<' of corrdation }w-
t\\'('('n sunspot activity and dopph'l' noise is s('('n (tIl(' 
HISED mode\), hut the )'"lationship is insufficient to 
model ill a quantitativp fashion. Finally, corn'lation 
Iwtw('('11 doppler noise ckviations from the TSEDB mndpl 
continm' to 1)(' s('en for (spacpcraft) signal pnths on the 
same side of the SUIl. 
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DSS Range Delay Calibrations: Current 
Performance Level 
G. L. Spradlin 
DSN Network Operations Section 
It is the lnierlt of this report to (Ii'scrihe a task !l1Itiertaken approximately 18 
months ago, !mder the (wspic('s of the Ranging A('curacy Team, to develop (J 
mC[1TlS for evalrwting Deep Space Station (DSS) range delay calibration 
p(!~r()rm(m('(>. tITIlI througli which inconsistencies frequently noted in these data 
could he reso/red. Deve!oplwmt of the DSS rrmge delay data hase is described. 
The data base is presented with ('omments regarding appaH'Tlt discoTllirlllities, 
Data regarding the exciter frcquency dependen(,e of the delay values are 
pres(~flt('d. awl the report (:onrludes hy rIOting the improvement obscwet/ in the 
consistency of current DSS range delay cll/iiJrali(JtI data or:er the pl'~rurmat1cl' 
previow,!y olJ.!~erti('d. 
I. Introduction 
The measurement of the dbitam:e, or range, to a 
spaCetTaft. as accomplished by the DSN Ranging Subsys-
tem, is essentially a precision measurement of the tillle 
interval between transmission and receipt of a binary-
coded signal called the range eode. Unfortullately, the 
time interval (from transmission to receipt of the range 
code) mcasured by the Ranging Subsystcm IS not the 
desired mcasurement. For the purposes of orhit determi-
nation, thc measurement needed must he froJl) the defined 
station location to a reference point on the spacecraft and 
hack, and therefore, thc delay adually measured hv the 
Ranging Subsystem must he modified (corrccted) to 
account for delays of the range code that are not part of 
138 
this referencc-point -to-reference-point measurement. 
Among other correetion fadors that II1I1St bc applied to 
the measurcd value to ohtain the desired value is the delay 
experiCIl<:cu hy thc range code as it passes through the 
station equipmcnt, or thc station range delay. 
Historically. the station range delay has been considered 
olle of the largest contrihutors to inac('urac:ics in 
spacecraft range mcasurements despite the mcasurcmcnt 
(calibration) of thc station's range delay prior to and 
immediatcly after each spacccraft track duriJlg which 
range data were takcn. Inconsbitcncies and apparent errors 
ill the shltion range delay calihration ('ould hc expccted to 
contrihutc at lea'it several mctcrs of uncertainty to the 
spac('('raft range measuremcnt. The inconsistencies of 
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I 
station range delay calibratio", were recognized by the 
Ranging Aceumcy Team .L~ being incompatible with the 
stringent range accuracy requirements of futuTe missions. 
and hence. olle of the initial tasks undertaken by the team 
wa."i to develop a datu base from w',ich current perform-
ance could be ascertaineo. and improvement monitored. 
This report describes this eHort, and delineates the ':urrcnl 
station range delay calibration performance. 
II. Establishing The Data Base 
It was decided in early June 1975 that the data base 
would not includ., any currently available data, nor would 
it include station range delay calibrations as reported via 
the station posttrack reports. Instead, each station capable 
of ranging was requested to perform special range delay 
calibration measurements. 
To provide control over the conditions under which the 
measurements were to be made. each staticn was 
requested to use a specific set of parameters including 
specifications of range code component integration times, 
level of carrier suppression, downlink :,ignal level, antenna 
pointing angles, and uplink power level. The report trom 
the station was to include, in addition to the range delay 
calibration, five post range acquisition Differenced Range 
Versus Integrated Doppler (DRVID) values so that the 
range delay calibration could be corrected for waveform 
distortion, exciter frequency, the number of the receiver 
used, and which maser was used. 
It was originally thought that a one-month period of 
data collection would provide a sufficient data base; 
however, due to a lack of available time at the stations to 
perfonn unscheduled activities, far too few measurements 
were made available to constitute " data base. Time for 
the stations to take the needed measurements was then 
made available through the Deep Space Network (DS"') 
Scheduling Office. The measurements were to be made on 
a noninterference basis during or immediately after 
normal station posttrack countdown procedures. One-half 
hour was added to the allotted time lor the normal 
posttrack procedures to help alleviate any time bind that 
might be caused hy making the additional measurements. 
Mcasurements Wft ~ scheduled to be made at each station 
as frequently as once per day with no more than seven 
days between measurements, depending upon station time 
availability. c.lso, the time span over which daLl would be 
collected \\oJ." extended from the original orw dJOnth 
period to a six-month period. 
Coincident with the effort to establi·., a data I"se. a 
task was undertaken to reevaluate and l'.pdate the standard 
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pre· and posttrack range delay 'alibration procedures, 
including the reporting fo·:mat (Post Tra •. k Heport). 
Provisions were made in the new procedures to incorpo. 
rate the controlled range delay calibration into the 
standard station procedure.,. The Post Track Heport 
format was redesigned to provide detailed information 
regarding configuration, and to provide the needed data to 
aset'rtain the health of the ranging subsystem. The ohvious 
advantage of the aforementioned incorporation is that the 
data base would now receive almost eontinuous inputs as a 
product of normal station operations, and station range 
delay calibration performance could be mOle closely 
monitored. 
After a confidence-building period of approximately one 
month, the specially scheduled calibrations were discon-
tinued, and the new Post Track Heport w:" adopted a, the 
data source for the data b:L,e. A copy of the portion of the 
new Post Track Report format containing range calibra-
tion information is shown as Fig. 1. Item A.3 contains the 
station range delay calibration data. and the neCes.'iHry 
configuration information. The information used as input 
to the data base is found in items 3.(a).1 and .2, and :3.(b).1 
and .2. The numbers reported here by the stations are 
converted from the rrequency dependent unit of measure-
ment (Hange Unit, RU) output by the ranging subsystem, 
after adjustment by the DRVID correction, to meters 
(one-way) for ease of comparison with Right project 
navigation and radio science requirements, and for entry 
into the data base. 
III. The Data Base 
Station range delay calibration d.ta extracted from the 
data base and plotted in meters (one-way) versus day of 
year are presented in Figs. 2 through 10. Specific station 
performance will not be detailed at this point. Instead, it 
is inteurled simply tl, present the data base, and to explain 
peculiarities, eVe!lts. and characteristics that can be seen 
in the plotted data. A more detailed analYSis of the data 
will be presented in a subsequent section of this report. 
A. Goldstone, Pion_, 055 11 
DSS 11 is the station to have most recently acquired a 
ranging capability, this event occurring approximately 
sixty days after data collection began from other stations. 
Early data from DSS 11 indicated that, for whatever 
reason, this station did not reflect the inconsistency 01 
nil~z-e calibrations noted in the early data from other 
stati<.os. In fact, it became an interim goal to try to 
improve the performance of other stations to that level 
"Iready being achieved at DSS 11. As indicated on this 
station's plot, an Engineering Change Order (ECO) that 
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altered the station range delay calihration path was 
installed temporarily, da), 63 thrcugh day 70, and 
permanently on day 158. All calibrations indicated on this 
plot were made using Maser 1 and Receiver 1. 
B. Goldstone, Mars, DSS 14 
Fi!,'l.re 3 is a plot of DSS 14 S-band calibrations. All data 
were taken using the S-Band Polarization Diversity (SPO) 
maser and primarily Receiver 3 of the Block IV Receiver-
E.'«'itcr Suhsystem, although there is a scattering of points 
taken lIsing Receiver 4. Also, all ealihrations were made 
us,ng the Block IV doppler translator instead of a dish 
mounted Zero Delay Devit'e (ZD[,); both devices perform 
the function of simulating a spacecraft by converting a 
transmit..level frequene;' to a ret'eive-Ievel frequency. 
Prior to day 90, DSS 14, like other stations in the 
Network, utilized the Planetary Ranging Assembly (PRA) 
to conduct spacee'raft ranging. On day 90 an R&D ranging 
machine, the MU II, was installed to provide range data 
enhaneemcnt for the Helios project at superior conjunc-
tion. The MU II has been retained at DS8 14, and is 
currently used for both Viking and Helios ranging 
operations, 
Fib'llre 4 presents DSS 14 X-band rang" calibrations. 
The family of points seven to eight meters below the 
major point grouping represents a periodically occurring 
anomaly that recently has been determined to be the 
result of a procedural error (incorrect switch position) 
during the range delay m~asurement. 
C. Australia, Weemala, DSS 42 
DSS 42 range calibrations presented in Fig. 5 were 
taken using Receiver 5, Maser 1, and a disb-mounted 
ZDO. 
As mentioned earlier, DSS 11 did not indicate the 
inconsistency in range calibrations noted elsewhere in the 
Network. As data collection progressed, it became quite 
clear that DSS 42 was unable to provide consi,ter.t 
calibrations, and that the problem wa; not due to an 
equipment failure, nor was it procedural in nature. It also 
became clcar that DSS 42 range calibrations were highly 
cxciter reference frequency dependent, and that the 
calibrations at DSS 11 were not. Further, it was found that 
the locations of the dish-mounted ZOOs at these two 
stations were radically different, and that a poor location 
of the ZOD could result in the calibration inconsistency 
being observed, the apparent result of signal multipath 
effects. A pragmatic decision was made to relocate the 
DSS 42 ZDD to a position on the antenna identical to that 
where the ZDD was located on the OSS 11 antenna. This 
wa'i done on day 114 with an obvious and dramatic 
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reduction in range calibration inconsistency. An additional 
small step in the plotted calibrations can be seen to occur 
on day 140 coincident with a klystron change. 
D. Australia, Ballima, DSS 43 
DSS 43 calibrations presented in Fig. 6 reflect a 
multiplicity of configurations. The majority of data 
collected prior to day 30 of 1976 were taken using the 
llIock III Receiver-Exciter Subsystem, Receiver I, the 
SPD Maser, and a dish-mounted ZOO. After day 30, the 
Block IV Receiver-Exciter Subsystem became the prime 
data source, and data from Receivers 3 and 4 in 
conjunction with the SPD maser are represented. As with 
OSS 14, all Block IV measurements utilized the Block IV 
doppler translator. 
Calibrations made at OSS 43, while using the dish-
mounted ZDD, again indicate a strong exciter-frequency 
dependence. The apparent increase in the calibration 
measurement after day 260 of 1975 resulted from work 
done in the tricone area of the antenna, but did not 
appear to Significantly alter the apparent frequency 
depemlence of the dish-mounted ZOO calibrations. 
The cause of the dramatic improvement indicated after 
day 140 is not clearly understood, but it is felt to be the 
result of pOSSibly two things: (I) stringent configuration 
control exercised per Viking project requirements, and (2) 
a significant decrease in the frequency dependence of 
range calibrations made using the doppler translator 
(pOSSibly due to an inadvertent but fortunate elimination 
of a multi path or leakage problem). 
Figure 7 presents OSS 43 X-band range calibration data. 
Again a distinct change in the plot occurs at day 140. 
With the exception of the anomalous calibrations reported 
on day 142 and day 162, all calibrations after day 140 fall 
into one of two di<tinct families of points. Tests conducted 
at DSS 43 indicate that while there is only a minor change 
in the S-band range calibration value as exciter frequency 
is changed, the change in the X-band calibration value is 
quite significam Thw lJ. ... ;; two families are not unex-
pected, as the upper grouping of points represents 
calibrations extracted from Viking Orbiter 1 Post Track 
Reports (i.e., the calibrations were made in the region of 
frequency channel nine), and the lower point grouping 
from Viking Orbiter 2 Post Track Reports (calibrations 
made in the region of frequency channel 20). 
E. Spain, Robledo, DSS 61 
OSS 61 range delay calibrations shown in Fig. 8 were 
made using Receiver 5, Maser I, and a dish-mounted 
ZOO. 
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The small grouping of points between days 261 and 282 
of 1975 at approximately the 36().meter level reRects the 
temporary imcrtion of an additional cable in the range 
delay calibration path during station troubleshooting of a 
ranging subsystem problem. There is no available 
explanation for a similar family of points between days 43 
and 76 of 1976. 
Although it is not obvious by inspection of DSS 61 
range delay calibrations presented on Fig. 8, tests 
conducted at DSS 61 indicated that this station's range 
calibration value was also exciter-frequency dependent 
and, like OSS 42, the DSS 61 ZOD was relocated to a 
pOSition similar to the DSS II ZDD location on that 
antenna. The ZOD relocation occurred on day 77 of 1976, 
after which a clear improvement was observed in the 
range calibration ('orsistency. An additional discontinuity 
and noted increase til frequency dependence is observed 
on day 139, coinc:Jent with an S-band mixer change. 
F. Spain, Robledo, DSS 63 
Like OSS 43, DSS 63 range calibrations presented in 
Fig. 9 indicate that a number of configurations were used 
for calibrations at this station through day 125 of 1976. 
Data prior to day 300 of 1975 reflect use of the Block III 
Receiver I, the SPD maser, and a dish-mounted ZOO. 
Measurements after day 4 and before day 112 reRect 
mixed use of Block IV Receivers 3 and 4, the SPD maser, 
and the Block IV doppler translator. With the exception 
of four points, all measurements after day 112 were made 
using Receiver 3, the SPD maser, and the Block IV 
doppler translator. 
Use of the high-power klystron at DSS 14 and DSS 43 
has not been mentioned, as use of this device has not had a 
significant impact on the reported range delay calibration. 
This statement cannot be made of calibrations reported at 
DSS 63. For an unknown reason the use of the high-power 
klystron at OSS 63 does result in a Significantly different 
range delay. The family of points between 648 and 651 
meters reflects its use. 
The increased point-ta-point consistency of calibrations 
after day 135 is again attributed to tight station 
configuration control, a result of Viking Project support. 
Fi~'llre 10 presents DSS &1 X-band range calibration 
data. The data were taken using primarily Receiver 4; 
however. a scattering of points representing Receiver 3 is 
also present. 
The family of points between roughly 624 mete" and 
628 mete" is representative of u,e of the high-power 
klystron (denoted by the "H," above the plotted point), 
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and an anomaly recently traced to a faulty relay in the 
Block IV X-band doppler translator. 
Again there is a general reduction in the seatter of the 
calibrations after day 130, and as with the S-band 
calibrations, it is felt this phenomenon is attributable to 
ConFi,6l1lfation eontrol. 
IV. Calibration Performance Analysis 
The frequency dependence of the station range delay 
calibrations has been mentioned numerous times in the 
preceding section of this report. The cause of the 
frequency dependence of the range delay is not clearly 
understood as of this writing. In fact, the extent to which 
it is a problem is also not clear. In an effort to understand 
hoVl the range delay varies as a function of frequency, 
each station capable of ranging has been requested to 
conduct a "Range Oelay Versus Freq·.:ency Test." 
Essentially, the test simply provides calibration data at 
channel center frequencies, channels 5 through 26. 
It was previously mentioned that DSS II did not reRecl 
the frequency dependence noted in data from DSS 42 and 
OSS 61, and that the ZDDs at OSS 42 and DSS 61 were 
relocated to agree pOSitionally with the OSS II ZDD 
location, in an apparently successful attempt to reduce the 
DSS 42 and 61 frequency dependencies. Figure II 
presents the results of a range delay vemL' frequency test 
conducted at OSS II on day 252 of 1975. Clearly, there is 
a variation of the range delay with change in frequencYi 
however, the peak-to-peak change is only about 1.5 
meters. Compared to the apJ1loximate 8-meter and 
7-meter changes seen on Figs. 12 and 13 (DSS 4!C and OSS 
61, respectively) DSS 11 appears relatively insensitive to 
changes of frequency. 
Figures 14 and 15 present DSS 42 and DSS 61 range 
delay vers';s frequency data after relocation of their 
ZDDs. The reduction in frequency dependence is 
noticeably significant with both stations showing a range 
delay variation with frequency change of roughly 2 to 3 
meters peak-to-peak. 
Tests run at DSS 14 and DSS 43 a1.o indicate a range 
delay variation with frequency change. The results of the 
DSS 14 test are shown in Fig. 16 (S-band) and Fig. 17 (X-
band) with indicated peak-to-peak changes of approxi-
mately 6 meters and 3 meters respectively. The DSS 43 
results shown in Fig. 18 (S-band) and Fig. 19 (X-band) 
indicate an S-band peak-to-peak change of about 3 meters, 
and an X-band peak-to-peak change of roughly 6 meters, 
and for an unknown reason, a significantly different profile. 
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Test data frolll DSS 0:3 are not yet available; however, 
inspection of range delay information in the data base 
indicates that neither the S-band nor X-hand range delay 
calibrations vary si" 'lificantly as a function of frequency, 
Each spacecmn tracked by the DSN is assigned and 
communicates within a partkular frequency channel. All 
station range delay calHmltions made and reported via the 
Post Tra<..'\-. H.eporl are measured at a frequency within the 
frequenc., ehannel assignment of the spacecraft whose 
track is being reported upon, \Vith the information 
presented above (a station's range delay calibration is 
frequency dependent), the cOIt<istency or repeatability of 
a station's range delay calibration cannot clearly be 
asc.'ertained without consideration of the spacecraft (or 
spacecraft frequency channel assignment) as an indepen-
dent variable. That is. the determination of/the consist-
ency of a st<ltion's range delay calibration should be h'lsed 
upon a consl';tent spacecraft (Le., consistent frequency), as 
much ,L<; it would \Ipon use of a consistent station 
hardware configuration (same receiver. same maser, etc,). 
The data presented in the data base consist primarily of 
range delay calibratiolls extracted from Post Track 
Reports for Viking Orbiter 1 (VO-I) and Viking Orbiter 2 
(VO-2). The information presented in Table 1 describing 
station range delay calibration performance was con-
stnlcted considering the spacecraft as an independent 
variable. The meall .md standard deviation (1 0') were 
cornputed using the last N range delay calibrations 
(excluding known anomalous pOints mentioned earlier) 
reported from each station. The mean for each configura-
tion has been indicated on the data base plots (Figs. 2 
through 10). Only those station hardware confih""ations 
recently and frequently used have been considered. 
It was mentioned at the beginning of this report that 
staticn range delay calibrations have historically been 
considered a major source of inaCcuT;lC'ies in the measure-
ment of spacecraft range, and that ~he inconsistencies in 
the station calibrations were sllspected to have contrib-
uted up to "~veral meters of uncertainty to the range 
measurement. 
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Data presented in Figs, 2 through 10 dearly indicate 
that unexplained point-ta-point inconsistencies of from 5 
to 10 meters were commonplace ill the calibrations 
recorded during the first several months of data collection. 
The data hase also delineates that by relocation of the 
ZDDs at DSS 42 alid DSS 61, stringent configumtion 
control at all stations, an increasing knowledge of the 
sensitivity of the range delay to many variables, and 
continuous monitoring and feedback regarding calibration 
performance to the 1-!tations, the consistency of the 
calibrations has been greatly increased. and point-to-point 
consistency of less than one meter (l (J') is the current 
level of performance. 
V, Summary 
Station range delay calibrations have long been 
considered one of the major contributors to inconsistencies 
observed in spacecraft range measurements. Recognition 
of this ph" knowledge of future mbsion needs for highly 
accurate range data led to an effort undertaken by the 
Ranging Accuracy Team, to acquire knowledge regarding 
the current ability of the Network to provide consistent 
range delay Lalihrations, and to develop a data hase 
through which improvements in calibration performance 
could be monitored. 
It h,,< been the intent of this report to describe the data 
base development, graphically present the data base, and 
to prm ich some explanation of trends or characteristics 
that <ire observed in the graphical presentation. A 
substantial amount of data is presented regarding one 
easily discernible characteristk:-the frequency depen-
dence of the range delay. 
Table 1 is presented at the conclusion of the analysis 
section, and provides a summary of station range delay 
calibration performance. The mean and Sl<li,dard devia-
tions for each frequently used station configuration 
(receiver, maser, and spacecraft) are presented. It can be 
seen that station calibrations are now quite consistent, 
with the standard deviations being generally less than one 
meter. This represents a significant improvement over the 
5- to 10-meter variations ohserved early during the data 
base development. 
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rable 1. Station range delay calibration perforl"llance 
DSS Configuration N MEAN,m (1, nl 
11 RCVH1/T\Vm/VO-1 33 307.0 U.·! 
HCVH1/TW~Il/VO-2 62 306.2 0.4 
14 HCVR3/SPD/VO-1 57 493.5 0.5 
RCVH3/SPD/VO-2 30 495.6 0.4 
RCVR4/XHO/VO-1 53 481.7 0.6 
RCVR4/XRO/VO-2 23 482,5 0.3 
42 RCVR5/TWMI/VO-1 8 381.7 0.6 
RCVH5/T\VM1/VO-2 33 382.1 0.5 
43 RCVR3/SPD/VO-1 43 509.1 0.3 
RCVR3/SPD/VO-2 22 508.7 0.3 
RCVR4/XRO/VO-1 41 498.0 0.7 
RCVR4/XRO/VO-2 20 494.7 0.6 
61 HCVH5/T\VM1/VO-1 12 353.5 0.9 
RCVR5/TWM 1/VO·2 3,5 350.9 0.7 
63 RCVR3/SPD/VO-l 36 651l.7 0.5 
RCVR3/SPD/VO-2 29 657.3 0.5 
RCVR4/XHO/VC-1 31 634.1 0.5 
RCVH4/XRO/VO-2 29 A35.0 0.5 
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A. MISSION INDEPENDENT. 
1. DSS ___ : DAY ___ : PASS, ___ : MISSION ___ : siC ID __ _ 
2. ACQUlSITION ___ ,Z: ~ND OF TllACK ___ Z. 
3. RANGE DELAY: 
(a) S-BAND PRETRACK MEASUREMENTS AT -150 DBM (I, 2) AND AT 
EXPECTED SIGNAL LEVEL (3, 4): 
1. RANGE RU: DRVID RU: S/L -150 DBM: RDA ATTR'--__ DB 
2. RANGE --- RU: DRVID -- RU 
3. RANGE RU:DRVID RU:S/L DBM:RDAATTR ___ DB 
4. RANGE RU: DRVID RU 
XMTR PWR KW: EXC NO-.- : TWM : RCVR NO. 
EXC FREQ - HZ: CARRIER SUPPRESSION (3 and 4) __ -_-_-_'D'<';B 
(b) X-BAND PRETRACK MEASUREMENTS AT _150 DBM (I, 2) AND AT 
EXPECTED SIGNAL LEVEL (3, 4): 
1. RANGE 
---
RU :DRVID RU: S/L -150 DBM: RDA ATTR 
2. RANGE RU :DRVID RU 
3. RANGE --- RU: DRVID = RU: S/L DBM: RDA ATTR 
4. RANGE RU :DRVID RU 
TWM : RCVR NO. 
DB 
DB 
(e) S-BAND POST TRACK MEASUREMENTS AT ACTUAL SIGNAL LEVEL OF THE 
PASS: 
RANGE RU: DRVID RU: S/L DBM; RDA ATTR __ _ 
RANGE RU ; DRVID RU 
XMTR PWR KW: EXC NO. : TWM : RCVR NO. 
EXC FREQ - HZ: CARRIER SUPPRESSION --DB 
XMTR PWR DURING PASS __ KW: KLYS NO. ___ _ 
(d) X-BAND POST TRACK MEASUREMENTS AT ACTUAL SIGNAL LEVEL OF THE 
PASS: 
RANGE ___ RU:DRVID 
RANGE RU : DRVID 
RU: S/L ___ DBM: RDA ATTR __ _ 
RU 
TWM _____ ; RGVR NO. __ _ 
(e) REMARKS: ':' 
4. STATION TIME OFFSET WITH RESPECT TO DSN MASTER: 
(a) OFFSET _____ ., UNCERTAINTY _____ REFE<1ENCED TO __ ':'_':' ___ , 
(b) TIMING SYSTEM RESET SINCE LAST POST TRACK REPORT: 
MAGNITUDE , DIRECTION ____ _ 
5, SYSTEM NOISE TEMPERATURE ______ DEG. K 
6. EQUIPMENT FAILURES OR ANOMALIES (indicate start and end times or start and 
estimated time for return to operation. Reference TFR(s) aud DR(sl.) 
Fig. 1. Post Track Report format 
I'~"'~-'·<:"o\''''' 
I 
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DSN Research and Technology Support 
E. B. Jackson 
Radio Frequency and Microwave Subsystems Se
ction 
The activities of the Venus Station (Dss 13) and the Microwave Test Facility 
(MTF) during the period June 14 through Octaber 10, 
1976, are discussed and 
progress noted. 
Continuing remote controlled pulsar obser
vations are noted, along witl. 
routine observations of 22 pulsars. Preliminary installat
ion of equipment for 
planned unattended operation of the Venus Station is 
reported, along with 
extensive measurements and performance evaluation o
f the 26-m antenna. 
Su"port of the X-band radar at the Mars Station (DSS 1
4), and stability and 
reliability testing of the DSS 13 receiving system is repo
rted. Klystrolt testino 
,,~d other DSN support activities of the DSN Hig
h·Power Tran .• mitter 
Maintenance Facility are noted, along with en
ergy conservation modifications to 
two buildings at DSS 13. Radio Science exper
iment support included Planetary 
Radio Astronomy, Pulsar Rotation Constancy
, Interstella .. Microwave Spectros. 
cop~ and Very Long Baseline Ir.terferometry observa
tions. An increased 
schedule of clocl:\ynchronization transmissions, planned 
on five.day centers, is 
noted, as 39 transmissions were made to Austra
lia, DSS 43, and Spain, DSS 63. 
I. Development Support Group 
The activities of the Development Support Gr
oup, in 
operating the Venus Station (DSS 13) and the Microwave 
Test Facility (MTF) during the period June 14 through 
October 10, 1976, are discussed. 
(Tracking Station Systems Technology), DSS 13 will be the 
demonstration station with which remotely 
operated, 
unattended tracking operation is demonstrated. 
II. Station Automation 
In support of RTOP 68 (Statian and Network Monitor 
and Control Technology Development) and RTOP 69 
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The first phase, remot,. controlled observation of
 pulsars 
has been demonstrated on several occasions. D
uring this 
period, 35 station support hours, of which 6 ho
urs were 
remote controlled tracking, were utilized in s
upport of 
this project. During the remote controlled pulsar obszrva· 
tions, pulsars 0031-07, 0329+54, 0355+54, 
0628-28, 
1)736-40, and 0833-45 were successfully observed without 
inten'ention by on·station personnel. The re
st of the 
153 
support time was devoted to troubleshooting and perform-
ance measurement. 
III. Pulsar Observations 
In support of the Radio Science Experiment "Pulsar 
Rotatil)n Constancy" (OSS 188-41-51-09), DSS 13 provided 
130-3/4 hours of observations, during which the emissions 
from the pulsars tabulated in Table 1 were recorded. 
These data, recorded at 2388 MHz, left circular polariza-
tion (LCP), are used to determine precise pulse-to-pulse 
spacing, changes in this spacing, pulse shape, and pulse 
power content of the signals received from these pulsars. 
IV. Maser·Receiver·NAR Reliability-Stability 
Testing 
Reliability and stability testing of the DSS 13 total 
receiving system is conducted during nonmanned station 
periOds. The 26-m antenna is prepositioned to a fixed 
azimuth and elevation and the Noise Adding Radiometer 
(NAR) data collection system automatically records total 
receiving system temperature as the 2f)..m antenna beam is 
swept across the sky by the rotation of Earth. During this 
period, the antenna was fixed in azimuth at 360 degrees 
and progressively positioned from 49.9 to 49.1 degrees 
elevation, and 496-/2 hours of testing were automatically 
performed, This testing is performed at 2295 MHz, using 
right circular polarization (RCP) on the 26-m antenna. 
V. Unattended Operation, DSS 13 
In preparation for the planned unattended operation of 
DSS 13, the Polarization Diversity S-Band (PDS) feedcone 
removed from DSS 14 has been modified into a feedcone 
having all the capabilities of an S-Band Polarization 
Diversity (SPD) feedcone, except simultaneous reception 
of two polarizations, but using only two waveguide 
switches instead of three. Two Block III Receiver-Exciters, 
obtain~d surplus from the Spaceflight Tracking and Data 
Network (STDN), have been installed in the Operations 
and Data Processing building at DSS 13 and completely 
checked out with the STDN and DSN frequency 
converters. The first "milestone" demonstration is planned 
to be an automated telemetry reception track from a 
spacecraft in March, 1977, 
VI. 26·m Antenna Measurements and 
Evaluation 
In order to evaluate the effects of several 'ears of 
experimental operation on the stability of the surface 
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panel adjustments, careful measurements of the ;urface 
deviation from the desired parabola were made on the 26-
m antenna. Measurements were made at three different 
elevation angles: near zenith. near horizon, and at 33 
degrees. The subreflector was removed and returned to 
JPL for precision measurements, and installation of a 
removable vertex plate. While the feedcone was off the 
antenna. antenna waveguide run measurements were 
made in preparation for installation of the modified 
feedcone described above, designated SVU (S-band, 
Venus, Unattended), 
Replacement of the oil seal on one elevation ball screw 
was performed. and an examination of the gearbc:.< was 
made to ensure that no hidden damage existed, The oil 
seal replacement solved the oil leakage problem, and, 
although brass shavings and a piece of broken gear were 
found in the gearcase, no immediate problem is foreseen. 
After reinstallation of the subreflector, new vertex plate, 
and feedcone. pointing evaluation tracks were performed. 
using an automated program called SCOUR (SCan and 
COrrect Using Receiver), which utilizes the SDS-930 to 
provide antenna control. Using Virgo A, 3C144, and 
3C273 as sources, 21-112 hours of pointing error 
evaluation were performed. 
Several problems were experienced with the S-band 
maser refrigerator with which the 26-m antenna is 
equipped, During this period, the displacer crosshead 
drive has been overhauled and replaced twice, The system 
is working correctly at this time, although some audible 
roughness exists in the drive mechanism. 
VII. X·Band Radar, 8495 Mi-,z, 400 W 
During a series of radar observations of the comet 
U' Arrest, the V A949J klystrons used as final amplifiers 
failed and were removed. In preparation for restoring the 
system to service, the traveling-wave tube amplifiers 
(TWTA) used as klystron drivers were tested, and the 
TWT power supplies (Logime\rics Corp. Model A300) 
were modified, with a new HV cable connector for 
improved reliability. This modific,.tion required fabrica-
tion of a complete new back papel assembly and 
rearrangement of connectors. After modification, one of 
the three power bupplies dev~loped an intermittent fault 
and was repaired. At this time, the TWTAs are 
operational. 
VIII. Energy Conservation 
The Operations and Data Processing (C-5l) and 
Liboratory and Office (C-60) buildings at the Venus 
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Station have each been equipped with a time dock with 
which the lighting (interior and exterior) and air 
conditioning are operated. The air conditioning is on a 
multiday time dock, while the office and laboratory 
lighting is controlleJ by pPrsonnel-set timers, with a total 
tiftlC of 10 hours available. Exch,ding the transmitting 
systems, the air conditioning systems at Venus arc the 
largest users of electricity, and automatie hlfIlOff of this 
usage when the station is not manned will reduce 
con~·umption. 
IX. Deep Space Network High-Power 
Transmitter Maintenance Facility (DSN 
HPTMF) 
The X-3070 klystron loaned to Arecibo Radio Observa-
tory has been returned in apparent good condition as 
evidenced by a vacuum check. Arecibo did not find it 
necessary to use this kly.tron. 
At the request of the Transmitter Cognizant Operating 
Engineer (COE), a klystron socket tank, klystron focusing 
ma!,'Ilet, magnet adapter and 5()()..kW RF water load were 
loaned to Varian Corporation to be used in testing a 
repaired DSN lOO-kW klystron. These items wc:e 
returned after testing was completed. 
In continuing support of the DSN mISSIOn, four each, 
20-kW klystrons, yarian Model 5K70SG, were tested to 
assure usability in case of need. (These klystrons had been 
obtained from the STDN.) Two of the four klystrons meet 
all applicable specifications. Three arc detectors, fabri-
cated by a vendor. were checked, wiring errors corrected, 
repairs made where necessary, and operation and response 
time verified. AdditionalIy, a light source and power 
supply for the crowbar on the HV power supply at DSS 
14 were repaired. 
Routine scheduled maintenance was performed on the 
20-kW test transmitters, and the DSS 13 transmitter 
control system wa~ ('onverted to the same solid state 
configuration used in ti'e DSN. Ouring this maintenance 
period, a documentatit. t , update program was started to 
ease the planned configc.-ation of the system for unat-
tended operation for uplink transmissions to spacecraft. 
During this maintenance period, the X-3070 mr gnet used 
in the Advanced Systems Demonstration transmitter failed 
due to inadequate coolant flow, and the system is 
currently inoperative. 
As part of a program to improve the spectral purity of 
the uplink transmissions, a high-resolution spectrum 
analysis was made of the carrier emitted by the 20-kW 
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test transmitters and also of the HV power supply used 
with these transmitters. The same spectral components, at 
similar relative amplitudes, were found in both the RF and 
HV dc spectra. Detailed analysis is bei:tg performed. 
X. Pla!1etary Radio Astronomy 
In support of the Radio Science experiment "Planetary 
Radio Astronomy" (OSS 196-41-73-01), DSS 13 measures 
and records the radiation received at 2295 MHz from the 
planet Jupiter and various radio calibration sources. These 
measurements use the 26-m antenna, the S-band station 
receiving system, and the N AR. During this period, 109-
3/4 hours of observations were made, during which the 
radiation received from Jupiter and the calibration sources 
tabulated in Table 2 were measured and recorded. 
XI. Interstellar Microwave ~;pectroscopy 
In support of the II.dio Science E.")leriment "Interstel-
lar Microwave Spectroscopy" (OSS 18M-41-52-12) DSS 13 
provided 23 hours of station support, including 17-3/4 
hours of tracking reception at 2273.5 and 2321.729 MHz. 
Sources used for this experiment included 3C5e, NGC 
7822, and 118 + 48. 
XII. VLBI Support 
In support uf the several programs that utilize Very 
Long Baseline Interferorr. -try (VLBI) techniques, DSS 13 
devoted 6-3/4 hours of tracking to check Ol1t new 
equipment utilized for this purpose. Sources observed 
were 3C84 and 3C273. 
XIII. Clock Synchronization System 
The interval between transmission of dock synchroniza-
tion signals was shortened at the request of the Viking 
Project. This increased t.ransmission schedule. program-
med on five-day centers, was instituted in support of the 
encounter. orbit, and landing phases of Vikings] and II 
spacecraft with Mars. 
Although Spain, DSS 63, had some difficulty with their 
receiving system. 18 transmissions were made to them as 
scheduled by DSN Scheduling. Another 21 transmissions 
were made to Australia DSS 43, for a total transmission 
time of 40-3/4 hours. Both stations are now reporting 
good reception and correlation with their local station 
clocks. 
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Table 1. Pulsars observed at DSS 13, June 14 through 
October 10, 1976 
00.31-07 08.3·3-4.5 1818-04 
0329+54 "'33-'-10 1911-04 
0355+54 1237+25 1929+10 
0525+21 1604-00 19,13+ 16 
0628-28 1642-03 2021 +51 
0736-40 1706-16 2045-16 
082.1+26 1749-28 2Ul +46 
2218+47 
Table 2. Radio calibration sources observed at DSS 13. 
June 14 thmugh October 10, 1976 
3C17 SC273 3C418 
3C48 3C274 NRA0530 
3C84 3C279 0)287 
3C123 3C286 PKS0237·2S 
3Cl38 3C309.1 I'KS2134·00 
3Cl45 3G345 Virgo A 
3C147 3G348 
3C218 3G353 
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